
WIry 'Dialectical'?

The final paragraphs of Part 1.tI. at least hint as to why you find the teTffi ideography in our main title,
instead of calculus, algebra, or even arithmetic. But why the tcrm dialectical in that title? What quality do we
denote by this term? A new ideography, we allege, emerges from the immanent critique of arithmetic. In
what way does this new ideography exhibit or describe that dialectical quality? How does that symbolic
system, that explicit-rules-based Martificial- language, qualify as a dialectical language? Do we mean a
dialectical process of ideography, Le., a dialectic of ideographic symbols, a dialectical symbolic process u an
ideographical dialectic? Do wc mean an ideography f!i dialectical process? Do we mean an arithmetic whose
operations somehow mime, simulate, emulate, hence model, dialectical development? Do we mean a heuristic,
'intensionality-denoting', pure-qualitative, collllotati7Jc calculus of categories for both "ltistorical dialectics" and
"[meta-Jsystematic dialectics"? Do we mean dialectical algorithms and 'dialectical computers', which 'compute',
in a way at once both quantitative and qualitative, descriptions uf future statuses of the processes of nalure using
a rules-system that operationalizes the «organ01l» of dialectics? We mean all of this.

The 'Eventity' Ontology. The following gedanken-experiment lthought--experimentl is crucial to the reception
of all that follows. We propose that, throughout your reading of this essay, you test the following conceptual
processes: (1) that you first not conceive phenomena, phenomenal objects, the objects selectcd by your
perception, as purely noun-like entities. That is, we propose that you escape the concept of objects as
atomistic, statical. invariant substances; as inert matters; as fixed contenl in eternal equilibrium. We further
propose that you (2) nnt conceive such objects as purely verb-like abstract actions or events. That is, we
propose that you also escape any concept of objects as "pure energies", "medium-less waves", or fluid-like
"pure fields", devoid of any substantiality or morphological intcgrity. We propose (3) that you instead test a
conception of objects as eventilies n as event/entities or process-objects and, simultaneously, as process
subjects ['subjects' here meaning 'agents', 'actors']. That is, we propose that you allempt to internally construct
a perception of objects in general as 'subject.[verb]-objects' -- self-channeling, self-constraining, self-re
entering,. self-refluxive flawforms or rheisms; self-changing, therefore evolVing and 'meta-eVOlving' process
entities; internally dynamized, ductile substantialities. We urge your testing of an ontology lhat grasps
MentitiesMas prior !;yntheses of noun-like and verb-like qualities, for which the grammatical qualities of noun
versus verb pose opposite directions of abstraction i.e., of 'homeomorphic defect', hence of omission. The
proposed conception of an 'eventity' is one of a 'self-acting as well as otlter-acting actio1l-object'. This
concept involves conceiving uf such an 'action-objecf lleitlter as an external Mevent" instantiating a 'pure verb',
"or as an external 'entity' materializing a 'pure noun'. It points to an action-entity existent - an externally
existent nOlm-verb or verb-nou". In essence, we urge your experimentation with a concl:!ption of objects neither
on the model of atomislic "point-particles", nor of "linear waves", but on the modl:!l of nonlinear waves. It is
our experience that the practice of this re-conception, at length, opens up the doors of perception as well.

By the term evelltity we connote a being whuse "substance" is ~etlt; whose "matter" is "energy". We mean
a being "made of" action, of a specific, defining mode-of-actiml, which is ils activity-essence, its self. We mean
a being.. in self-caused, sell-ineluctable ways, not in other-caused, externally-imposed, cuntingent ways,
existing only as a bei"g of changc, a continuing [self-]chunge of being; always in a "slale" of self-induced 'non
statidly', or motion, even absent any externally-induced motion; a being.. a 'becoming', in evolution alld 'meta
evolution' • self-consistent, self-reprodudllg-cum-self-superseding self-development. A being at firSl self-becoming,
but later on self-un-becoming. A doillg self-dOing, then self-u,,-doing, as a cumulati7Je consequence of its
preceding self-doing. The semi-conscious ontological commitments of today's "natural" languages, inculcated
in us as children, before the age of critical thoughl, make this re-conception difficult. It is "nalural" to think
only of substances acting when "verbs" usually attend "nouns" in one's language. But "substance" resolves
into activity. One may seek 'uncutables', a-toms or .,(tom)... -- radically simple, unconstituted "elementary
particles" from which all else is made. But, likc clashing tomahawks, all empirically observable candidates,
with a few seeming exceptions, "cut" or shatter each other -- into vast varieties of others -- when they collide.
One may seek reduction to ultimate 'undifferentiatcable' substance, but one finds the spontQlteous selF
construction of the cosmos. The universe reveals itself as a scale-layered, cumulative snowballing of past-to
present doings whose recurrenl self-lamination regularly erupts new qualities of apparent new "substance",
of new experienceable and measurable manifestation,. of "being becoming".
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Ultimate ·substanceR resolves, perhaps, into sell-inflating ·vacuumB. Apparently "empty" space as plenum.
Turbulent "Dirac Seas", seething with Bvirtual" materiality. Paired matter/anti-matter "particles" ceaselessly
self-creating and self-annihilating. Active "nothingness". " othingness" acting. Apparent "Nothingness" -
unmanifestalion, but pregnant with potential finite manifestation -- as ultimate "substance". Action as
substance. Action manifesting quality to our perception. Quality = quality Qf. action.

Note that when we emplOY, herein, the term 'meta-evolution', we do not restrict its reference to mechanisms
specific to the cellular - prokaryotic and eukaryotic -- and multi-cellular/metabiotic intervals of cosmic
evolution, namely the mechanisms of DNA-genetics, "competition for shared resources" and ·natural
selection". Our usage is more akin to that of dynamical systems theory, in phrases like BnonIinear evolutiorl
equation". Our definition is actually more restrictive than that of classical dynamics, centering on a concept
central to the meta-dynamical meta-systems theory proposed herein -- the concept we tenn 'self-bifurcation'.

The Tornadic Eventity. For an example of a "being" for which contemporary human perception readily and
sensuously supports the evetltity concept, consider a tornado. It is a temporarily sell-sustaining, auto-mobile,
semi-tangible -- amI temporarily, partially morphologically invariant -- atmospllcTic flow-form "composed
of" ordinarily invisible, ultra-diaphanous, seemingly "in·substantial", and "intangible" air. Also, and in
essence, tornadoes are "composed of" a definite kind of molion, a specific mode of action, of that medium.
They are "made of wind". They palpably display for direct human perception qualities they share with
eventities of all 'ontos' according to the roentity ontology. Raw, immediate sensory support or no, we allege
that other Bbcings" -- even "bones and stones" - reveal the aptness of the eventity otltology to more probing
metrics than those of the naked human sensorium as it has been shaped I7y the prevailing instru / mental culture
of humankind. However, the tornadic eventity u as well as atmospheric, cyclonic or anti-cyclonic toroidal
vortices in general -- appear to be Heraditean without being meta-evolution-mediating. They appear to lack
any cumulative/depletive c01wersiorl-dimension in our 'meta·evolutionary' sense. They appear to build toward no
irreversible self-bifurcutiul1 of the state or dynamics of the planetary atmosphere, or of the planet as a whole,
though they clearly do self-terminate, thus are modelable as self-mediating the parameter ShIfts in their own
control spaces that shortly shut them down.

"Solid" "like A Rock". Consider a "thing" many might view as typifying the 'nounically' inanimate -- an
ordinary Tcrran rock. Yet, transferred to a hermetically-sealed laboratory container, it would typically
vaporize itself in time, owing to seli-heating via radioactive self-decay of the traces of Thorium which most

Earth rock conlains10
. This potential for sell-vaporization may actually be more centrally related to

cumulative planetary/Iithosphcric/pre-biotic evolution than might meet the eye, or, at first, than might meet

the mindll .

The Solar Eventity. [forthcoming].

Fusion bv Plasma Self-Confinement -- The "Plasma Bottlc". An even more apt eventity image arises from
an area of energy technology yet to be mastered. by Terran humanity. Imagine a nuclear fusion reaction
chamber, maintained in COrititlUOIlS net power generation mode. This would require sustaining the plasma it
houses in the condition represented by a presently unknown location in the vast control·parameter-space of
the nonlinear &>ltzmann-Vlasov equation. There, we conjecture, the dominant mode of "self-consistent"
motion of a plasma is a self-re-entering vortex, a qc1onic, toroidal-vortical flow-fnrm, or plasma cyclone: a
"rolling donut" cloud of ionized gas - "rolling" upon itself, and corresponding to a 'nonlinear standing wave'
or "3-D soliton" solution of that equation. Flowing plasma spirals-in near the base of the chamber, and
whirls up the "chimney" of the "eye·wall" region of this, its own, self-eotlstihlted cyclonic now-form. Self·
intensifying magnetodynamic self-eonfinement of the plasma ignites a fusion reaction midway up that
"chimney·, at the narrowest neck of the eye's wall, at the point of maximal self-confrontation and self
interaction of the plasma, where the plasma most proximately meets itself. This fusion process yields usable
surplus energy, in several forms, to be siphoned-off. It also releases vortex-regenerating power. This plasma
flow is thus self-causing, self-regenerating, self-reproducing, given the maintenance of the chamber
environment control-parameter settings.
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This flow expels its resultant fused nuclei, mixed \-v:ith still-viable fuel, out the top of that "eye-chimney",
where some of lhat exhaust must be siphoned away. Otherwise this toroidal-vortical flow-form would self
bifurcate, self-(dis/re)-organizing to a different morpho-dynamic afLer its 'fuel ratio' parameter - measuring
the concentration of iL'i accumulating spent fuel -- exceeded its critical bifurcation-threshold value. Then.
descending spirally down the outer sides of its O\4,1'n toroidal-vortical flow-form, the plasma flow mixes v.ith
fresh fuel injecta. As this flow again nears the bottom of the toroidal whirlpool of plasma, it is pulled spirally
up once more, back into the chimney/eye ignition-rehrion. Under the control parameter-values maintained in
that chamber, the motion of the charged plasma particles just described continually [relgenerates, internally,
a plasma-self-confil1il1g electric/magnetic field. Such an intensity of field, i.e., of the electrical current
necessary to create and sustain it, would vapnri:r.e, in fact 'plasma-ize', a solid-phase, metal wire
electromagnet, thwarting any attempt to impose this der,ree of field-strength upon the plasma externally. But
this plasma-intemal, self-generated field also guides the plasma's particles to reproduce the very pattern of
flow by which they generate that plasma field which, in tum, generates that plasma flow ..., thus fomenting
a sustained self-re-iteration; a nonlinear self-consistent"state" or 'consi5ting-of-se1f motion of the plasma.

The attempted externally-imposed toroidal or "donut" plasma morphology of the stellarators, tokamaks, etc.
is replaced by the automorphogenesis of a toroidal vortex flow-form internally-imposed or self-imposed by the
plasma itself The self-moving plasma medium in that chamber works upon itself, and thereby uworks itself
up" to a higher level and qualily of elemental existence, of nuclear-species content. 1ltis medium thus
develops itself nudeosyntheticaUy via its fusion of lighter into heavier nuclei, an energy-yielding self
development which is self-mediated by its own self-regenerating cyclonic motion.

This plasma, as processor, acting upon itself as input, yields itself again as output', but with u differettce, a
"della", a 'A', a "gain", or a "loss" (of mass-energy), which is both a qualitative and a quantitative gain. Due to
the squaring operation it involves, the formula below describes only the "pure-qualitative/-ontic" or '&' gain:

plasma "of" plasma - plasmafplasmal _ £plasma]2; £plasma]2 - plasma + ,6,£plasma] t plasma.

Or, to bring in explicitly the relative timing of these changes--

plasma [plasma 1- -[plasma 1 - [plasma I' - plasma + Mplasma I· plasma t plasma.
't 't 't 't 't 't 't+A't 't

The expression "AfPlasma]", written \vith upper-case 'p' and 'quanto-qualitative' "A" -- stands for the
totality of the self-induced changes in the content of "the plasma" -- denoting not jusl the quantitative changes
in that content, but the qualitative changes as well. The quantitative changes would include, for example, a
reduced count -- the "subtraction" .. of some Hydrogen ions, and the reduced energy-content of the mass of
the plasma due to the energy emitted by the fusion reaction. The qualitative changes -- changes in the kind,
quality, or ontology of the composition of the plasma - would indude, for example, addition of Helium ions
where there were none before, i.e., the conversion of JIydrogen into Helium. The self-induced cyclonic flow of
quantitatively and qualitatively self-meta-evolving plasma, in its eye's focus, overcomes the electrodynamic
mutual repulsion of iLc; ionic nuclei and their sub-atomic "particles". It creates the dOse-up self-confrontation
of that medium which ignites its continuous, and cumulative, selj.transformation, as long as the conditions
represented by its location in control-parameter-space are sustained, via fresh fuel injection, fusion products
exhaust, etc.

Evolution. 'Meta-Evolution', and 'Meta-Society'. The meanings of two technical terms, used with special
meaning throughout Dialecticalldeography, are vital to the comprehension of all that follows. These terms are
'meta-evolution' and 'meta-SOciety'.

Meta-Evolution. Using a geomelrical metaphor for our usage herein, 'evolution' maps to the growth of the
length -- the quatttitative expanSion -- of a growing line or curve; or to the expansion of the area of a plane, or
to that of the volume of a cube. 'Meta-evolution' maps to growth of that line into a new direction or
dimension, one perpendicular to!independent of the dimension of its past, defining extenc;ion or quantitative
evolution; to the l-dimensional line-segment's qualitative expansion into a 2-dimensonal plane; to a 2-D
plane's qualitative expansion into a 3-D cube, to a 3-D cube's qualitative expanSion into a 4-D hypercube...
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In standard idealization, such 'meta-evolutionary', 'quanto-qualitative' growths appear as infirlite quantitative
ones, as ·singularity", as ·discorltinuity·, as loss of the (former) identity or of the existence of the system so
growing.

Herein however, such transitions are termed 'm£ta·finite', for, even in idealization, the resulting 'meta-state' L..
finite relative to itself, however ·infinitc· it may appear, in idealization, relative to its predecessor 'mcla-state'.
The plane that grows out of thc self-perpendicular motion of a finite line segment has finite area, even if, in
idealization, it "contains" an infinite number of such line segments -- is a 'meta·line' made up out of (an
"infinity" of) such lines. The cube that may be "described by" or "generated by" the self-perpendicular motion of
that 'plane-segment' has finite volume, even if, in idealization, il "contains" an "infinite" number of such plane
segments; is a 'meta-plane' made up out of (a "transfinite" number of) such planes.

Once the idealization is relaxed, or when such idealized mathematical metaphors are concretely applied to
the physical actualities that they are fit to model, the mental chimera of ·uctual" or "manifest" "infinity"
vani..hes, and concepts of qualitatively different but quantitativell 'mela-finite' differences -- of qualitative
'meta-finite' chmlge -- may arise, e.g., 1 mm.1 t 1 mm. 2 t 1 mm...., viz.--

ItDtLJJt.
Per our standard 'level one' partitioning of cosmological meta-evolution, the following succession of
transitions describe four successive 'meta-evolutionary leaps', 'ontology self-expun:;ions', 'meta-fit/ite
transitions', 'self-bifurcation singularities', 'meta-dynamical self-movemenL'i, or 'meta·el101utions' of the 'meta
continuous' identity and existence of the 'meta-system' that is the thus evolving and 'meta-evolving' cosmos:
(1) transitions of atoms to 'atoms squared'; i.e., to molecules in addition to atoms; to 'meta-atoms' made of [a
perhaps large, but always finite number of] atoms, followed by transitions from (2) their continued co
evolutions to that plus that of 'molecules squared'; i.e., that including [prokaryotic] cells, those 'meta
molecules' made of [a perhaps large, but always finite number of) molecules, followed by transitions from (3)
their co-evolutions to that plus that of '[prokaryotic] cells squared'; i.e., that including [eukaryoticl cells,
those 'm£ta-prokaryotes' made up of prokaryotes, followed by transitions from (4) all of their continued co
evolutions plus those of the ·meta-phyta- and -meta-zoa", i.e., of '[cukaryotic] cells squared'; of those 'meta
euknryotes', 'meta·cells', or 'meta-cellular', ·multi-celhdarn organisms, made up out of [eukaryoticl cells.

In the various variants of dialectical arithmetic presented throughout Dialectical ldeography, and especially in
Section III., The Arithmetics of Meta-Evolution, the operation of [self-Jmultiplicatiot/, the product rule, models
mcta~evolution, metafinite self-bifurcation singularity, or metasyslem transition, while addition models
cumulation.

Meta-Societv. We see the [meta-]evalution of language-based [proto-Jhuman sodety as a process one first
order 'meta-eVOlutionary' leap beyond that of the proto-larlguage-based animal societies -- of even the most
elaborate ones, as seen in some ant and termite colonies. We see the [proto-]human societies of today's Earth
-- likewise those of Earth's antiquity -- as belonging, ontologically, to the qualitative increment of 'animal
societies squared'; as 'meta-societies' made up afmultiple [animal] societies [and plant 'societies']; as products of
an ·endosymbiosisn and of a "symbiogenesis· at the socialleve1. That is, we sec the endemic association of
humans with animal and plant partners -- with dogs, horses, camels, oxen, cattle, etc., on the animal side,
and with 'horticulturalized' or domesticated communities of plants, e.g., wheat, rice, com, etc. on the plant
side -- as not merely incidental, but as esselltial to the nature and existence of [proto-lhuman society as it has
manifested to-date on Earth. Other such neologia are employed throughout Dialectical Ideography. ·rney are
defined in context in the body of the essay, and again, gf'neraUy with greater generality, in the Glossarv of
Neologia sub-section of the Postscripts.

'Mttollfinity' & 'MI'•.:a-Fract"lity', 'Mdj!{jnltt', 'Mttoll~Fr.llctolll'Structure of the 'Mulli-Ootic Cumul.. ' of 'Meta·.I:,yolvlng' Universes [of pi~coun"J.
Two additional concepts pervade the discourse of Dialectical Ideography. Herein, these concepts arc named
are 'metafillity' and 'metafractulity'. ... [forthcoming].
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The -roroicill-Vortex' 01 Slell.arz'Atomic Met..·~volution IThe Self.OevP]opment of the Gilb.ctic Jntl!rstpllu Medium I 'Cumulum'J.

Instances of such 'toroidal-vortical self-processor' eventities are not limited to human artefacts, let alone to
merely conjectured ones! The cumulating "interstellar medium" of the Milky Way galaxy works upon itself
in similar fashion. However, its toroidal-vortex-like self-processing pattern i't not apparent to a merely
physical-spatial visualization of its self-movement. Slars, we hold, precipitate out of the "interstellar"
medium, originally made mainly of Hydrogen atoms. The (usion process which sustains stars as such, also
builds higher atomic species within them. That very accumulation of populations of ever-heavier, less·and
less 'fusionable' atoms finally precipitates a self-bifurcation, the self-negation of the star as star --~

noperating uponn itself _ star no£" star - starfstarl - starntimesnstar - star2 - not-star t star.

These stellar self-negatory crises, including those known as "uovae" and "supernovae", range from the mildly
to the massively catastrophic. Most involve the transfer of massive amounts of evolved atomic malerial back
to the interstellar medium. Generation upon generation of stars build up the concentrations of higher alomic
species in that 'cumulum'. ew generations o( stars condense out of it as double-stars, or, eventually, as single
stars surrounded from inception by nebular discs. Discs with sufficient populations of higher atomic species
and primitive molecules precipitate, at length, star-orbiting planets. Planet formation sets the stage for new
stages of meta-evolution. Note the cumulative self-enrichment of the interslellar medium via its star
processes.

We hold that cerlain habits of thought have been deeply engraved in Terran humankind recently by ils
incessant and ever-deepening placement of money-mediated exchange of commodities at the center of the
daily life-process of individuals. This activity impresses the mind profoundly, sub-consciously as well as
consciously, as it becomes the primary mode of day-to-day survival and of access Lo life-opportunity of
every kind. T1lis praxis involves a continual quantitative equation of qualitatively different goods via their
prices. Prices are quantities expressed in qualitatively identical units of predous metal, e.g., of gold weight; of
paper bank notes' units harking back to metal mass units ["pounds sterling"], of arbitrary units of state-issued
paper currency, etc. These units apply to a diversity of goods so wide that these goods apparently share no
other quality.

The money praxis has reinforced a Widespread anesthesia to the qualitative dimension of arithmetic, and an
omissive idea of number as qualitatively-homogeneous or completely unqualified "pure, abstract quantity".

We reference this psycho-historical, psycho-archaeological phenomenon as 'The Elision Of TI,e Qilalifiers'.

The 'dialectical arithmetia;' presented herein are a late development in a protracted sequence of developments
in 'advanced arithmetic', beginning with the emergence of the Rules-System of the so-called "Complex

Numbersn, denoted C. We term that psycho-historical sequence 'rIle Re-Emergence o/tlle Qilali/iers'.

Both of these developments, we hypothesize, contributed (orcefully to the formation of The NonU"earity
Barrier. Monetized exchange ~- counter-circulation of commodities and money, especially pa~r money n

may condition its subjects to a loss of both qualitative and dynamical sensitivity. But later generations'
observations of laler outgrowths of this exchange-praxis - e.g., of the capital form of exchange-value and its
global capital-marht and other sequelae - may tend to fre-Jawaken paradigms of nonlinear or self-reflexive
meta-dynamiCS; o( dialectical and quanto-qualitative, ontologically dynamical self-developing process.

For example, the existential process of a single capitalist firm. cries out for dynamical and meta-dynamical
modeling. It is readily susceptible to such metaphors as that of the toroidal-vortical self-processor paradigm.

That paradigm of 'self-re-entry' meta-dynamics may be visualized via the following pictographic metaphor n
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-- wherein the "output" or 'exhaust' of the self-processing self-flow of the medium in question is depicted as
issuing spirally out at the top, thence flowing back down around to become 'rc-input' again at bottom, rising
spirally again to the 'heart' of the 'cye', to lhe "umbilicoid" point where the h"lo sides of the whirling now nearly
touch. where the radius of the 'eye chimney' shrinks nearly to zero. The 'self-interactivity' of this self-inducedly
flowing metaphoric medium is maximized there. A slarburst of radiance is depicted as issuing from that
point of maximal self-interactivity. It symbolizes that the 'meta-evoluh·onary leap', the qualitative change, the
'Otlfalogical gain', the 'ontology expansion', the 'ontic-conversion 'meta-finite' singularity self-bifurcation',
the 'Coulomb / topological-genus singularity', the 'change in meta-state' or in 'meta-attractor', in other words,
the nmeta-system transitionn [d. Turchin). arises at this point. The 'self-reOuxio71'; the self-inducedly flowing,.
'meta-finitely' self-perturbing, l..yc1onical1y self-roiling medium of this metaphor becomes a multi-meta-ontic
'cuttlulum'. With each of its passages through its own 'eye' turmcl, and throu~h its own 'umbilicoid' point, it
adds to itself a new 'qualitative i"crement' [dll, a new concrete ,(aritltmos lIIolladikos» or population of units
of new kind; a new complement of /lew ontology, of next-arising, nf'xt 'meta-fractal' scale 'meta-monadization',
e.g., of I Ielium nuclei in addition to Hydrogen nuclei, wherein each L'iotopk Helium nucleus, as successor
'[meta-]«mouad»' or '[meta-junit', is grasped as a 'meta-Hydrogen nucleus' made up out of a heterogeneous
multiplicity of [isotopic] Hydrogen nuclei as its predecessor units or «monads», Le., each successor, new~
kind, single "mouad» is made up out of a multiplicity of its predecessor-«mo1lads», as a result of those
predecessor-«mmrads» own self-movement, or «auto-kinesis» -- their self-movement of 'self-internalization',
'self-subsumption', 'self-incorporation', 'self-re-entry', or 'self-composition', i.e., of 'seJi-'~'Ulf1Jeben» 'self.negation
cum-self-conservation'. The medium's content self-changes 'quanto-qualitatively' C~), both in terms of the

quantity of as well as the qualilie<; of the 'ontos' extant, and also in terms of the 'meta-distribution' of the
combined populations-counts, one separate populatiun-coula for each extant ontological category; for each
qualitatively/ontologically distinct «aritll1llos monadikos» of qualitatively, typolor,ically, ontologically
diffprent units or (U1o,tads», e.g., the "'eleclron species'" vs. the "'Hydrogen nucleus species'" vs. the "'Helium
nucleus species'" -- forming thus a 'multi-meta-antic', 'multi-meta-moltadic' 'meta-popUlation' 'distribution of
distributions', 'distributions distribution', 'distribution squared', or 'distribution of second degree'.
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The Capital Eventity. The capitalist enterprise, the "individual capital" u the central 'logical individual',
'logical atom', or 'ontological unit'/'monad' and sO('io-economic object of contemporary "macro-economic"
theories, and the universe of discourse of contemporary "micro-economic" theories -- may be grasped as an
eventity which, in a helical self-process, "pulls-in" monetary capital, physical capital, and human capital. Tbis
collective-subject [ev]entity does so via capital slock sales and borrowings, plant and equipmental
investment, purchases of raw materials, auxiliary materials, and power, plus procurement of employees,
O\·vners of various kinds and degrees of 'knowledge-capital' and 'skill-capital'. It designs to bring these "factors
of production" i.nto such interactions as "push out" specific, hopefully vendible commodities. In the process
of producing these "intemalities", it also produces "extemalities", the totality of by-product impacts upon its
·publics·, i.e., that stakeholder/non-stockholder portion of the rest of the anti-phy~;js comprising. in general,
its non-employee, non-customer, non-supplier community, surrounding its operations, as well as upon the
physis, the biospheric and sub-biospheric natural basis upon and from which society builds itself.

This activity provokes a reflux. The capitalist firm receives a "return" d on itself, to itself - metered, 'ratio-ed'
vis-a.-vis its self-investment, its capital-value u the monetary value of its capital asset content. This is a
nounic way of describing that reflux. But this return, this 'self-refluxion', is better conceived as a trQ1I5/armed
rcturn on [and oJl its own activity.

Monetary consciousness fixes attention upon the finanaal quantity of this return. It fixates upon the revenue
strcam which flows back to the firm from the market in response to the stream of commodities that flows
away from the firm to that market. In reality, the We-history of an individual capital, of a capitalist firm, is
the rhythmic, pulsing self-refluxivt!. process in which the total [self-Jreturn to [and oj] this activity-entity, plus
its "accidents", continually determines and continually 're-detennines' determines iL<; fate.

This total return includes refluxes of its ezternalities as well as of its 'internalities'. This t!., the total profit, gain
or loss in net, must thus include the total self-consequences of its impacts upon its publics and its natural basis.

The firm's quanto-qualitative total "eaml11gs" include public goodwill and ill-will, lawsuits and awards,
strikes and alliances, regulatory legislation and deregulation, regulatory interventions and commendations,
and damage or enhancement to its natural basis, in addition to its monetary revenue. They all eventually, on
a variety of time-scales, affect that revenue. This total reflux, and its effect upon the firm, involves the
qualitative as well as the quantitative aspects of all that returns. The finn's total oUlpullhus returns, albeit
partially in a transformed, mediated, and usually partially·unrecognized form, and becomes re--input, as part of
its total new input, which also includes streams of action Oowmg to it from other, "extemal" eventities as well.

The total product of the firm, at the end of each natural period of its activily or production, is a total cause
whose total effect includes the quality and quantity of Ole inpUl lo the firm's next round of existence - [self
re-]production-activity. The capitalist firm. produces commodities. It also produces, reproduces, and changes
itself. It produces "'retarded'" or "'delayed'" causes which affect it, which llaterJ 'self-re-f1ex' or 'bend back' and
act back upon it itself as well as upon others. The objects receiving iL<; [past] action include itself, its present
self, the very subject or agent which initiated those actions, as well as others. It operates now upon inputs
which reflect its past outputs, and inputs. lL is now producing outputs which, in part, will detcrmine its
future inputs. "Inus, the 'eventity' known as the capitalist firm also fits well the 'cyclonic', or toroidal·vortical
flow-form, paradigm discussed above.

The capitalist finn, in each moment of its production - meaning both its production of its commodity output,
and its production of itself i.e., in each moment of its process of existence, of its essential, existential activity -
both consumes itself and produces itself, subtracts from itself and adds to itself. It thus continually
transforms itself. It consumes, uses up, aspects of its inputs in producing its outputs. These inputs are not
simply from its extemity, but are partly 'internal', are partly self-inputs d are partly itself. They include its
total 'body', all of what it is -- its previously eamed or purchased finandal capital, raw and auxiliary
materials, power, plant, equipment, and the portions of their daily lifetimes -- of their very lives -- that the
firm has already purchased from its employees.
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Its output is not just the commodities it sends to market. Its output is also the changed state of its capital-
materials, work-in-process, fixed assets -- employees, community, and natural environment as a result of its
use and partial cOll5lmrptio" of all of them -- and partial reproduction oj all of them -- in its just-previous
round of production. These do not all vanish completely into the product /output of that round. The firm's
un-owtled assets appear among the firm's inputs, alongside the firm's direct, owned assets, its property
content. Many also re-appear, somewhat changed, partially or wholly among its outputs. The firm, by
producing, and successfully selling, its nominal product, also reproduces itself, including all of these
"elements", these "factors" of its self-reproductive activity. It thereby eams revenue required to repurchase,
and thus replace, what it used up. In using its assets, it also alters, converts -- subtracts from /adds to _.
those of its assets which persist as parts of its nbody" beyond one production round; which thus do not yet
require repurchase.

The input upon which the firm works is thus, in part, itself -- itself as a whole. The meuns [of production]
with which it works upon that input u itself n is also that firm as a whole -- itself. The output which
emerges from this action of its means n itself n upon its input -- itself n is also, in part, itself as a whole, bu t
changed as a result, quantitatively and qualitatively. Again, because of the "squaring" operation it in.volves, the
formula below describes only the "pure-qualitative lt or "ti" gain: ontological chanp,e in asset-category
composition or content:

itself "of" itself = itself[itselfl = itself "'x '" itself = itself' itself + 6[itself] t

or, making explicit the relative timing or epochal order aspects of this process--

itself [itself] = -itself = itself '"x''' itself = itself 2 "'" itself + 6.[itself] = itself t itself.
~ ~ 'l: T ~ 'l: " ~ ~"A~--'

We elide, for now, the moment of the 'other-determination' of the firm's existence. We focus on its moment of
'self-determination'. We ignore the independent impacts of its 'extemity' -- its envirorunent of other agents,
i.e., of other subjects, collective or individual, including competing firms. In expanded self-reproduction, a
firm ·consumesn or "changes· the totality of iLc; asseL.. in ways which do not merely deplete them, but which,
in the net, also ndevelop", enham..e, or expand them, quantitatively, and often, crucially, qualitatively as well--

assets 'inter-operating', or 'operating among' themselves = the function: assets "of" assets =

assets[assets] = -assets = assets '''x '" assets = assets2 = assets + .6. lassets I t assets,

or, with explicit epoch-tagging and 'epoch-counting' via the symbol "t n

assets [assets 1= assets '"x''' assets
~ ~ T "

assets 2 = assets + A[assets] = assets t assets,
---~ ~ " " ..A" ---,

wherein ',6,[J' denotes 'pure-qualitative, antic change of L]'; wherein 'assets' describes the qualitative
ontology of all of the human and non-human factors of production "ownedn by or constituting that firm at
the heginning of one "round" of production, at time-index value "t, where assets 2, or assets + Afassets],, , ,
or assets describes that same [sub-Jtotality, the ontic "content" of the firm, at the end of that round of

~"4T

production, at time-index value "t+A"t, and ',6,£assets ]', 'ontic change-in assets', denotes the ontic,,
qualitative aspects of the ntotal self-collseque"ces prOfit" described above. I.e., Afassets ] denotes the ontic,,
qualitative incremel1t to assets induced by the mutual interaction, that is, the infra-action, as well as by the
seli-interaction, of this 'assets meta-«arithmos»' or 'assets meta-arganism' as it was at the start of the
production round, at "t, during that round of this [sel/-re-]production, of duration ,6,'t. In contrast, the
nchange·in-assetsn denoted by 'tl(Assets )' describes the changes in ontic qllality of these assets as well as,
their c1ltwges iuqualltity, during the time-period from "t to "t+d"t: ,6,(Assets ) _ Assets - Asset§; .

~ ~+A~ ~
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This "increment" can be negative in the net, implying net loss, and consequent qualitative and quantitative
self-contraction of assets. It can be positive, implying net profitability, quantitative and qualitative/ontological
self-expansion of assets. It can even, at one extreme, approach ncar-zero change in the quantities of the assets,
with non-zero change in the qualities of assets, or, at the opposite extreme, near-zero change in the qualities
of the assets, with non-zero change in their quantities. But, typically, changes in qualities and changes in
quantities of assets go hand in hand. Thus, the ongoing self-refluxive process that is the capitalist firm can,
in the net, be either one of expanded or contracted self-reproduction. But it can hanUy for long be one of both
qo qualitative and 0 quantitative change n a linear equilibrium, a 'Hoolean' process of "simple reproduction" n

X 2
, - Ax - q, and X

o -·Hl - -
wherein we have re-symbolized 'assets' by'! " and Assets by ~ .

t t 't T

The "equilibrium" of "Simple reproduction" is not "stable" n is not an "attractor", but a "repellor" n

Ax ~, q'
0'

x ~
-T+l

x,-, M ~-, 'I>

Changes in quantitative attributes of Assets include changes in monetary value, as well as changes of,
quantity in non-monetary, including scale-of-operations, volumetric, attributes of the firm. Quality changes
include emergence of new skills in the firm's workforce, installation of new teclmology in plant and
equipment, and emergence of new features, e.g., design enhancements, in succeeding generations of the
products previously offered for sale, as well as of innovations in the firm's product-line n development of
altogether new kinds of products. They also include "wear and tear" depreciation of the firm's assets - plant,
equipment, and people -- i.e., of its owned assets and non-owned assets alike.

The capitalist firm, the individual capital itself, forms part of the input to each round of its production,
together with other means of production drawn into it from outside of itself. That individual capital, as a
whole, is also the processor which processes the totality of those inputs, in producing its total output. That
individual capital, as a whole, also forms part of the output from each round of its production, together with
other products, which may leave it and accrue to the rest of the world.

But what accrues from it to the rest of the world also determines, in part, what the rest of the world sends back
to it, as its next-periods' input, including, but not limited to, its monetary revenues. The capitalist firm is
thus, in part, a self-producer, a self-changer. It is u self-reflexive prucess and a self-refluxive process. The
capitalist firm is a self--processor. An evenlity. A loroidaI-vorlica1 flow-fonn.

If the outputs of the capitalist enterprise are well-received, received as 'goods', its reflux may promote its
quanta-qualitative expansion. It may grow, and prosper. If its outputs are received as damage, as toxins,
as 'bads', its reflux may poison it in turn, subtract from ils substance, and send it into a waning spiral of
contracted self-reproduction eventuating in its self-liquidation, its extinguishment, its dis-exislence.

Indeed, a daily-life-scale example of the meaning of 'meta-evolution' versus that of 'mere evolution' in our
usage herein can be exemplified via the 'meta-modeling' of this key object of micro-economic theory and
practice, this entity or 'eve1ltity' known as the capitalist firm, regarded within such a scale and partitioning
wherein it constitutes a 'meta-dynamical meta-system' -- a sequence of distinct dynamical system-identities
"bridged together" or 'meta-continuously connected' by 'self-bifurcation singularities', or 'metafinite
transitions'.

'Evulution' of a Firm. Take the Chart Of Accounts of such a system-firm during a given time-period as an
'accounting-model' of that firm/system. By the 'evolution' of the firm, we mean its 'accounts-balances trajectury
in accounts-balances state-space'.
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TIlis potential evolution may be described as the ''flow'' or "vector-field" of the "purely-quantitative" changes,
through time, of those accounts' balances, driven by transactions n changes in their "pure quantitative"
[currency-Wlit dimensioned, e.g., dollar-denominated}, credit and debit contents as 'state' of the accounts of
that firm, for those accounts that are 'extant' -- i.e., that "exist" witlUn the given, fixed '[meta-}state' of its
Chart Of Accounts, and that are 'populated' with debits and credits.

These accounts collectively define, for this view, the 'state-space' of the firm, and their balances-contents at
any given moment of time wilhin the time-period in question collectively define the 'state' of this firm as a
'dynumical system' as of that moment, the coordinates of its position in its accounts-balances state-space as of
that moment, via balances as "slale-variables" -- as "functions of time".

In particular, expansion/contraction of Lheir quantitative, monctary-value-Wlit-ed "retained earnings" content
may serve to index net cumulation/dis-cumulation of the "stocks", the net capital-assets-content, or
"stockholder value" ["capital-value"} of this firm.

'Meta-Evolution' of a Firm. The 'meta-system' that is the firm passes 'meta-dynamically' from one system
identity or 'meta-state' to a new, next system-identity or 'meta-state' whenever its Chart Of Accounts
"mutates". Adjunction of [typically a whole spate of] new accounts to the Chart Of Accounts occurs.
'Extinction' of some former accounts may also be observed to occur. 'Hybridization' of other former accounts
via their definitional adjustment relative to the emergent existence/definitions of some of that incremenl of
new accounts may also be observed. These latter types of change constitute the 'meta-evolution' of the firm
as 'meta-system', e.g., the 'quanta-qualitative' expansion of the operations of a 'quanta-qualitatively grOWing'
firm. These changes in the firm's Chart Of Accounts are largely 'evolule', cumulative changes in its content
and/or "structure", not 'convolute', erasive ones [meaning totaL disappearances of all prior accounts/structures].

The 'meta-finite' character of such changes in the l'meta-state' of the} predecessor Chart Of Accounts can be
seen via this consideration: No amount of finite quantitative change in the credit/ debit contents/balances of
any number of accounts in the old ['meta-state' of the} Chart Of Accounts can amount to or attain or
represent the new form or struclure of the successor Chart Of Accounts, let alone its incremental quantitative
content.

Nor can any "infinite" quantitative change concretely speCify the successor 'meta-state', a 'meta-state' which is
finite in conlenl/structure, although it is also 'qualitatively' ['ontologieally'l expanded vis-a.-vis its
predecessor 'meta-state' -- the latter being also finite, and 'meta-finite' vis-a.-vis its predecessors.

A growing firm's Chart Of Accounts can be seen as an existential assertion respecting the content of its
operations, i.e., as an ontology. The accounts are the 'ontos'. Expansions of its Chart Of Accounts mirror an
expansion in firm's practical 'ontology', results of its quanto-qualitative 'self-complexijication', as of its "aUo
complexijication" in response to external forces impinging from its total, ecollo-politico-socio-ecological
climatological-H' envirorunent.

Indeed, with accounts assigned as 'ontos', the zU ideography can be applied to describe the 'quanto-qualitative'
'evolution' and 'meta-evolution' of firms as 'meld-systems, by 'meta-mOdeling' of both the changing quantitative,
debit and credit conlent of their accounls, and the changing qualitative / ontological eOf/tent of their Charts Of
Accounts, as per the Quanto-Qualilat-ive Computation section of Dialecticalldeography, Part III.

A 'Meta-evolution' model of the 'suh-charl(s) of sub-accounls' of such a Chart Of Accounts would constitute the
'2nd-level meta-model', were the firm taken as 'first level' or primary universe of discourse, or the 'n+1st level

meta-model', denoted {n-+~U,,}, were 2 < n E N taken as denoting the level of thefirm-cventity with respect

to some whole-cosmos-model as 'first level' modeL per a given partition-principle, denoted { ~Q }, for these

nested Wliverses of discourse.
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A 'meta-evolution' model of the 'sub-sub-rhQrl(s) of SUb-Sllb-accowlts' of the 'meta-evolving' Chart Of Accounts"_2
then constitutes the 'n+2nd level', { f U~} 'meta-model', or the 'third-level mela-model' relativc to the

individual firm taken as 'first-level' or primary wUvcrsc of discourse. And so on.

If we adopt f as OUI label for the individual firm being modeled, then the zY 'meta-model' for the quantitative
evolution and quanta-qualitative 'meta-evolutiott' of f looks like this, where ( ) enclose 'quantifiers', [ ]

'qualifiers', and C ) 'quanta-qllaLifiers'--

",ll. = .. + ~,.2')Cf./t)· ",1,;+ "f)t}· "fl.i)· $ = $~i.'.2·)("f.;lt)- "f.l(t))· r,l~

=

-- wherein (1) $ denotes the 'quantifiable' 'metrical qualifier' for the currency unit .. here the $US n the lmit of
["continuous"} measure in which the account-balance 'quantifiers' are expressed; wherein (2) nf~j denotes the

'metrically-qualifiable' 'ontological !inii-qualifier' or 'otttic qualifier' of the jth account, as 'onto' or ontological
category, in the 'meta-state' of the Chart Of Accounts as of 'I, and wherein (3) n'p+J('t) denotes the period

cumulative credits to the jth account, and n n oft) the period-cumulative debits to that same account, as of
..- .J

fttimc ft 'I, so that n~~ denotes the 'state' of the firm as the asel" or 'nem-amalgamative sum' of the balances of all

accounts extant and "populatcda in the fum's Chart Of Accounts 'meta-state' as of 'I.

Accounts not yet extant in the Chart of Accounts as of 't -- that is, accounts which belong to a later
manifesting 'meta-state' of the firm, or which, though possible for the firm in question at't, do not actualize -
are treated as having $0 balances, so that they accrue to Ih' denoting the 'quanta-qualitative existetltial zero'

which denotes the 'tatum' of all ontological qualities, cutegories. or 'onlos' {and of their 'unmanifest quantities']
that are 1l011~extantor 'Immanifest' at 't, viz. --

"0'

Also, Uo is 'Hridayamic' or 'all-absarplive', and 'addilively idempotent' as well, i.e, n

zEZ z·u = uand u+u 0:=o 0' '0 0

'Extinct' accounts, formerly manifested during previous values of 't, but not conserved, not carried forward .. no
longer 'exfatlt' in the Chart Of Accounts corresponding to the current value of 't n are also treated as haVing
$0 balances, and thus as also accreting to uo' The value Uo is 'omittable' because it is an "additive identitya for

dJ arithmetic: 'b + 5k - ek,

The ek meta-numbers are similar to the ilk' except that the ilk are "additively idempotent", like Boolean values,

i.e., are 'unquantifiable', 'un.add.able', or 'non-addiLive' n

-- whereas the Ok are 'quantifiable' or 'add-able' -.
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The nf oJ are 'bifurcation-functions' of control-parameter arguments -- (1) of other n'p ale - i), k ,. j, [already

manifested in past epock<; 't - i]; (2) of their ov.rn past values, i'p ,.j('t - i), for all levels of their [sub-lantos, l E

N, and; (3) of the past values of external [market regulatory, climatic, etc.] parameters, quantifiers of the [sub
]ontos of all levels of other, .., 1. interacting, 'co-meta-evolving' meta-systems:

- "".({, 0 k(~ - i) }I ,~", {P 0 (~- ill ,~l }, ~ ~ i EN).
T,.J,..-,. k::1,2; EN "',..-m m-1,2 ;n#peN

,
The 2 potential new accounts that accrue at every transition from -.: to't + 1, allOWing, e.g., up to every
fonner account splitting into 2, may be dearth for some actual cases [and for some actual accountants!}, surfeit
for others.

In both Q and u.. units of unequal subscript or 'index' are "inhomogeneous" or 'qualitativeLy heterogeneous', so
that they are also 'non-amalgamative', or 'muhtally-orthogonal' in addition.

That is, k ,. m => !lk t !1m & ~k t am' like the proverbial "apples and oranges·, so that gk + gm does not

·redllce" to some Ax, and Gk + ~m does not ·reduce" to some ax'

Thus, for example, in this model of the 'meta-dytl4mics' of a firm, account balances are kept separate; are not
"lumped together", just as distinct unit~vector "factors" or 'qualifiers' block "amalgamation" of "vector magnitudes"
belonging to different "dimensiom;"j"direclions".

The symbol ~u. denotes that arithmetical Rules-System which includes z!J., the "set" or 'space' of a 11 be ~ "such

that" ["1"1 all a, b, c are "elements oj' ["E"} the Integers, Z -- or, for short I a, b, c E Z -- just as ~.Q denotes

the RuJes-System for the "set" or 'space' zQ. of all b!l: Ia, b, c E Z:

z!!. { bi C I a, b, c E Z }
"

Z
• {ZU };

-Z •

In the ~.u arithmetic, minus signs can "travel around" from a to b to C, without changing a meta-numbcr's
value, i.e., additive inverses, multiplicative inVeTses, negative integer powers, and negative integer subscripts all
coincide in. operatorial meaning and effect, so that:

+; .., 8 ..1 ~_1 / ...1 -+1/ dthflI-k - -1I+k - +a+k - Uc.+~"k - +~~k ~,an ereore u

- + ,;. .;.
- l!k - l!k

'Inus each term of the n~" summation :I:(i -1, 2") C nf+lc)xG..j
difference of credits and debits, namely: ( n'p"J(-':)

takes a "balance", a

We have focused so far on the single firm as "the capital eventity" -- on the local, the micro-economic, the
individual capital scale. What of "the capital eventity" on the global, the macro-economic scale? What of the
total, worldwide capital meta-system as that of" the production ofcommodities by means ofcommodities" 12; of the
production [& reproduction} ofcapital by means ofcapital?
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What of the 'quanto-qualitatively' self-expanding, "extended scale" selj-re-produclion of capital,
autocatalytically self-growing in both the quantity of capital vulue and of physical fixed capital extant, and in
the quality or ontology of the new, unprecedented, but likewise in the to--the-new-adjusled kinds of old capital
included in thalttcapital accumulation-, that quanta-qualitative 'capital cumulum', or 'meta-social' cumulum, with
global human society as a whole taking the form of the capital eventily?

Planet wide Market 'Macro-Meta-Dvnamics' - "Toroidal-Vortical' Model of Clobal Social Reproduction.
Consideration of the capital-process at the "micro-cconomic" scale, that of the individual capital or firm,
calls also for regress to the "macro-economic" scale, that of the "world market", as well. That scale, of
globalized capital.. is also that of the global sell-reproduction of human SOciety, mediated by the capital
mechanism. It is that of the combined biological and politico-economic/cultural reproduction of the human
civilization, or of the planetized humanity, of Earth. The focus for this scale should be that of the true unit of
reproduction. The reproductive unit for the planetary human species is not the biological individual, nor the
nation-state, nor even human society planet-wide. It is that global society together with lhe natural basis
upon which it is founded, and upon whose reproduction its reproduction depends n at minimum, lhe global
biosphere. Models of global social reproduction must therefore encompass not ju:'>t the planetary macro
economy, but the: planet's dynamical econo-ecology as well. They must be anlhropological-psychologlcal,
political-economic, ecolto-ecological models.

This is not the place for a full discussion of such models. To introduce their formulation in the language of
dialectical ideography would require a book of its own. We will return to lhese models in this book, with
somewhat greater amplitude, in the section on HigheT 1.evel Applications.

Our task here is to: (1) indicate how the 'toroidal-vortex paradigm' applies to the phenomenology of global
sodal reproduction; (2) construct and name some key concepts that we will apply to this meta-scale of
phenomena and to this epoch of cosmological meta-evolution, and; (3) use the example of the phenomena of
this meta-scale to work out a major augmentation of our fundamental meta-evolution equation, our
contender for a trans-Leibnizian, meta-dynamical version of Leibniz' Characteristica Universalis.

The seU-refluxive system paradigm, the toroidal vortex model, fits the phenomenology of the macroeconomic
scale of the capital autoCQtalysis no less than it fits that of the microeconomic scale of the individual firm or
household. The world economy likens to a multi-dimensional dynamical fractal, a macro eddy composed of
many micro eddies, forming a self-enriching 'curllulum' containing a whole spectrum of scales of magnitude.

As with the individual capital, so with the totality of capital: the self-reproduction of capital involves the
seIf-operation of the capilal eventity; the self-reflux, thejlowil1g back to self, i.e., the self-re-input of previous
seIf-outpu t.

In the process of global social reproduction, mediated by the capital mechanism, the capitalized means of
production, subjective vs. objective, human capital/labor-power vs. artefactual capital lmeaning raw
materials, auxiliary materials, energy, financial capital/securities, objectified information capital and
knowledge capital] -- all products of previous capital-production - form the major input to each new whorl
of capital-(re]production. Other input includes the changing state of potential of lhe natural basis of sadety
and of the social basis to support that next round of reproduction. The latter potential may vary due to exo
noospheric and even exo-biospheric causes -- changes in climate due to Milankovitch and other insolation
effects; exolithic impacts; volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, tectonodynamic or "continental drift" events; as
well as due to plague/pandemic propagations, neglect of public social infrastructure, etc.

Expanded self-reproduction of capital means the reposiling.. at the end of the current round of reproduction,
of an equivalent of the capital-value laid out or input at its start, plUS an increment of profit, retainable
earnings, capitalized surplus product, etc., all in those phYSical, etc., forms suitable for further expanded
reproduction. The toLal inpul to each current round of capital reproduction, described above, is input to
what is in fact a part of the social reproduction processor itself, qua the global system of the [attempted]
expanded self-reproduction of capital. That total system of 'society-[re]production' is thus also lhe processor
which processes the totalily of those inputs, in producing this system's total output.
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That global process of capital-reproduction. as a whole, also forms a main Olltput of each round of its
production, together with it.... other products, which leave it and accrue to the rest of nature, especially to the
planetary biosphere. What accrues from it to that biosphere also determines, in part, what that biosphere
sends back at it, as part of iL<; next input, for the next annual round of global social reproduction, especially in
the form of the potential of the natural basis of society to support further social reproduction. If those
outputs to the biosphere, in the net, build-up and improve extra-human nature, add to its potential to
support further human production. then future expanded social reproduction is made more likely, If the net
effect of those outputs is to undermine that potential, then contracted social reproduction, even social
extinction, may result.

'the global, social, capital-process is thus, in part, self-producer, and sell-transformer. 1bis capital-process is
a self-reflexive process. Its action of production bends back UpOri itself and acts back upon itself through the
medium of its past output, whkh ever becomes its present input, It is a self-reflllxive process, in that its
outflow flows back to itself, as next inflow. It is a self-processor, an evclItity, in that it cannot statically 'be'
if it is to 'endure' or continue to exist, lo 'extend' its body any further along the temporal, "4th", dimension.
To continue to 'be' in this sense, it must 'do' its essential activity of self-reproduction, or continual
'production again of ilself. 1£ production stops, eating, drinking, heating, and living stops. Society dies. If its
society dies, so does capital. This process is toroidal vortex-like. What it pulls in alone end, it later emits,
with modification. at the other end. It then pulls that outflow and/or its consequences back around and
inflows it/them again. 'It' as totality-present takes in its own totality-past, and works upon [that past]
itself, applies itself to [tllat pastl itself. Its totality-present processes that inlake - i.e., its [past] self -- then
outputs that totality, + gain/loss, again. Society is lpart of] the 'raw material', society is the means of
production, and society as a whole is rpart of] the product of this global social reproduction. <Ibe generalized
language-model for this process, of which the social reproduction process is a special case, is:

processorfinputl - output,

denoting that processor, acting upon input. produces output Said better, the "product" of the
"interaction" of processor and input is output. The conventional interpretation of this paradigm has it
that these three terms arc completely distinct, as in:

means-of·production[raw-materiall - product.

What is unusual about the Reflexivity Paradigm of Dialectical Ideography is that it sees the aspect in which
only output is qualitatively distinct from processor and input. It sees processor and input as, in that
aspect, forming an auto-dyad - two as one, one as two. It perceives an intra-dual but unitary cventity,
notated doubly merely so as to 'explicitize' the intemal tension of its 'verbic' aspect and its 'nounic' aspect,
its 'subject' aspect and its'object' aspect. This in-tension would otheIWise be invisible, merely implicit, in a
sequence of Singular-occurrence, "first degree", "linear" symbols, viz., society - society·, or, society~

- societyuA~' so we instead employ a nonlinear, quadratic, 2nd degree nOlational Self-doubling to denote
this self-antitires is or ontological, onto-dynamica I ...elf-duality:

society[society] - society· - -society. society +Arsocietyl; society· t society.

The appropriate euphemism or 'pronoun' for global Terran human sotiety today - since its reproduction is
increasingly mediated entirely through the capital-relationship, comprising financial investment, profit, and
the private exchange of wage and salary monies [also capital] for skill-based personal activity -- is capital~:

capital [capital]t , - capitaluA~ - capital~ + A[capital~l = capitaV t capital •.

These partially phonetic formulae contain a 'formulaic pich.rre' of the toroidal-vortical process. The medium,
or ontological, onto-dynamical 'cumulum t

, which creates and sustains a loroidal vortical meta-dynamic as a
self-mediati01l of its own bildung, is ingredient in, conlained in all three moments of that process - the input,
the input-transfonner, and the output.
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In our present example, the self-developing medium or 'c1I11I1Il11111' is the human pupulrltiun together with its
'artefactual infra'ltruclure' of "humanized nature" or "objectified humanity", meta-socially forming and self
re-forming; the self-globalizing Tertan human sOciety-process--

society [society l - society

-- wherein the "ellipsis dots" superscript denotes ever escalating numbers of "primes"," '.

An "ellipSiS dots" subscript, denoting ever escalating values of 't, would work here just as well in the above.

- society~[society~]

societv.e "squared"

We might imagine this "self-duality" as one which, during each epoch or round of self-transformation, ripens
or matures, from a barely perceptible self-split at the beginning, to a full-blovm, climactic one at its end; one
that yields dramatic antic, qualitative change, creating a categorically distinct, new epoch of the life-history of
the eventity. This new epoch, once posited, thence begins its own, qualitatively new form of self-splitting:

- society~ "of' society, _ society, "times" society~ -

- society~2 _ societyHl - society~ + A[Society~] t societyl·

society~

-societyl -

Notice again that, here, we arc not dealing with "simple reproduction", with a "zero-net-change" "linear
equilibrium" dynamic, whose "logic" is x2

= x. We are dealing, quantitatively and qualitatively, with either
an expanded or a contracted self-reproduction, in which the mltology-cllmulum 'society', operating upon
itself, does return simply!,. but also returns, in addition, an increment, a 'social profit'. This 'social prOfit' or
'socia-mass illcreme'lt' is either 'positive' in the case of expanded self-production, of self-reproduction on an
extended scale, or 'n~gative' in the case of contracted social reproduction. Substituting for the phonogramic
symbol 'society' the (boaowed-from-the-phonetic-alphabet) ideographic symbol '!', we obtain--

! - -w • !L!.l • xxx. x·x • xx • !2 - [!, + Ax);and Axt!.

While the ! component of what '! of ,!' returns is of like ontic quality to that of the ! that was input, the
increment, h.x is of different quality than that input. The quantitative meaning of expanded social self·
production is more of the same, more of the social surplUS product in terms of the same kinds or ontos of
products that also existed before, in !. The qualitative, onlolop,ical content of this 'pure-qualitative'
incremental term, Ax, denotes, in expanded social self-reproduction, the element of "surprise", the factor of
"innovations", advances in social productivity, i.e., in the level of the social forces of [social self-re·
]producliOPI, hence, in social reproductivity; emergence of new science, new knowledge, hence discovery of new
natural resources; births of new subjective capacities, rlew skills, new kinds of human capital and labur-power;
appearance of novel produclsjservices and production technologies; mutation of social institutiuns, that is, of the
social relationships of [social self-re- ]prodllcfio1l.

Our model for expanded reproduction is not x2 _ x, nor even,!2 .. !,. restricted to !2 ~ !,. but !,2 t !.

Global social reproduction in the form of the self-process of capital did not arise ex nihilo. Its existence
presupposes a protracted sequence of prior social formations. These formations were both initially,
temporarily self-reproductive and eventually self-destructive or self-superseding. They were "self·organi7.ing
systems" that self-conSistently turned into 'self-dis-organizing systems'. Adequate modeling of the capital
eventity requires, we hold, a model of human history. This model must encompass, for past time, not only the
deterministic -- self-determined or essence-determined -- evolution and meta-cvolution of those formations,
but their accidents, and the choices among alternatives by their human[oid] populations as well.
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An overview of this 'model of history', encompassing the capital formation, and its predecessors, from the
emergence of the biological or 'genotypological' human species on Earth, is addressed as part of the
notational experiment which follows.

Notational Experiment Let's assign, to our meta-system variable ~ the value humanity. Let's describe
tile internal, 'second-level' meta-evolution of this humanity, the sequence of its social formations, including
global capital and its predecessors, as a succession of qualitatively differellt humall species. They are different
not so much 'gellome-ically', but 'memenome-ically'; culturally, anthropologically, especially in terms of their
modes of social reproduction. Each such 'instauration' of humanity is indexed and distinguished using
consecutive values of an ordinal subscript,"t.

Hvpothesis: • Starting from the last Ice Age, we find a blood-affinity, kinship-based, tribal Terran human
species characterized by predation of plants and animals, "hunting and gathering". "Success" u population
expansion, hence relative densification and 'self-envelopment' u of this predation of other multicellular
organisms yields self-predation or self-hunting and self-gathering. Hunting of humans by humans arises. I.e.,
cannibalism and war appear. Hunting rises to nomadic herding, then to sedentary corralling, animal
husbandry, and deliberate planting. Domestication of other multicellular and cellular organisms refluxes to
the self-domesticatiun of humans. Neolithic, agricultural humanities emerge, surrounded by hinterlands of
predatory humanities. Self-herding unfolds as productivity rises sufficiently to sustain captives with a
sufficient net gain. Practices of retaining prisoners of war alive for their labor-power appear. Social
formations founded on "servile relations", herding and domestication of other human beings treated as
domestic "draft animals", i.e., slavery, serfdom, etc., emerge alongside the preceding formations. Barter
between tribes, C-C', appears, alternating with feuding or war. ~ommodities C with specific physical
characteristics sort-out as ~<numeraires)~ or Money-commodities, M. Monetized exchange emerges alongside
continued/money-modified barter. Inversions of the C-M-C' pattern of monetary exchange, to
M-C-M', inaugurate mercantile capital. Loaning of specie, M-M', inaugurates usury capital. Capitalist
humanity begins to emerge •. Our generic formula for all of these 'humanloid]-social phase transitions', as
for others not yet mentioned, is:

humanitynl - humanityt[humanityt] - humanityt "of" humanity"

- humanity" "times" humanity" - ..... humanity" - humanity/ - humani!L+.d[humanitv.rl

=humanityu1 t humanity,_

A similar ~ "homeomorphic" -- model can be formulated in terms of a distinction between the "physis", or
"growth dynamic" of pre-human and extra-human nature on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the newer,
emergent 'neo-physis' of humankind, centered in the geographical region(s) of human[ized] nature, that is, of
subjective/subjectified and objectified human nature, those patches of emergent noosphere within the
biosphere, which the ancient Greeks termed the "anti-physis":

anti-physisn1 - anti-physisJanti-phvsis"l - anti-physis" "of" anti-physis" - -anti-physis" -

anti-physis,"2
- anti-physis" + .d [anti-physis"l - anti-physisn1 t anti-physist·

By 'humanity' here we mean the developing Isub-]totality of humankind including all of its artefacts, all of
its self-objectifications. That is, we mean the human social formation entire u with all of its social
endosymbiotic, instrumental, and even effluent accouterments. Indeed, the entire character of the people
themselves should be seen as, in parl, an arlefact -- their own artefact. An artisan who laboriously etches
something new upon the outer world, also, simultaneously etches inward -- conceptually, emotionally, and
bodily changing the embodied self of that artisan. Sculpting the material of the extemal world, human
sculptors also sculpt the material of themselves, humanity. Reshaping the outcr and cxo-somatic world, they
also reshape their somatic and inner worlds.
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Transforming extra-human Nature, they also transform their own nature, human-nature. Human {pre-]
history is the historical labor of the self-pruductiun of humanity, of the self-construction of the human species
as a 'trans-biological' onto, a meta-genomic, 'meme-nomic' meta--spedes. The lallOT of history, the laoor of
human history and of its pre-history, is that of the building and «bildung}) of humanity; Ule labor of giving
birth to humanity by pre·humanity -- by both pro[o-humanily and sub-humanity alike. Glorious fruition and
hideous abortion are both still possible ends for Terran human kind.

Thus, 'dfhumanityS includes the effects of conqueror upon conquered, and of conquered upon conqueror.
It includes the subjective consequences of daily work/life -- the wounds, the healings, and the scars as well as
the fruits of the mutually beneficial cooperations -- all of it.

Another homeomorphism is framed via the term "noosphere", used by Vemadsky and Chardin to name the
'concentric' layer of "knowing" meta-socia-matter lately 'nesting' or enveloping and 'environmenting' the
biosphere, the earlier envelope, of bio-matter [prokaryotic and eukaryotic uni-cellular onto-mass, meta-zaanl meta
phytan onto-mass, animal-society socia-onto-mass, plus their hybrids'] on whose 'shoulders' the noosphere is rising:

noosphereU1 ... noosphereJnoosphere
f
]... noosphere

t
"of" noosphere

f
-

noosphere,2
"" noosphere, + dfnoosphere

f
] - noosphereH1

-noosphere't 

noosphere;.

This meta-evolution of humanity, of it as "[anti-]physis", as "noosphere", is what we mean by the self-changing
self-evolution of the "human species", or of 'human nature(s)', as a succession of quality-distinct sodal spnies:

human-natureHl - human-natureJhuman-nature..l "'" human-nature, "of" human-nature
t

...

human-nature.. "." human-nature
t

human-naturet+! t human-nalure
t

, whereby;

human-nature
t

"times" human-nature
f

human-nature
t

"x" human-nature
t

human-nature + d[human~nature,]

- -human-nature
t

-
- human-nature

t

2

-
-

human-natureo - human-nature1- human-nature2- human-nature3- human-nature. - "', or;

sociocultural-species - sociocultural-species - sociocultural-species
2

- ....
D 1

By "human-nature", or by its synonym as used here, "anti-physis", we mean that objective, empirically
observable, self-expanding "patch" of "humanitlJ-transformed nature" emerging initially within the biosphere.
1bis includes the human population plus all the "objective infrastructure" produced by that collective
subjectivity/activity. It includes all artefacts of the activity of those subjects, Originally upwelling locally,
from Earth's biosphere, this zone of "human[ized] nature" has gradually grown global, spreading to engulf
the entire surface of this planet, inaugurating a whole new layer of its own, the incipient global noosphere.

An evelltity, as a mode-oJ-actioll elltity, has both object-like or "nbject-ive", and subject-like or ".<mbjut-ive" aspecl~. An eventity is a
Isub-]hol or [sub-]totality, a unity of these [inkr]twin[n][ed] aspeds. Their dUlllity is an indivi-duulily, an 'indivisible dualilY'. Il is
"indivisible" or "uncuttable" in that the subjective aspect cannot be severed from the objective aspect without the disappearance, or
mitosis, of both. The "south" polarity of a bar magnet is not severed from its "north" polarity by cutting the bar into two. On the
contrary, such cutting induces a mitosis into two sub-wholes, into two new whole bar magnets, each with both an "N" and an "S" pole at
oppmitl' l'nd.~_ Jndivi-duality is intl'mal-djvi.~ion.duality,intra-duality, intro-duality, P.tldo-duality, or immanent duality, not the
probably more familiar inkr-duality or exo-duality of duals conceived as separable, mutually alien, and mutually eXlernal. The name
of - the noun denoting -- an individual evf:lltity can properly fulfill 3 kinds of roles: (1) that of a "subject" in the grammatical sense
denoting an initiator of action upon, an actor on, other objects, or, reflexively, upon itself as obje<:t; (2) that of a grammatical "obje~:t", a
recipient of action from other subjects, or from itself as subject; (3) that of the verb denoting that "action" which is the essentiQI, defining
operation, process, or mode of doing, mode ofself-doing, mode of seif-reproducti(JII/seif-perpetuatioll of that eventity.
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Contemplating the construction of a model of history fOf the history of humanity brings up the fact that
humanity is not the totality, the whole of nature, but only a part, a sub-totality, a sub-whole within that more
encompassing whole. Humanity is not even an 'autarkic', fully-hautonomous" sub-totality within that
totality; is not a univeTse-unto-it<>elf.

Human history is driven -- affected and effected -- by external causes as well as by internal causes. Human
hi<;tOfy is not entirely callsa slli. The callsa essendi of human history include causa transiens as weU as callsa
jm",allcns. Humanity's history is the joint product of self-activity and other-activity, of humanity's own
actiVity upon itself, and of the activity of other agencies, of other subjects, of other eventities, upon humanity.
The intra-action of humanity within itself in conjunction with the inler-action of humanity with the rest of
nature is what generates that history n OUI history.

Our earlier formulations deslTibe only the action of an X upon itself, where x denotes the state of activity of--. --.
an eventity!. during the 'tth instar of its meta-evolution, and where 't denotes an ordinal whole number. For
the purposes of the present discussion, let's assign x .... humanity:--. ,

• • • X 2
--. = t x.--.

Our model of history should take into account also the rest of the totality, the remainder of the universe 
namely K.... - non-humanity, the 'synchronic complement' of X - humanity -- and the interaction-.., --",
products it adds to the universe by its action upon humanity, as well as the interaction products which
humanity adds to the universe by its action upon 'non-humanity'. In other words, our model must describe
the action of the !otality, including humanity, denoted~, upon humanity,!.. At least a trichotomy of ~

into X'{, !-C, and a non-empty boundary eventity, Q,., would be more coherent and consistent than a
dichotomy, as we shall see. But if, for now, we partition ~ as the dichotomy "humanity' '+' its 'synchronic

complement', then

T--, • Thus: X--. and: .[T-x].--, --.

Our hUniversal Characlerislic" then becomes, from the point of view of the part X rather than of the totality:--.
1\" .. +~[X,,;~) • [[1,][1, - &"ll • [[1\,+ &,,][1\,ll~ [~,+~+ ~[&,,; ~,ll t 1\,.

Using our "syncopated rhetorical alr,ebra", and assigning tltis ~ to human-nature" we obtain:

human-nature + .A[extra-human-nature; human-nature] - totality [human-nature]
'+4"- " " " ,

• hoi [human-nature I, ,
- universe [human-nature], ,
- nature £human-nature], ,
- whole-cosmos [human~nature], ,
- whole-cosmos [whole-cosmos extra-human-nature ]

"T T

• • • t x,--.

wherein we have to subtract the term denoting the 'complementary entity, 'extra-human-nature " from the,
term denoting the totality, whole-cosmos, if we want only terms involving human-nature to appear --, ,
to be tracked u per the 'aufheben evolute product' rule of the dialectical arithmetic described herein.
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This rule, to be detailed below, involves additive idempotency or 'non-addibility' for pure-ontic values of identical

onto-type: X + X • x, not 2x . Indeed, nx .2x • 1x • x [Vn E N]. This is rather like co + co • 00-... -... --. -" --. --. --. --.
and 2-00 • 00,

Symbols like x do not denote -transfinite- values, in the sense of infinite quantities, nor do they belong to the--,
realm of finite 'pure~quantitative'differences. They denote 'metafinite' values; qualitative/illite differences.

If we want to track the meta-evolution not just of the part, human·nature , but of the tOLality, 'totality -, ,
[human-nature + extra·human-nature ]', in terms of our <.'lassificalion or partition of it into the two, ,
complementary parts, 'human·nature ' and 'extra·human·nature " then no such subtracting-out of the, ,
synchronic mmplement is required, and we have:

- -IT) - I,IT) - - 1, T.--,

In the 'syncopated rhetorical equations' above, we employ rules of a 'lion-Pythagorean arithmetic'. This arithmetic
involves a partially 'genealogical', 'cumulah've', or 'evolute' rule of '''multiplication''', an 'a«fheben' product rule
for the "'multiplication'" or "prOliferation- of ontological types or qualities. This rule presl..Tibes a -product- or
result of the 'multipliCl1tive' interaction between the denotations of tw'o symbols which exhibiL'i the 'ancestry' or
source of that result as a part of that result, along with another part which qualitatively exceeds, augments, or
incremenLs that ancestry. The 'meta-numbers' or 'dialectors' of this arithmetic, denoted below by !. .Q., £, & Q.,
when "'multiplied''', i.e., when 'interacting with' / 'opera ling upon' one another or themselves, behave as follows:

!xb. !-~. ab. ![~] • !'gJ~. l!+a[!;I!] - ~+£;whereinQt£,sol!~I!+~.

The corollary of this behavior-rule, in the special case where! • .e, is:

! x ! • ! - ! • ![!] • ! 'gJ! • aa • !2 _ ! + M !; !] • ! + AI!] - ! + aa - .! +.Q.; ! t f!.
iote also that '''addition''', in this arithmetic, is the fimction which forms an aggrep,ate or 'set' without any

internal interaction or "'multiplication'" among the members of that aggregate: ! + I! - @,.Q}. Thus, if! - .e,
then: +[,!• .Q] • ! + I! - ! +! - @, ID - @} - +!. That is, for this onto-logiCl1l arithmetic, the
possible presence or present existence of any number - one or more -- of eventities of a given olltological type or
quality, call it A, is asserted by writing 'a~ or '+a'. The expression 'g + g' is, in this semantic context, but a
redundant, prolix equivalent of just 'A', for which just 'a' can be substituted. The rule that g + A • Ais also
termed that of "additive idempoleney". The antic, dialectical arithmetics share this rule with Boolean anthmelics.

I ote also that the "'sums'" above, such as 'I! + £.' or ,[ human-nature + extra-human-nature ]', are, ,
also 'sets', or "'inhomogeneous sums"', that is, 'qualitatively heterogeneous' and therefore "non·amalgamative"
sums. Just 50, the g~al 'complex number' ar + brL or the 'Real Cartesian vector' 5x + 3y + 11z, or the
oft·cited "'apples + oranges'" represent 'muIH-unit-of-measuremcnt additi01ls' or 'poly-qualinomial sums' which
do lIot reduce to a single, -pU1'ely-quantitative~,ca rdinal number, Carrying out the '"multiplications''' indicated
in the equation-models above, we obtain:

{human-nature + extra-human-nature }[human-nature ]
, "

[human-nature]2 + extra~human-nature [human-nature]
, "

-
-

[human-nature + A[human-nature] + a[extra-human·nature; human-nature ].
~ ~ ~ ~
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Synonymously assigning! - anti-physis yields a model homeomorphic to the last model, ,

{ anli·physis + physis Hanti·physis] -, , ,

[anti.physis ]' + physis [anti-physis ] -, , ,

anti-physis + Manti.physis] + Mphysis ; anti·physis ] > anti-physis .,, , , , •

Synonymously assigning! - noosphere yields another homeomorphic model, ,

[ noosphere ... non-noosphere][ noosphere ] •, ,.

[noosphere]2 ... non-noosphere [noosphere ] •, ..
noosphere + .6.[ noosphere] + A[ non-noosphere ; noosphere] t noosphere;

l l l l ~

X L Ax-, , -,

The 'hybrid' tcrm dcnoted .6.[&'(;!~lor .6.[ non-noospherei noosphere), etc., stands for the products

of interaction of ~'( with !l' of non-noosphere~with noosphere
l

, etc. Hybrid products 'belong' to both

'parent' processes or, alternatively, to neither. They form a non·empty ontological boundary, Q~, a tertium

quid, MbetweenM&'( & !l. Pcr the computational rules of the dialector algebra/arithmetic set forth herem,

hybrid [ev]entities differ qualitatively, or olltologically/taxonomically, from both of their 'paTent' eventities,

denoted above by X,. and !t' as well as from the 'non-hybrid' or 'self-hybrid', 'parthenogenetic', reflexive

increments, or self-increments [self-developments], of each 'parent' eventity, denoted above by .6. K
T

& Ax
t

,

respectively.

Examples of constituents of the A[non-noosphere; noosphere] instantiation of the generic .6.[X.. ;!]
~ ~ - ~ t

term include the f(Jssili~ed skeletal remains of individual human bodics. They also include moldering
archaeological ruins -- fossils of humanity's collective, societal body; skeletal remains of societal
infrastructure. These qualify as such hybrid entities especially when in those meta-states in which they
existed before being unearthed, that is, before their re.mining and re-minding by archaeological excavation,
and their reincorporation into the museums and laboratories of contemporary societal infrastructure. They
qualify as such, i.e., in that meta-state in which they were buried in, and assimilated into, the
lithosphere/biosphere boundary of socio-bio-geo-sedimentary rock.

Though useful for the present purpose, the above models represent a rather biased, anthropocentric way of
'parsing' and conceptually partitioning the universe. The relative physiall magnitude of the Terran noosphere
is miniscule, even if measured in rather indiscriminate, inertial terms, comparinr, the 'meta-sociomass' or
'n50mass' of this, Earth's latest self-lamination, to the remaining biomass of Earth's biosphere, let alone to the
remaining mass of the cosmos. The imbalance between the physical minuteness of what ~ denotes in the

above, and the physical vastness of what is there lumped together under R,., is egregious, to say the least.

And yet the potential of this!.. to transform all of L n both ~ and X't" quantitatively and qualitatively, in
the future, and in league with other planetary instances of.!.c and beyond n is immense. Another approach

Lo a 'model of human hislory', at a different 'meta+jractal' scale, might begin as a project of economic archaeo
anthropology, of archaco-economics via archaeological reconsmlction of ancient human[oid], including
Neanderthal, economies.
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TIus appl'Oilch form~ 'metll-dy"tlmilllll..Lontr£f Input,Output mod.-Is', i.e., 's'-lf-upwuiillg illtn"~titrityflow mntnces', for past-to--prescnt TcrrOlnlll.w\oln
e(onomies, starbng with thI' mosl primitive that can be empirically wounded. Formed partly in tht' ·c~·, Br6dy format IAndr.1s Br6dy, Proporttons,
Prices. and PlilIlIUDg, E!sl.'Vv:r, 1970, ISnN 444-10006-71, counting la/Jor-powcrsf.;kl11~um",,--cvpitIlJsof Vllrious ollln-types 3-~ both '"-produds' and 'rr
pmdw::tn' 01 other products/themsdvClo, such Illl'la-modp:~would map both etlollltiOl1 and metll-rl>olutil1ll of Tcrran hum..l.o.ily ~<; il<; rprl'!-lhi~torical

qW:lnlo-qullhtlltiV<' rrt t'lJ"lnsion of the NXiaJ. inventory of products ..~ ontology of activities/wlk/oxc:upations .. social division/onto!cgy of labor.
Economic roollltwn5 map to dr/mgC!> in mllgnitude of matrix entries Iproductivitiesj, mdll-roolutif1f5 to c:hllngn-Qf mlltrix; dumges in. it.. dimcrsionality or
mnk; mtt05U of ruw)jcol.umns; Ilpf't'llrllna of_I~aTan(Zofold catt'gones - roW)jcol.UIIUl."i as mtry-qwmlijitr Dal~ atl55 critical fhTtSholds, ",;th net
gam Ul lOW)/c:ol= counts oJ .. "C t .Thus roolUh01l5, at 5dflnfuTCllhan quantlfiL'r thresholds, yield ml't4~lltions,",;th ntW onto-qtlll1ifitT~·

Why 'PSYChO-Historical'? [forthcoming].

Personal Psyche/Soma Meta·Dynamics. From childhood, humans engage a personal dialectic of social and
moral/experimentalleaming. A child may notice that delivering slaps to the fac~s of playmates provokes
slaps in return. Snatching their toys makes it likely that they will do the like in response. Giving them gifts
that bring their smiles may motivate them to actions that bring smiles to the giver's face as well.

A person, as subject, operates upon the world, acting [mainlyl upon a part thereof. This makes the world, via
that part [mainlyJ, the object of that operation. Later, the tables tum. That world, via [mainly} a[nother} part
thereof, as subject, operates similarly upon that person, thus making that person lhe object of a similar
operation. Human personal growth involvcs growing sensitivity to such 'justitial' and temporal symmetries.

The toroidal vortex model serves here too. Output becomes input. Giving becomes receiving. "Dishing it out"
becomes "taking it". Acts of one self, imposing experiences upon other selves, engender later acts by said
others imposing like experiences upon that self. Action flows back to its source "in kind" - in the same quality.

The action of an individual subject or self upon the world 'reflects' -- 're-flexes' & 're-fluxcs' -- upon that sell
via the consequences of that action. That person receives back, after varying lapses of time, 'mirrorings' of
that person's earlier actions; refluxes, back-flaws, return-flows, re-actions which reflect the qualitative content of
those earlier actions. As do echoes and boomerangs, actions emitted by a subject to its environment return as
actions transmitted back from,jeedbacks emitted by, that subject's environment, back to that subject. Action is
requited.

A crucial step in the process of personal ethical [meta-Jevolution arrives in that moment of insight wherein
the person's critique of others, of environment, progresses to the point of reaching back arotuld to sell; the
moment when exclusive critique of others is transformed to include self-insight and critique of self. The
person may thenceforth become increasingly sensitized to thc internal dynamics within self which chronically
lead self to actions damahring to the rightful interests of other selves, and, ultimately therefore, damaging to
sell as well. Once the internal dynamics of this "iblis" attain to self-awareness, qualitatively new possibilities
for accelerated self-development emerge.

Thereafter, noticings whose elicitation requirc, in childhood, the most dramatic or traumatic refluxes, may
evolve, in adult development, to a highly tuned perception of the subtlest nuances of consequence in the
interpersonal "politics" of the family and the work group, the cooperative labor arena of the adult person.

Hvpothesis.• For any being of human [or of 'humanoid'] genome to become truly human, the phenotype
must overcome the gellotype. ~Nurture· -- especially 'self-lIurture' -- must overcome "nature~. For each
emergent planetary humanity as a whole to survive, to flourish, and to continue to evolve and 'meta-eyolve',
to pass its 'planetary selection test', the 'Mente-nome', or the 'Pllenome', must overcome the Genome, and not
in the 3en;,e of repression, or even suppression, bllt 111 the «auflleben,. sense, and the !:iense of conscious, freely-chosen
!>elf-destiny and self-destination. The dialectic of moral learning outlined above is continual and incessant,
operating at the most intimate, personal scales of individual evolution and meta-evolution. In this process,
moral insight may be born, even in ever increasing degree.
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Insight thus gained into cause and consequence may extend beyond the time-scale of immediate and shorl
lag refluxes, slap for slap, interpersonal or political slight for interpersonal or political slight, to encompass
greater stretches of time, the scale of human history, even that of cosmological mcta~evolutionitself. lf seU
discovery, self-location, self-identification, self-identity expands, beyond the boundaries of skin-envelope,
family, tribe, religio-etlmicity, company, industry, nation-state, planet ... then even moral itttelligence may
awaken. Thus may human subjects become fitted to participate, with self-awareness, in, and 'With all-beneficial
contribution to, evolution and meta-evolution at ever larger [meta~lscales. lf, at a given locus of humanization,
this process occurs in sufficient proportions of human subjects and at the right times, then another planetized
humanity may achieve the moral fitness to survive, and to live on, into the meta-evolutionary stages of full
planetization, and beyond. The I AM[I AM], tetragrammaton-like quanto-qualitative expansion-process of
the personally self~recogni.zedself-identity-ontology of a human[oid] individual may be modeled as:

1

I-,

-l!l

-IT],

- 1l!l

1,ITJ

- -
-

l'

I '-,

-
-

IT + Ml

IT + M], ~ t

L or as:

where A!. denotes an increment of qualitative, ontological expansion of the 'I' of the self, and !~ denotes an

individual human[oid} identity-ontology in its 'tth epoch, with!~ C h-g256 per our slandard ~Q partitioning I.

Personal Meta-Evolutions -- Life-Habits, Skill-Levels, Persona. Partitioning on aspects of the psyche
ological meta-evolution of the human person, instead of the meta-evolution of the total psyche/soma as sub
totality, one may gain insight by modeling each of these aspects in distinction, applying the putative

'Universal Characteristic', ~ - ! -! l!.] - -l!.] - ! 2 - ! + Ax t !' to each.
-.: ~+1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -, ,

Partitioning upon the development of 'habit-formations' -- those systems of mental/ physiological 'sofhvare'
and 'self-automation' which form a key infrastructure of human personhood, and whose acquisition begins in
earliest childhood, we might encode this aspect of the self~inducedand other-induced expansion of 'personal
ontology' thusly --

habituation - habituation [habituation] - -[habituation] - [habituation f -
1 1 1 1 1

habituation + Mhabituation] -
1 1

habituation t habituation
2 1

Similarly, parsing on training, informal as well as formal, and the meta-evolution / ontological expansion of
personal "skill-sets", we obtain--

skill-level - skill-level [skill-level ]- -[skill-Ievel]- [skill-level]' - skill-level +Mskill-Ievel ]-
I 1 1 1 I 1 - 1

skill-level - skill-level [skill-level] = -[skill-level] = [skill-level]' = skill-level +Mskill-Ievel ]-
2 22 2 2 2 2

skill-level - skill-level [skill-Ievel]- -[skill-Ievel]- [skill-Ievel]'- skill-level +Mskill-Ievel]-
3 3 3 3 3 3- 3

If, instead, we partition upon the succession of personas of the developing, 'meta~evolving'personality and
personality-ontology, we obtain--

persona - persona [persona] - -[persona] - [persona f - persona + A[persona ] -
1 1 1 1 I 1 I

persona - persona [persona] = -[persona] = [persona f = persona + A[persona ] -
2 2 2 2 2 2- 2

persona - persona [persona] - -[persona] - [persona f -
3 3 3 3 3

persona +Mpersona]-, - , ... ,
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wherein: persona t persona t persona t persona
1 2 3 4

Personal Meta-Evolutions - Nature and Nurture. The self-ileration5 above arc doubly-omissive: (1) they
describe 'partials' or aspects of the developing human psyche/soma evelltity, and (2) they describe it .....rith
reference to the moment of self-causal or reJ1.exive ontological elaboration alone. They address the self-impacts
of the 'intemities' of these various 'natures'. They make no reference to "nurture", to the impact of the
'extemity', the "environment" of these features, either in terms of other features of the psyche/soma, or of the
features of the non-psyche/soma. In short, the formulae set forth above address the moment of self
determination, of re-J1.exion, of illtra-action or self-interaction,. but not that of flexion, of other-action, of inter
action with exterior otherness.

I.ess omissive model-making maps the co-meta-evolution of the individual self and of its "environment"--

x •-,

T •--.

the ontological ['pure-qualitative'] meta-state of the psyche / soma self as of stage 't";

the ontic meta-state of the not-self; of the st:!lf-complement, of the self's environment as of stage 't";

antic meta-state of the totality@'t",hereas 'parsed' from the point of view of!; 1. • [! + &,.);, ,

- -1I,l - I,1I,l • T'--. - T + t.T--. ~

2, T.--.

-- in which calculation we have applied, again, the rules of the ontological or onto-dynamic arithmetic. We
have applied, in particular, the rule of 'ontologirnl' or 'ontic! 'multiplication'; of the 'aufheben' 'vestigial' and
'evolute' product rule, and of "idempotent" addition, glossed above, and explored with greater amplitude in

subsequent sections below. In the products-sum expression above, .6.[ !",; R'{"] denotes the pure-antic products

or consequences of the action(s) of the 'tth antic meta-state of this individual upon the 't"th ontic meta-state of this

individual's environmenl, and .6.[&,. ;!",) the pure-on tic products of the action(s) of the 'tth antic meta-state of

this individual's environment upon that of this individual, so that, in toto, per this calculus of qualitative
differences:

T - T + t.[l,] • [! + t.[!] + &~ + t.[.8:~] + t.[ !,; .8:~] + t.[.8:~; !)] ---.., --. , ,

• [! + .8:~] + [t.[! 1 + t.[x~l + .6.[ !",; x'() + t.[x~; !,lJ;, ,

T - [! + .8:~] • tnature of ~ , + 'nurture of X 1 - ['self· nurture and exo-nurtuTe of! ,];--. , , -HI ,,'
t.T • [t.[! ] + t.[&~] + t.[ !,; .8:~] + t.[x~;!) ].
~ ,

Though useful in some applications, the 'partitioning' employed in the above may manifest a rather
"egoistic", "egocentric", "narcissistic", or self-distorted, if not self-deluded, emphasis in that a single self is
singled-out, and the vast 'remainder' of the totality, ~ - !",' inclUding all other such selves, is lumped

together into the single tenn X,.. This yields a special kind of 'homeomorphic defect' accordingly.
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More adequate models generally require a more proportionate representation. of reality; a vastly more

detailed sub-'parsing' of X'f. The ontological partitioning principle, { ~Q }, applied in a given modeling

effort, is at least as much a map of modeler, the modeling subject, as of objective/extemal reality. It maps the
perceptual organization and priorities of that subjectivity. Many partitionings are possible. Each exacts its own
price in homeomorphic defect. The Q Characlenslica Universalis aims Lo accommodate and facilitate a
great diversity of such "points of view".

Personal Meta-Evolutions -- Judgment and Mode of Cognition [t<Organon»I. The ideation process in
creative mentation, and the "waves" or "trains" aof thought(s)" which meta-evolve thereby, involve a dialectic
in which the thinker, as subject, reflects upon re-presented previous meta-states of that subject's 0\\11\

subjectivity, of that subject's own thought, of the previous thought-contents of that sclf, thus objectified in
this re-minding self-reflection or self-re-thinking offby those contents. Reflection of the subject as thinking
process-present upon an ubjed which is the self-dual, self-other, self-previous self-representation and self-object
ification of the meta-stale of thal self-same subject as thinking-process-past, is a self-reflexion and self
refluxion of one and the same thinking-eventity or thought-eventity. Self-confrontation of present/"living"
thinking-capacily with representations of itself as its own past/,dead' thought-product may evoke into
awareness previously unnoticcd self-inconsistencies and self-inadequacies of that previous thought-product,
as well as previously unnoticed inter~connexions,and intra-connl!xions within, that network of idea-objects, idea
eventities, or idea-ontos. Such 'rc-<:ognitioning' rna)" thus amount to an 'immilntnt- or stlj-<ritique of thought by thought itself
yielding a meta-fillittly, qualilaJivtly advanced. ideo-olltologialily Si!lf·apallded thought-product as its next outcome - Thought
though-ting thought'; 'thinking thinking thinking'; thinking rethinking thmkmg [dlalechc of ideation]:

idea--, - idea [idea I - [idea]' - -[idea I - idea + Midea ]- idea - idea I idea ...
11 I 1 1123--'

thought _ thought [thought] _ -[thought ]_ thought + Althought ] _ thought _ thought - ...
I I I I I I ~ 3

thinking - thinking [thinking] - -[thinking ]- thinking + Mthinking] - thinking -
1 11 1 1 I 2

Another generic name for the product/ producer of such mental objecL'i or mental products is "judgment".
We can model the immanent improvement, or self-critique, of lhe quality of a judgement which is being
embodied or simulated by the mind of a thinking human[oidI subject via the same kind of succession-
'Judgment judgment'; 'judgmenl of judgment'; 'sclf-judgment of a judgment'; (a) 'judgment of 2nd degree':

judgment _ [judgment]2 _ -[judgment] _ [judgment + A[judgment]] t Judgement.
".1 " "" "

Again, bringing in the influence of external forces - such as lhe effects of extemal experiences or experiments
in the meta-evolulion of a scientific hypotllesis H requires that the 'non-autonomous' as well as the
'aulonomous' moments of this self-iteration of judgement be modeled. Shifting 'meta-fractally' to a larger
scale of observation of the developing mental processes of a meta-evolVing human[oidJ person, we may
model the meta-evolution of the organon or 'technology of thought' of that person; their metafinite succession
of modes ofcognition or «!!!tmtalite.>, {!!! }, after the fashion of Piagel:,
£ - fo,/crete operations, or 'use-value' stage of personal cognitive development;
f - [onnal operatiolls, 'cardinal operations' :::J 'monetary operations', or 'exchange-value operations' stage;
g - f!ialectical operutions, or quanta-qualitative, meta-dynamics·, historicity-, & negenl-ropy-cognizant stage.

m - e'-, -'
m - m' - e[e] - ee - -£

_ £2 - £+Ac - m - f , e- m'- ... -, < - ,-, ,
m - m' - !lfl - ff - -f - f' - f+~f - m - !! ,

f-h1 -, -, , , ... ,

in summary, m I-, m-, I m-, "', m +Am ,& m
-, --" -"..1

,.,
_ m'-, t

,
m' .-.
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Personal Meta-Evolutions -- The Somatic Dialectic. [forthcoming]

Personal Meta-Evolutions - Methodologies and Technologies of Tile Sciences 0/ SubjectiVity. We earlier
alluded to formulae of the following form as formulations of 'anthropogenesis' or 'anthropopoiesis', wherein the
meanings of 'awareness of awareness' or 'meta-awareness', and of 'awareness of self qua 'self as awareness',
converge --

sentience - sentience[sentiencel· [sentiencef. self-sentience t sentience; or

awareness - awareness[awarenessl - [awarenessf· self-awareness t awareness.

The next step in this progression might thus he modeled as the self-reflexion of this 'meta-sentience' itself

self-awareness - self·awareness[self-awarenessl ..... [self-awareness] • [self-awarenessf

self-awareness + A[self-awarenessl • 'self-awareness o/self-awareness' •

'self-awareness of higher (2nd) degree' t self-awareness;[self-awareness12
• [sentiencel~.

[sensorv-awareness1
22

• [mere-consciousnesslil, wherein the meanings of 'meta-self-awareness' or
'self-awareness of self-awareness' and of 'awareness of meta-self qua 'meta-self us self-awareness itself converge.

Traditions endure, descending from ancient times in Earth's Orient and Occident alike, which remain semi
esoteric and partIy hidden to this day, and which may be grasped as protocols of a self-reflexive, dialectical
psycho-physiological praxis; as forms of individualized self-activity accelerating the immanent development
of the infrastructures of human self-awareness. These traditions involVE- the cultivation of forms of profound
or intensified attE-ntion that arise to 'meta-allention' -- 'attention to attention', 'attention of the second
degree', 'the self-aUE-nlion of attention ilself', and of the self-amplification of attention. They involve the
cultivation of a profound concentration that becomes 'meta-concentration' n 'concentration upon
concentration itself, 'the self-concentration of concentration', self-amplified concentration. They require a
contemplation that intensifies to 'meta-contemplation' or 'self-contemplation' - 'the contemplation of
contemplation itself by contemplation itself'. These psycho-physiological practices include psycho
physiological technologies which accomplish a self-refluxion and self-reflexion of will/attention. They apply
the will to turn attention back upon the physiological organs that appear, phenomenologically, to generate or
manifest will-attention. They thereby produce -- much as the feeding of a loudspeaker's output back into its
microphone produces a crescendo of sOlUld -- a r.:rescendo of consciousness, a self-intensification of will
attention, 'meta~will', a 'willing of will itself', a change of willingness, a simultaneous gain in the willingness
to change and in the capability to change:

will [will] _ will 2 __[ will] _ will + Awill = will
1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" --.. ,

These practices amount to a 'nonlinearization of self-a wareness', to a deliberate induction of a self-refluxion of self-awarE'nl"Ss, and a
5elf-reflexion of 5df-reflecti()/J it5elf; u bending-buck-upon-itself uguin uf 'proprio-perception'.

Other and deeper secrets of the self-reflexivity of 'inner Nature' in general, and of subjective human[oidJ
nature in particular, are discoverable within these traditions of practice, such as those known as Raja Yoga,
Kriya Yoga, and Tantra Yoga. We present nothing further of them here. We believe that comprehension is
better served - for those who choose for themselves to conduct such a program of self-research -- to
encounter such discoveries in the full-context experience of their uwn self-experiments, carried out in the
laboralories of thE-ir own psyches/somas, rather than to first confront thE-m as verbal formulae, representing
phenomena never yet experienced by them, in abstraction from any such context of experience and personal
experiment.
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Indeed, in some variants of these traditions, the theory and practice of such exercises of consciousness forms an
extensively elaborated science of 'internal nature', or science oj subjectivity, complementary Lo the lately morc
familiar science of 'external nature', or science of objectivity. In those variants, these meditative practices
amount to a methodology and technology of the science of subjectivity. Self-humanizing individuals, at a
certain stage in the course of their psyche-ological/somaLological development, tcnd to discover or rediscover
such practices, which may then lend celerity to their further personal meta-evolution.

Personal Meta-Evolutions: An LnonnDU'i Di1;c:~, ~ Rntldtion of Jblis, 1M Disc:ornyofll1l £1WnfJjly unJ Q[ un Enrrrry Wilm,.. The
awakening of insight into the selI-reflexive moment of the constitution of personal life/experience, of the
partially self-refluxive or echoic content of personal occurrences, may, at length, precipitate a crucial
discovery. This discovery is potentially enormous in its implications and in its consequences, for the life of the
discoverer and for the experience of every other person whose life is touched by that discoverer's life
thenceforth; the revelation of self-infliction n

{( ... Culprit, c'est moi ».

'The main culprit in my life is me'. 'The primary cause of the mischief in my life is my way of doing me'.

Once attained with clarity, this discovery offers the meta-evolving person a new and far more powerful
methodology for the investigation and amelioration of personal difficulties: to probe first for causcs of those
difficulties in the past-to-present action of that self-same causal agenl and subjcctivity. The self itself, not
some other, becomes the selfs prime suspect. The self il..elf is typically the greatest offender against its own
experience. If Iother-and.self.]offending action L.. thereby uncovered, thc subject may endeavor to re-design
its practice of self, promulgating a program of reformed seli-activity whose refluxes, or 'returns-to-self, are
more congenial for all concemed, self induded.

Deepening insight into one's own misdeeds, and into their deep-seated and difficu1t-to-exorcise origins
within,
tends also to awaken a salutary compassion for one's fellow mis-doers; for the disfiguring. tragic, and even
horrific personal consequences of undiscovered, unacknowledged, and unchecked iblis; for the enormous
inner war which each must undertake to acknowledge, check, and overcome the enormity within.

Capacity may thus develop to not only, at times, "be hard with your "beast"", but also, at times, to be gentle
with others', though they harbor this "beast" no less than do you. 1bis iblis is the reason why:

"Power corrupts, and absolute power corrupts absolutely".

Evil has an embassy in every psyche borne of this cosmos. Abuse of power, parasitism and sadism - the
pitiless, vampiric emotional, sexual, and economic exploitation and torture of other beings, by an exploiter
who is not only not appalled by, but takes perverse pleasure in, the horrific suffering that it causes - these are
the invariant 'marks' of this 'beast' of iblis in its Ire-]crudescence full-blown.

Thus, the elimination of unchecked power, the building-in of elaborate controls, checks, and balances, is a key
moral principle for the design of viable social institutions. Yet all of that is in vain unless a sufficient
proportion of individual members of society choose to struggle to build sufficient "checks and balances" into
their own psyches.

A major crossroads looms, often in late adolescence, when self-knowledge breaks through to recognize, within
self, the seeds of the corruption up 'til then known only externally, in social institutions and in other beings,
often figures of authority within those very institutions.

When this crossroads is reached, the being may take up the arduous path of self-reform. Or, that person
may"surrender" to iblis, taking a ""illing place among the willingly corrupt; spending the remainder of life
bickering over the spoils of corruption. The latter path is not hopeless. Some who take it first are later
overcome by self-revulsion, and propelled by that self-revolt to the path of self-refonn. The former path is
not dauntless. Many snag along its way. Some revert.
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In either cast', the aftermath of this crossroads is to re-confront its likes again and again. Progress in self
reform is far from popular. Synthesis appears to be mere antithesis -- and, at least at first, anathema d to
both thesis and anti-thesis.

What a terrible shock of recognition when self-exploration reveals the hideous face of iblis ~- the horrific
adversa.ry that one has fought so hard for so long in the outer world -- hidden and harbored, aided and
comforted within one's own psyche, a psyche thus traitor to itself! One discovers -- seeded in oneself -- the
monstrosity so malignantly manifest in even the most infamous of 'human' monsters who litter the history of
humankind. These inner seeds need but to fall on the felid soil of times too hard - or too easy - to sprout in
hideous fruition. This discovery is a trauma roth salutary and indelible: one which can incent, incite, and
insight to further meta-evolution! Strong motive is required. The path that leads from the 'life' of iblis to
greater life passes through the valley of the shadow of death.

Self-ReflexivitylSelf-Refluxivity as the Essence of Dialectical Meta-Dynamics. Dialectics is most
essentially about those processes described in, e.g., Ertglish phonetic or phonogramic language, by sentences in which
ti,e subject and the object are identical; I.e., in whicll the same noun -- the same name, or a pronowl standing for
that nume -- holds both the subject place and the object place; !:ientences descrihing processes in which the subject
acts upon itself as its own object, through a verb which is also an acti011-name of that self-same subject
object, naming a mode ofaction wllich inheres in the very nflture or essence of that three-way-named -~ subject-verb
object-named ++ eventity.

What such a sentence describes is a self-reflexive proass by which the eventity denoted by the subject-verb.object
of the sentlmce chatlges itself quantitatively and qualitatively f i.e., o1ltologicallIjJ, or [in a 'dialectized' version
of the language of dynamical systems theory], partially controls its own control-space, via its own states, and
thereby self-induces its own self-bifurcation(s).

The "nonlinear terms" of the extant ideographic mathematical language -- the components that make
mathema tical equations"nonlinear" and typically also" unsolvable" \"ithin the extant epoch of mathema tical
meta-cvolution -- are mathematical expressions and ideographic formulations of dynamical [and, in some
cases, of meta-dynamical] self-reflexivity. Terms like x(t)( x(t)) - x(t) x x(t) - x(t)x(t) - x(t)' and
w(x,y,z,t)\ w(x,y,z,t) ) - W(X,y,z,t) x w(x,y,z,t) _ w(x,y,z,t) . w(x,y,z,t) - w(x,y,z,t)W(X,y,z,t) 
w(X,y,z,t) denote the self-application or reflexive application of a[n ·unknown"] mathematical operation;
the operation upon themselves of the function-values, here denoted x(t) or w(x,y,z,t), of a junction-valued or
operation-valued function-"unknown"; an operation or fum'tion here denoted X or w.

As expressions of self-reflexive process, they are expressions of dialectical process.

The term 'self-reOexion' connotes a 'be1td-itlK [J7ex-ion'J again or back lre] upon self. lIenee, the
phonogramic tCffil 'self-refleXiVity' is one we use to name the quality of a 'self-consequential' operation, an
operation or mode-of-activity which applies itself to itself, or acts back upon itself; i.e., to name the quality of
self-activity. We identify this quality as the defining allribute of dialectical processes, that is, of dialectical
evetltitics.

In relation to classical nonlinear dynamics, dialectics constitutes a meta-dynamics. It does so because it deals
'with changes not restricted to changes of location witlli" a given ·state-space-, and to changes in 'trajectory
morphology' within a quantitatively and qualitatively unchanged ·state-space". It deals with epochal,
revolutionary changes. It deals with system-induced, statc-trajectory-induced change of ·state-space"; with
the change to a different and qualitatively expanded [not just quantitatively expanded] ·state-space" and
coupled ·control-space" or ·parameter-space", Le., one in which new dimension:., not just new uolume or new flows
are added.

Such 'changes of space' arise because thc "control parameters" of nonlinear, 'self-reflexive', 'self-rcfluxive',
dialectical or meta-dynamical 'meta-systems' n parameters often [mis-]described as "constant coefficients" in
the equa tions of state-evolution _4 are not truly constant, hence are nol truly "constants". They too are
variable, are variables, are evcn self-variables.
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They too, not just the "state-variables·, are dynamical. 'Change of space' may result when cumulative changes
in one or more control-space parameter-values reach and cross their critical threshold values, "bifurcation·
values. 'Dialectical' meta-systems' are dynamical systems whose own essential behavior, as
expressed/described by their state-space trajectories, partially control their control-space positions, and
which thus self-induce "bifurcations· of their state-space behavior.

Relatively sudden, deep, qualitative self-chanp,e results from movements in the system's conlrol-space which
are driven by the self-movement of the system through its state-space, that is, by the system's integral, internal,
self-propulsion d in both its state-space and its parameter-space or control-space, or better, in its unified
'state/control meta-space'. Such unified state/control meta-dynamics exhibit a generic phenomenology which we
term self-bifurcation. This phenomenology is explicated in the section on self-bifurcating systems in the sequel,
and is homeomorphically encoded in the 'arithmetical' Rules-Systems of the ~ .u.. & aM:, dialectical
ideographies, and beyond.

Again, in summary: dialectics is about processes most readily and naturally described by sentences in which
subject, verb, and object name different aspects of the self-same process-entity or 'eventity'. Such sentences
are traditionally characterized, in the technical terminologies of 'grammatics' [grammar] and linguistics, as
"reflexive· or ·self-reflexive" sentences, connoting the "bending [flex] back [re] upon self' [self-re-flex-ion] of
the sentential subject upon itself, as sentential object, through the mediation of [its own self again, as) the
sentential predicate or verb/verbal phrase.

We oclieve that The Nonlinearity Barrier has its thickest historical root in Western classical antiquity, in the
promulgation and codification of a logic that ruled out, by assumption, time and change, and therefore also
self-change. At least one major shoot off lhat tap-root can be traced to the incipienl recovery of Western
Civilization from the horrific and protracted episode of contracted social reproduction known as the "Dark
Ages"; can be traced to the first great resurgence of light after the break in that darkness, at the base of the
Medieval period, in the 1200s; at the start of the Dim Ages of Terran humanity, which have not yet ended.

Thus, Aquinas:

·Now the same thing cannot at the same time be both actually X and potentially X, though
it can be actually x and potentially y: the actually hot cannot at the same time be
potentially hot, though it can be potentially cold. Consequently, a thing in process
of change cannot itself cause the same change: it cannot change itself. Of necessity
therefore anything in process of change is being changed by something else."1.1

However, relurning to our earlier example of stellar evolution, a proto-star -- in the process of its formation
from a self-gravitating, self-concentrating, self-densifying mass of inter~stellar gas and dust .- is, at many
poinls in ils self-development, both "actually hot" and "potentially hotter still". It can d and does -- move
itself from "hot" to "hotter". A typical proto-star moves itself from the state "partially hot" to the state
"fully hot", in that its state converges, through a succession of transient, proto·stellar temperature regimes,
to its "essence-ial", long-lasting "main-sequence" temperature regime, reflecting sustained Hydrogen-fusion
in its core. The primary causes of this transition and convergence are internal to this stellar eventity, not
external to it. The primary causes of this self-eonvergent or essence-convergent behavior arise from, arise fl5,

and operate within the physical internity, the interior substance-and-dynamic of this "automorphogenesis" and
"auto-metamorphosis" n this sell-shaping. "self-forming content", the proto-stellar body. The primary
causes are not located in the proto-star's exterior environment, in the surrounding extemity of matter-energy
process. The"something" which causes this "heating-u p" is the proto-star itself, not" something else". 'lbe
proto-star "causes" the star; causes itself to become the star, causeS the transition from proto-star to main
sequence star:

protostar[protostarl = protostar' star = not-protostar = -protostar t protostar.
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More generally, and contrary to Aquinas' [unknowing} implication, nonlinear differential equations can have
solutions. In terms of their state-spaces, that is, in tenns of the 'dynamical analytical geometry' of such
equations, and of their 'geometries-of-solution' or 'solution-geometries': a dynamical system can have an
-attractor" structure as its solution-geometry. That attTactor may be a single state-point or an orbit-of-state
points in its state-space, toward which its trajectory tends regardless of its initial position in that state-space [or
within the sub-region of that state-space which is the "basin- of that attractor). The existence of such an
'essence-ial' behavior or -dynamic- implies no teleology, no causation of present states by future, not-yet
existent states. It simply implies existence of cybernetic -self-steering- mechanisms. Such confluences of
negative and positive feedbacks -- such self-refluxions -- self-constrain the system's behavior in every present
moment so that its states converge upon this 'essence-ial' behavior. Similarly, the rule of a finite sequence may
make it always end presently with the same value, via computations carried out in 'presents~past-up-to

present-present', rather than via anything carried from some [presently-nonexistent] future backward.

By the term 'eventity', we name an ontological conception of beings as subject.verb-object unities, whose
continuing self-activity induces continuing and self-consistent, directional -- essence-directed -- sell-change, or
self-developmerlt. By 'eventitj(!s', i.e., we mean "beings" that self-induce changes that are in accord with their
natures, essences, or Imeta-lattractors. We mean activity-entities whose essential activity constitutes a
process of graduated "self-attainment"; a "self-creation", "self-making", or "se!f·production"; an autopoiesis.
Eve"tities are thus self-meta-evolving entities comprehended as dialectical self-becomiugs or essence
becomings.

The characteristic mode of activity of an eventity, iL<i active character, is not optional. To be itself, it must do
this, and do this to itself A star cannot stop the fusion at iLc; core and remain a star. The essence-process of
an eventity is its esseJlce·process, its essential process, its necessary process, its rself-ldefining process, its
existential process, the process of its existence, the process which is its existence. A star cannot both be a star
and stop the process of depletion of its most vital resource, its internal fusion fuels. Yet their consumption
by that star it..c;eIf allength brings that star's existence -- as such, as staT - to an end.

'Meta-Monadology': A Unitary Conception of -The Dialectic Of Nature- ITh€' Ubiquilll or the 'Graduated
CtwlIlhwl' of "'being-for-itself" Proto-Subjectivity) n of the 'Self-Bifurcative' Processes of Human Nature,
Pre-Human Nature, and Extra·I1uman Nature -- in Rdation to the Concept of 'Meta-Dialectics', The
'Higher Degree' Dialectics of Dialedics Itself; of Its Own Self-Activity, Self-ReOexion, & Self-ReOuxion.

Indo-European "natural" languages abstract, or conceptually separate-out, subject and object, nominal
aspects, from one another, and from verb/predicate aspects, of their sentenlial descriptions of each single
cventity. This forces their users to redintegrate their descriptions by talking and writing in terms of an
interaction, a two-way communication of information, negentropy, energy, forces, or effects, among as if
separate subject, object, and predicate/verb aspects of that self-same eventity. Metaphorically, using the
interpersonal and intrapersonal processes with which human beings are most intimately familiar as the
grotu\d of this metaphor, this redinlegration can be likened to a material dialogue, a self-conversation and a
self-dispute or selj-controversiofl bctw"ccn the subjective and objective aspects of this unitary eventity. Per age
old Terran human philosophical convention, human subjectivity is taken to be the collective, historical
subjectivity proper, and sometimes as the sole historical subject/agent with which dialectics should be
concerned. When observing that convention. one might refer, for the dialectics of pre-human t1ature, to meta
dynamical eventities which emerged in the natural history prior to the emergence of human[oid] subjects, but
as part of the meta-evolutionary sequence allegedly leading to humankinds, Variously as that of 'pre
subjects', 'proto-subjects', or 'sub-subjects', hence also as 'pre-objects', 'proto-objects', or 'sub-objects' in their
'object-ive' aspects. One might, in the same vein, refer to their self-bifurcations, that is, to their metafinite
transitions or conversion-singularity meta-dynamics as a 'pre-dialectic', 'proto-dialectic', or 'sub-dialectic' -
the dialectic of pre-human[oidJ nature. One might also refer to the ongoing, partially independent or 'parallel'
self-reflexive development of cosmological extra-Jwmal1 nature, synchronic with self-developing human
nature, but, in large portions, substantially isolated from direct human[oid] impact, as a 'co-subjectivity' and
as a 'CO-ObjeCtivity'. One might refer to the meta·dynamics of this contemporary sub-realm of the cosmos as a
'fQ-dialectic' -- the dialectic oj extra-human nature.
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When not observing that convention, we will refer to each eventity discussed, according to the operatorial or
sentential role of its name or other symbol in its descriptions -- its grammatical "moment", regardless of its
location in 'the great chain of revolute] self-becoming' -- as simply a "subject"/'agent' and an "object", or, in
totality, as a 'subject/verb(s)/predicate(s)/object'. The first of these conventions tacitly implies that an
eventual meta-evolutionary self-supersession of the presenUy-extant, 'meta-social' Terran humanity,
emerging, by self-rrfle.xion, from Wilhin that humanity, if it should arise, would be conceived of and addressed
in terms of a 'super-subjectivity', a 'super-objectivity', and of a 'super-dialectic' or 'hyper-dialectic' -- the
dialectic of posf/meta-human{oidJ nature. In short, in the perspective of this theory of dialectics, dialectics also
applies to itseH. There is also a 'dialectics of dialectics', a 'meta-evolution' of the dialectic itself, and that
'meta.evolution' is also 'dialectical'. The "laws· of dialectics, the 'meta-patterns' codified in dialectical logic,
are subject to their own 'meta-dynamics'. 'Dialectics', used to mean the conceptual praxis of the collective
subjectivity of the Terran human community of dialecticians, if it exists as such, must continually self
revolutionize itself. This continuing self-revolution is its ongoing, open-ended attempt to keep up with
cosmological actuality in the context of the ever-expanding possibility-space/actualily-space multi-ontic
cumulum arising from ongoing universal 'onto-dynamasis'/'meta-dynamasis' al all 'meta-fractal'
scales/levels, for all ontic levels, and the consequently l:!vl:!r-b'-rowing 'knowledge deficit'. This meta-evolution
of dialectics is intimately bound up with the emergence of new ontology, of qualitatively different historical
'subject[ivitie]s' or 'agen[cieJIt]s' in the course of the history of nature. If we hold that human history/society
is the realm of dialectics proper, then we have the following relationship of that "dialectics" to its immediate
epochal predecessor and successor:

proto-dialectics - proto-dialecticsfprolo-dialecticsl - fproto-dialectics]2 _ -fproto-dialectics]-

[ proto-dialectics + Mproto·dialecticsll - [proto-dialectics + [meta-proto-dialecticsl] _

dialectics; dialectics - dialecticsfdialectics] _ fdialectics]2 _ -[dialectics] _

[ dialectics + Mdialecticsl] - [dialectics + [meta-dialecticsl] _ hyper-dialectics -

Otherwise, we might simply formulate this meta-dynamiCS of dialectics via the following formulae:

dialectics - -[dialectics] - dialectics - -[dialectics] - dialectics -0 0 , , ,
subject - -[subject 1 - subject - -[subject 1 • subject -0 0 , , ,
The 'Operator' Concept within Operatorial Ideography and the Ideography of 'Eventitv' and of 'Self-Duality'.
In the mathematical ideography already extant, thl:!re has eml:!Iged the concept of an "operator", This
concept is a synthesis of the conceptions of "pure number", "pure quantity", or "mathematical noun" -
supposedly, for "pure quantity" conceptions, exemplified by ideas such as those denoted by the ideograms
2, 3, or 4 -- and of "pure operation", or "mathematical verb" -- again, supposedly, for such "purist"
conceptions, exemplified by the ideas denoted by, e.g., the ideograms +, -, X, +.

The operator conception means that the meaning of a "sign of operation", like x in an algebraic expreSSion

like y x Z - y(z) - yz, is no longer nece....sarily " times" . That meaning is no longer independent of the
meaning of the "numeral" -- or of the "algebraic literal" standing for a "numeral" -- i.e. of the "[meta

]numbcr" denoted by the ideogram to its left, here y. If, for example, y denotes the "Real" number 2.000 ...
, then the x denotes our familiar "Real" multiplication operation. However, if y denotes the "Imaginary"

number +i, a value of the square root of -1, then x in y x z - y(z) _ yz, docs not denote "Real"
multiplication. It denotes the 'function' or "operation" that defines +i, the operation that +1 denotes,
describable analytic-geometrically as a 90° counter-clockwise circular rotation in the plane-space of the

"Complex" ["Real" & "lmahrIDary"] numbers.
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An operator is a 'mathematical eventity'. ltf the "object" concept of "object-oriented programming"}.

Certain mathematical operators -- or 'meta-number~ized'functions/operations -- can aptly model physical
eventities.

We employ this convention of general operatorial ideographies in the dialectical ideogruphy, and for essence-ial
reasons. Use of x as a separate ideogram denoting "pure operation" is rendered redundant. It is obviated
by the simple juxtaposition or contiguity of operator symbols, as in yz. The action of the operator or
operation y upon the operator or operation Z, and the product of the interaction of y and Z, is known from
the definition, nature, or essence of y and Z -- from their operational meaning, from the choreography, the
form of analytic-geometric motion, the kind of number, the type or quality of "quantity", that each
symbolizes.

Operatorial ideography is an 'arithmetic' of functions applied to functions, of operations applied to
operations, of 'meta-numbers' applied to 'meta-numbers'. Operatorial ideographies are about functions
taking other functions, and themselves, as "arguments". They are about operations operating upon other
operations; 'ideographic verbs' operating upon other 'ideographic verbs', plus the special case of
operations/verbs operating upon themselves. Adjacency, contiguity, juxtaposition -- the absence of space or
separation between two symbols -- signifies their 'multiplicati-oe interaction' or "'multiplication"'. This is
already the convention in ordinary algebra, in matrix linear algebra, and in calculus/analysis. However, its
usage in operatorial ideography generalizes this tacit meaning and concept. The literal symbols of ordinary

algebra are assumed to represent but one kind of operator, one 'quality of "quantity" '-- namely, the "Real" or
at most the "Complex" number kind. In operatorial ideugraphl:es, many different kinds of operators may interact.

This touching of two operator signs thus signifies the activation of the operations they denote, the one upon
the other. But, if the operators are not Real numbers, the operation activated is no longer "times" or standard
"multiplication". We need a new name, one that covers all cases. We use the term 'flexion', or 'inter-flexion',
connoting the mutual "bending" or "dc-flection" of the trajectory, or characteristic number-space motion,
definjtive of each operation, by that of the other. Expressions like g may thus be read off as 'y. flexion ~', or

as 'y. £lex ?:,', or as '~(de)£lects?:.', instead of as '~ times ?:.', when Y.., ?:. f£ R. When y. - ?:., so that~ - Y.)L - ?:.?:.,
we may read this as 'y flex y' or 'y flex itself. We may thus also term that which such sclf~juxtapositionings

denote variously as 'intra-flexion', 'self-flexion', 're-flexion', 'self-dc-flection', or 'self-re-flexion'. This 'operator'
concept -- this synthesis of the concepts of 'number' and of 'operation' -- is radically fundamental to all that
follows, both notationally and epistemologically. Operatorial ideography is the very ideograpllY of evel1tity.

We employ underscored boldface black letters, phonoh'Tams like!, as ideograms to denote a new kind of
'operator', also called (1) 'ontological' or 'ontic' 'unit-qualifiers', '(2) unquantifiable qualifiers', (3) lespecially
the 'evolute'J 'meta-numbers', (4) 'dialectical operations', (5) dialectical 'meta-vectors', aT simply (6) 'dialectoTs'.

This usage of !. is serendipitously fitting, providing mnemonic and connotative support to the eventity
concept. On the one hand, this usage continues the tradition of classical algebra, where the phonogram x,
used as an ideogram, denotes an unknown value to be solved-for, a general variable, or a generalized "pure
number". 1bis usage of !. also simultaneously evokes the traditional "pure operation" ideogram for
multiplication, namely, x. 1bis is a sign for the operation of "taking the product" of two numbers, that is,
for multiplication, or 'produc-tion'. Such 'product-tion' means the positing of a new number, or "product",
as a result of this action upon one number by another, or of this mutual action between two numbers.

We will also employ £.' a pure-qualitative take-off from the quantitative "boundary operator" or "partial
differential" operator, a, as an ideographic modifier of phonogramically-symbolized English words. We use it
as shorthand for the epithets "partly" and "partial", and as an acknowledgment of the insights of fuzzy set
theory. That is, we use it as an assertion of the non-extremal nalure of most phenomena we will be describing,
their status as neither all nor none of the totality to which they belong, i.e. as but some of that totality.
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The meta-evolutionary models which the language of the dialectical ideography renders via ideogramic,
mathematics-like formulae are dialectical models in this sense: they are semantically hyper-condensed
shorthand for -- ideogramic 'translations' of -- what would, in e.g., English phonogramic form, be expressed
via sllbject-verb-object-ide1ttical sentences of great length and complexity.
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from RcduchOfli'" & 'itiztic41 Ontologies to the' If-C~tructionist', 'Mtt",-M91If!(f,;.n¥,. 'Mt'lII-C"1lI'41ogic4f Outo-l).{!!alnICl of Ol",1,.chc,,1

1hDfnrrhl/. Consider a generali7.ed, ontological eventity activity-category, or existentiall'actional' gUiltily. Denote
it ideographically by the symbol fin, where subscript n denotes some cardinal value. This ideogram serves
here as our pure-antic 'eventily variable', potentially ranging over all the varieties of being/ doing identified by
humankind in its study of 'c()~mologiC1l1 [meta-]evolution', of "natural history", including of its own, '[meta-]social
history', to date.

Hvpothesis: • Consider any emergent, durable eventily, or mode.of-actiolt being, of ontological type g." at
some stage within some domain of cosmic emergence/meta-evolution. The interaction of individuals of type
fin with those of their precursor typt!(s} -- with individuals of ontological type(s} which emerged prior to the
emergence of type g" -- will lypically be autocatalytic, at first. The interaction will. in the net, at least for a
time, continue to convert individuals of precursor categories into individuals of category g.,. Precursor
processes/qualities will be depleted in favor of the accumulation of the latest, 'meristemal' ontological
process/quality, gn.•

Production and accumulation of individuals of type g", and physical·spatial "concentrationR or 'dcnsification'
of populations of such eventities -- typically iterated synchronically across many causally-Qisolated spatial
loci -- mounts, for a time. Locales thus appear in which individuals of type .9n are densely 'surrounded' or
'environed' by others of their 0""" kind, not by predecessor other-kind, as previously. This emergence of
localized 'self-surround-mcnts' or 'self-environ-menL<;' of ~ of the fIn means that a new kind of interaction
becomes possible, even locally-dominant, emerging within contexts previously dominated by interaction of
eventities of ontic quality gn with those of g,,'s predecessor ontic qualities. With the rise in concentration or
space-density of the fin, the self-confrontation and self-interaction of this action-mode -- the confrontation
and interaction of beings/dOings of type g" with other beings/doings of type fin n also intensifies. That
interaction of fIn with gn is notated, ideographically, invoking the conventions of function-notation, by g,,[gJ.
It stands for the self-funclion[irlg] or reflexive function of gn, read "fin of g"B. This may also be notated by g"g",

dispensing with the parenthesis, or g,,2, using the superscript exponent notation common to classical algebra
and other branches of conventional mathematics. l1us quadratic nonlinearity {if gn is an "unkno""Il"l, this self
operation or self-rcflexion of action-category g" in part denotes just the autocatalysis, the self-replication or
self-reproduction, of the population of type gn, often in the form of increasingly advanced specimens or sub
species of that type, yet still within its category. But this action of the 'actor' or 'negator' or 'change-or' gn
upon g" - the self-interaction of gn n also gives rise to a new type: a higher-degree, qualitatively distinct
eventity-eategory, a new action-mode, here denoted g"" such that m :> n, which literally in.cOTpOTales but also
transcends [ef. Hegel's "aufheben"J g,,:

go[g,,] - go + 9.m; 9.m - ~o;

This self-reflexion of the [proto-]subject class, fin, [typically expandedlyJ reproduces that [proto-]subjecL
class, but also produces a qualitatively new, compositionally-higher class of [proto.]subject-objccts, 9m.
That is, the product of 9ft with itself is an evolute product. The operand factor re-emerges as part of the
product or output, as in parthenogene... is/parthenogenic sexual reproduction. This bears likeness to the
evolute spirals of certain seashells, in which succeeding whoTls leave preceding whorls open to view. This
notational process also mirrors processes of 'pas-de-deux' biological sexual reproduction, in which parents do
not "disappear" into their offspring, but typically, initially, at least, co-endure with them. It mirrors the
ontological dynamics of cosmic meta-evolution as a whole, in which previous 'ontos' continue to co-exist,
though in an interactively adjusted form, with their successor-'ontos'. This contrasts with mathematically
more familiaT, convolute products in which, as with the convolute spirals of other seashells, succeeding whorls
hide preceding whorls from view. Both factors vanish in[to] their product. What we call 'convolute' products
are technically kIlo""Il as "linear" producL... The arithmetics that exclusively employ them. may be termed
"linear arithmetics", their algebras "linear algebras", their numbers 'linear numbers' or "linear operators". The
tenn "linear" here means that the product of any two of their "qualitative unils", like + I, or +1, yields just one
of the other qualitative units. An aritlunetic with an evolute product is thus a kind of 'non-linear arithmetic',
its algebra a 'non-linear algebra', its numbers 'non-linear numbers'.
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Dialecticalldeograplty, the dialector arithmetic, is thus a NON-liNear arithmetic in this sense. The algebra of this
arithmetic, the dialector algebra, is a non-linear algebra. Its 'evolute meta-numbers' are non-linear numbers.
The dialector evolute product does not produce quantitative change, "multiplication of quantities", as docs the

ntimesn product of ordinary R arithmetic. The dialector product produces npure" qualitative change 
nmultiplication of qualities", propagation or proliferation of new ontos:

go' - !In'[g"'] • -[go'l - go' - go + !1m; go t go'; go t!ln + !1m; !In t Ago - !1m; !In t !1m.

The ideogram t depicls that relationship which is the simultaneous denial of both the Igreater than or equal
to' (;;e), and 'less Lhan or equal to' (s) relationships. We use it to represent the 'strong' form of inequality, i.e.,
non-quantitative inequality, or qualitative inequality .- 'multi-dimensional inequality', as distinct from 'weak'
or 'one-dimensional', merely quantitative inequality.

Our pictographic nanalytical geomctryu of the anisotropic "space" of dialectical metanumbers will
appropriate the conventional mathematical metaphor in depicting first-order qualitative versus quantitative
difference -- the metaphor employed by Buee, Wessel, Gauss, Mourey, and DeMoivre in their geometric
interpretations of the inter-relationship of the so-called QRealnand the so-called nl maginary" numbers.

Distinct paints, or directed line-segments ending at or 'pointing to' those points, if along the same axis denote
different quantities of the same quality. Point.. or directed axial line-segments, if on different, mutually
perperldicular axes, denote quantities of different qualities. Each antic quality of a given taxonomic level may be
depicted by a distinct "axis", "quantity-scale", "numberline", or "dimension", perpendicular to those of all
other antic qualities of that level. Different such axes or dimensions -- interpretable as denoting qualitatively
distinct ontic qualities -- intersect only at the universally-shared "empty set" point, qo, the "origin" of
metanumber space, and their sole intersection with one another's distinct 1·0 number-spaces. In this space,
every axis or dimension L.. 'unified' or 'Imit~ified' by a unique "qualiLative unit", 'quality of unity' or 'unit
qualifier'. Every point on every such axis represents some whole, fTaclional, or irrational, transient quanto
quality 'counted' or 'measured' in units of that axis' quality, of that qualitative unit, as the metric of that
point's ·perpendicular distance· from the origin of the space. Every such axial point or directed axial line
segment has a unique ideographic name, of the form PQx., where p, 0 < P s 1, the point's 'quantifier', tells the
point's distance from the origin, and where Q.x, the point's 'qualifier, tells which axis the point inheres in, i.e.,
the direction that the directed axial line-segment points in, with ordinal subscript or index x indicating the
xth ontological type in the order of emergence. Every such point thus represents a qualified quantity and,
equally, a quanl'ified quality. An elemental 'dialectur' or '{mela·]numbcr' is defined as the conjunction,
juxtaposition, or combination {product] of a unit qualifier and a quantifier. A unit qualifier, generically Q.x, is
defined as 19x. Le., a metanumbe.r in which p • 1. Interpreted geometrically, gn t gm means that the
[undirected] line-segment [qQ, l!lnll is pe'pendieu!a, to line segment [qQ, 1!lm1J: [qQ, Igot] .L [qQ, t!lmll; that
Q.n and !1m inhere in distinct, mutually---orthogonal number-lines. In the sequel, we will show how the
relationship which '1' denotes arises immanentiy at that juncture in the self-eonsistent self-meta-<::volution of
classical arithmetic where it yields the first of the convolute metanumbcrs, the so-called Qimaginary unity", i,
square-root of -1: i(i) = j2 • -1 u

:} -1; += -1; {: -1; t -1; thus i satisfies the 'inequation' ,&2 t !.

We symbolize, for example, by { 1 NQ.n } or NQ, one whole "set", sequence, or space of dialectical

metanumbcrs Ngn, wherein the subscript variable n varies over the cardinals, Le., over the "Natural
Numbers". Take the case wherein we assign one particular instance of the { I. gn } u as merely one of many
possible "interpretations" or "applications" of the { 1 gn } -- namely, the metanumber Qj, where j represents
some specific cardinal value, to represent the ontological form of being/doine that we call atoms: .9i 
atoms. Suppose we further interpret/assign another member of { I. Q.n }, namely gk, to denote that
ontological category or action-quality we call molecules: ~ - molecules.
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Substituting phonetic/phonogramic names for corresponding ideograms in the equalions and 'inequations'
[inequalities] posited above, we have:

atomsratomsl "" "atoms of atoms" - atoms2
- atoms + A[atomsJ _ atoms + molecules:

atoms .. atomsratomsl _ atoms2
; atoms. atoms + molecules; atoms .. molecules;

atoms t -[atoms] - atoms2
; atoms t atoms + molecules; atoms t molecules.

In summary, we might then interpret the equations and inequations above as modeling the following:

[111nt~ractioll of indivi-duals [eventities] belonging to local, concentrated, condensed populations of ontic type .9J.

[2J Self-application of the mode of action represented by Q,j. Action of the [proto-}subjecls denoted by 9J upon
themselves/each other as their own [proto-lobjects. Hegel's "being-for-self" momenl of Lhe being/doing -
that is, of the self-becoming u represented by 9J, wherein "being-for-self' means self-beholding, self-reflecting,
and therefore self-affecting being; the moment denoted by Q,j£9J] or -[QJ] or g{ This self-application or self
operation causes the irruption of a qualitatively new action-onto, gk, where k > J' while also replicating and
reaffirming.. at least potentially or temporarily, the ontological, or onto-dynamic, action-mode or ontic quality
represented by Q,j.

l3J Self-reflexion of the eventity represented by Q,j. The K[proto-Jsubject.ive aspect" of the eventity
represented by Q,j, denoted '.9JU', is symbolically juxtaposed with, as it actually materially confronts, the
Mobjecl-ive aspect", that is, the bbeing-itl-itself"rbeing-for-other-beingsb of that eventiLy,.Qj, the aspect denoted
'_[Q.j]'. This propels emergence of a new action-onlo, gk,. k > j, while also replicating and advancing, at least
potentially or temporarily, the ontological n and onto-dynamic - category of eventities denoled by gJ

[4] Self-refluxion of the eventity represented by .9J. The Mnowing-back-to-sclf" of the consequences of the
'existence' of '.Qj', grasped as the [control-parametcr-shifting] existential activity that defines its very 'self'.

[5] Self-bifurcation of population-systems of the eventity-type or onto-type denoled gJ 'Ine propulsion of the
conlro!-parameter-space path of those systems across a critical, bifurcation threshold, driven by the same core
process which also manifests as/drives the trajectories of those populations-systems in their state-space.

Thus: ~o - go[g,,) - -[go] - g,,' - go + ~o- gn+ gn+n- go + g2n t gni more generally .-

;l.[g", g,J - g,.[go] - go + !> [!Ix, go) - go + g,..o t gn -- and, equally:

- go[g,] - g,. + !>[go, g,J - g,. + g"., t .Q.x, all per the rule: f1k[g;] - !IJ + gk+J,

describe potential qualitatively expanded reproductions at the ontic level -- at the level of ontological or
existential possibility. That is, they describe componenLc; of a universe[-of·discourse] with a growing, or, more
precisely, with a self-growinp,... self-expanding potential ontology; a self-expanding existential possibility
space with Mtime_varyingb

, dynamical 'ontics'. In it, qualitatively new ontos are continually emerging from the
inleractions with olhers and from the self-interactions - i.e., from the '[de-lflexions' and 'self-re-flexions' or
'self-[de-lflexions' -- of the individuals constituting the populations denoted by the previously-emerged ontos.
The possibility of any Q.x -- the existence or extanl-ness of a potential ontic population-type indicator, Q.x.. in
the possibility-space as of Repoch-index· or 'self-bifurcation index' value 't -- does not preclude the
Mextinction· or zero probability of manifestation of any individuals of thal onlic lype in actuality as of index
value't.
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Shifting from the 'pure-qualitative', 'ontodynamic', existential possibility.space models, ~. I [10;=1, ttJQ.k. to the
quanto-qualitative 'probability-space', or 'popUlations-space' models, Ul • l: [k-1, 2'tlPk('t)Yk. where any of the
-densities~ {Pk('t)} may be 0, we sec that ontodynamic potential existence and actual existence need not
coincide. The quanttrqualitative 'population of populations' meta-distribution function Ul can have zer .

The Phenomenology of 'Tndivi-Duality': The Paradox of 'Indivisible Duality' [of 'Undivided Duals'J. We
have earlier alluded to a pUlative universal phenomenology of dialectical eventity, which may be variously
termed Indivi[sibleJ-duality, self-duality, illternal division duality, intra-duality, intro-duality, or endo
duality. We have done so, in part, to help distinguish its concepl from the more familiar concept that might
be named inter-dua lily or exo-duality u of "duals" or "opposiLe poles" conceived as separable, mutua lIy alien,
and mutually edemaL We have so far presented this phenomenology in a merely metaphoric, mnemonic, and
indeed mythopoeic manner. Scientific exposition of lhis alleged universal, for speciik ontic classes of evcntity
or 'indivi-duality', will require us to hypothesize the specific, empirical -- observable and testable -
-mechanisms· [or 'organisms'] of this proposed principle of 'non-dualismic duality'. This will be
accomplished, in part, in the sequel

Here we want to address some of the characteristics of the concept of self-duality itself, apart from its
justification, in a way which, in our experience, by using formulations which are paradoxes and puzzles for
the prevailing concepts of dualism, help liberate the fertility of the mind, and of the imagination, for the
dialectical paradigm, and for the more exacting and empirically Leslable u but otherwise opaque and starkly
unfamiliar -- quanto-qualitative hypotheses which follow, and which now therefrom.

Dialectics is not, primarily, but only secondarily, about the mulual alien-ness, the external division dualism of
pairs of mUlually-exdusive opponent forces. Dialectics is not primarily about 'exo-divi-dualily', exterior
conflicts, oulward confrontations, or linear·mechanical "outer contradictions" of entities conceived as
radicany-separable.

It is not mainly about 'interlog' between the externally-paired dirempt wholes of putative radical dualisms.

Dialectics is essentially about 'intralog', the dialog un·thin (a) [meta-Jsystem, a unity, an individual, an
individuality; the intemal dialog of an externally undivided whole or sub-whole, wherein the very self
formation, self-partition, self-particulation, self-indiViduation, sub-wholeness, sub-unity, and existential out
standing-ness or self-exertion of each eventity is constituted by its internal division or self-division; where its
very existence is powered by its self-consistent self-contradiction, or self-controversion.

Dialectics is about the 'tomyl of 'a-tomy'; the cutting of the uncuttable; the ineluctable self- or intra-cut·ness
of the externally un-cut. It is about the self-division, the "internally self-ravaged ~roundtl, of a single,
outwardly undivided self, an 'in-divid-ual', an 'un-divided-duality' -- whether thal self formation or subject
verb-object be galaxy, star, planel, planetary biosphere, planetary noosphere, individual human
psyche/soma, or beyond.

Dialectical duality or 'di-ality' is the inescapable 'inner tension', 'in-tension', OT 'ex(is)-lension' of every -thing",
of every self, of every [proLo-]subject that forms; that appears; that manifests.

It is the duality of one, not the duality of two. It is the dlUllity of unify, as well as the urlity of duality. It
directly addresses the phenomenology of internal polarity - of the internal self-polarization of unity -- not that
of external polarization of dualismic duals.

This universality of this phenomenological paradox of self-duality, of this self-splittillg of eventities, is
COIUleded to the paradox of 'Objective Subjectivity' and of 'Subjective Objectivity'; to the paradoxical
existence of the objective-ness or objective aspect of a subjecl, and of the subjective side or subjective-ness of
an object; and to the gradient of increasing sentience of the sequence of formations appearing in the history of
nature.
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It is also exhibited -- today with a predominantly dualisntic bias n in the grammatical structure of
phonogramic formulae, that is, of -natural languagen sentences, in the form of the inter-dualisms of noun
versus verb, and of sentential subject versus sentential object. This same self-duality is captured, in a
latently and tcndentially less dualismic way, in the ideographic formations of the -artificial language(s)- of
modem mathematics. The standard expression of dynamical nonlinearity, i.e., of the selJ-re-flex-i'tJity and selF
re-flux-i'tJity of fmeta-Jdynamical lmeta-Jsystems, implicitly formulates and notatively exhibits this self
splitting -- e.g., X (x) _ X X _ (X )', 0' x(!)( xl!) ) - xl!) x xl!) _ x(!)x(!) _ xl!)', etc. The double

"" 1: t 1:

presence of the symbol, x" or x(t), which denotes and ideographically names the momentaneous {meta-]state

of the self, the subject, the object, the verb, the eventity n the [meta-]dynamical system -+ being modeled by
the ideographic mathematical equation, expression, or formulae from which this "nonlinear term" is
extracted, subconsciously signifies the ineluctable intra-activity and the sell-transforming nature of that
nonlinear [meta-Jsystem.

Employing the ideographic symbol '#' to denote the 'dialectical contradiction', 'internal contradiction', or
immanent, 'self-consistent self-contradiction' of a natural formation, we may further define the 'auto-dyadic'
or 'sell-dyadic' character of the dialectical concept of individuality as follows: ! #! means l! ]2 -! .. qo,

1: 1: t 1:

i.e., that! harbors the potential[--energy"] for self-transformation, for further meta-evolution; that! is not a, ,
nfixed point- or -stable equilibrium-staten with respect to il'i own reflux, its own self-action; that X contains-,
an opcratorial self-discrepancy or self- l deJect" such that ~ [!] II! !. The expressions!. #! and! £!] or

1: 1: t 1: 1: 1: 1:

!! present! syntactically as 'oppOSite itself or 'self-opposite'; as self-juxtaposed, self-meeting, and self-, , ,
confronting. Semantically, via! # ! explicitly, and via ! ~] in a subtler way, ~ is depicted as being

1: 1: 1: 1: "

'beside-it5elf and 'oppOSite to itself or 'self-opposing' in the way that subject opposes object, that 'subject' is the
semantic antonym of 'Object'.

The ~Q Dialectical Ideography as Contra-Boolean Algebra. Take! • ~i as a meta-algebraic variable,
ranging over aU dialectical metanumbers, or dialectors, in {gj}, however interpreted. That is, consider! as a
generic 'pure-qualitative' ontological meta-state descriptor for whatever metadynamical phenomenology is to be
modeled. Then:

- X'- '

The above are exact contraries of what Boole called the "Fundamental Law of Thought" or "Law of Duality":

X' - x' (x') X' ,

which asserts, essentially, that, for the domain for which it is interpreted, only what Marx termed -simple
reproductionn14 is possible. Interpreted for -The Simple Reproduction of ldeasn, and, per Boole, as a description
of the -mental acta or nmental operation- of thinking an idea [-[sJelecting- a conceptl it implies the
Parmenidean/early-Platonic view that all ideas are pre-existent fully-formed, eternally immutable, -cut and
driedn

. It asserts that second ideation or re-ideation is identical to first ideation; that second cognition or re
cognition is identical to first cognition; that second conception or re-conception is always identical to first
conception; that, universally, ideas/cognitions/conceptions, generically denoted by the algebraic variable x or
Xi, cannot be improved by 're-thinking'; that 're-thinking' makes no difference. It asserts that, for all of its
interpretations, nonlinearity reduces to linearity. The second power is the first cardinal degree of nonlinearity.
The first power is the exact degree which signifie5 linearity. Boole's "Fundamental Law" of 'linear logie' Simply
equates the two. Boole himself noted the deep analogy of his 10gico-algebraic equations to linear differential
equations. Within Boole's original arithmetic and algebra for logic, this single equation captures -- is
homeomorphic to -- the three basic rules of Aristotelian formal logic.
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Dialectical ideography as exposited here may thus be characterized as a Contra-Boolean Algebra, rooted in a
'Contra-Boolean Arithmetic'.lts formulae are readily interpretable ontologically h or onto-dynamically - as an
'onto-logic" a logic of meLa-evolutionary onto-dynamism which constitutes an ideographic 'contental logic',
as distinct from Boolean and later symbolic or ideographic "fonllallogics". We thus refer to existences which
behave as described by the formula!OO 1!- as 'contra-Uoolean' entities, or as 'dialectical eventities'. As we
shall see in the course of this exposition, among the names that aptly describe thL.. fundamental formula of
Dialectical Ideography as a Contra-Boolean Algebra -- in the spirit of Boole's names for his contrary
fundamental formula -- are the following:

(1) The FundamentaL "Law" of Dialectical Thought; the "Law" of the improvement/idea-ontic enrichment of
cognitions / conceptions via re-cognition / re-conception;

(2) The "Law" of Self-Duality, of Endo- / intra-Duality [vs. Boole's TAW ufDichotomy; of £xo- or Inter-Duality];
(3) The "Law" of Unity, or of 'indivisible duality' or 'indivi-duality';
(4) The "Law" oJPlurality, of Trans-Binary Diversity, more-than-dual Multiplicity, or of

Poly~QualitativeHeterogeneity; 'the ·Law" of Multi-Onlic Cumulatiotl;
(5) The "Law· of Expanded vr Contracted Self-Reproduction, of Non-Equilibrium Meta-Dynamism,

and of the Impossibility of Simple Self-Reproduction;
(6) The "Law" of Irreducible Nonlinearity;
(7) The "Law" of Qualitative Change; The "Law" of Emergence ~~ of Emergent Properties;
(8) The Law of Self-Bifurcation; The "Law" of Ontological Dynamics; The "Law" of Ontology Expansion;
(9) The Law of Meta-Finite Sitlgularity, Mela~Finite Transition, or Meta.System Transition rd. Turchin};

(10) The Law of the Immanently-Induced Escalatiotl of Logical Type in the axiomatically-asserted ontologies of
Ariomatic Logical Systems [The "Law" o/'Logical Meta-Evolution' {}r of Dialectical Ariomatics] and;

(11) The "Meta-Law" of the Self-Transformatio" of "Laws".

In contradistinction to the assertion of the Boolean "Fundamental Law" of 'linear logic', namely, that
nonlinearity or self-reflexivity makes no difference at all, our 'fundamental 'rule' of dialectical ['nonlinear']
logic', '!} t !\ asserts that nonlinearity, or self-reflexivity/self~refIuxjvity,makes the strongest possible
kind of 'meta-finite' difference: ontological difference; o1ltology-differencei qualitative difference.

The «A~~ ConKrvll.tiun of 'Pe_icily': ThO!' NQ, Dill.le,Uul Idc~phy.a.'!l"Non-St"'nwd ~fod.l!'1· of .....,;mo ·N.atu~.;I1 Numbl!'n" Arithmetk

[furthcuuung]

Dialectical 'Meta-Systems' as via~Conversiml Singularity Self~Bifurcating 'Meta-Systems'. Oassical
Dynamical Systems Theory uses the ideographiC mathematical language of total differential equations to
model the dynamics of natural systems. Its findings simulate and corroborale classical notions of dialectical
process in many ways, espeCially in the case of the unsolved nonlinear dynamical systems, largely suppressed
until recent decades. It also echoes much of classical Aristotelian 'essential-dynamics' or 'essence-dynamiCS'.
It developed mathematical concepl'i which are highly homeomorphic to essentialist concepts of essence
[ousia], dynami5 [potelltia], energeia, ergon, etltelecheia, telos, etc. This sub-section introduces connexions of
Dynamical Systems Theory to 'Dialectical Meta-Systems Theory' as 'Dialectical Meta-Dynamics', via the 'Self
Bifurcation' paradigm of dialectical process.

Nonlinear Dvnamical Svstems TheON and Dialectics. The nonlinear integrodifferential equations that
formulate the so-called "laws" of nature are primarily "partial" differential equations. This means that they
involve solution-functions S - s(x, y, Z, t, ...), whose values vary with physical~spatialposition .- with the
space-eoordinates x, y, and Z n as well as with the time-coordinate, t, plus, in some cases, with other
independent variables as well. The equations thus involve npartial differentiation operators· a/ax, a/(Jy,
a/az, and a/at, which measure the variation of S in terms of "infinitesimal" variations in x only, Y only, z only,
or t only, respectively.
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The dosed-form 'solution-operation' or solution-function for such an equation, here denoted by 5, is an
algorithm that -predicts~, i.e., a 'recipe' that tells the user how to compute, the slate of any point of space (x,
y, z). in terms of the phenomena.measures that the equation models, for any value t, past ar future, from the
input values x, y, Z plus from the initial 'state of [thel space' "occupied by" this system, that is, from the
phenomena~measurements-- the states -- of the points-set {(Xo, Yo, Zo)}, as measured "at" initial time to.

Dynamical Systems Theory traditionally models with "ordinary" or "total" differential equations, linear or
nonlinear. These involve solution-functions of the form X - X(t). There is but one ultimate independent
variable to "differentiate with respect to" n namely t, the time-variable. Time differentiation of X, using the
'non-partial' differentiation operator, d/dt, is thus "total" differentiation of X. The state-"vedar" x(t), for any
value of t, is an ordered list of values of the various "state-variables" or 'system-allribllte measurements', which
are the model's [preJdictions or predications of these key 'total' or 'holistic' aspect-metrics [vs. the partial
differential, spatially-distributed aspect-memcsJ of the dynamical system modeled, if taken at that t value.

The dosed-form 'solution-operation' or solution-function for such an equation, here denoted by X, is an
algorithm that "(pre]dicts" or [pre]states, i.e., a 'recipe' that tells the user how to compute, the state of the
system, the value of each of the -state-variables~or mOdeled 'attribute·measurement..' of that system, for any
value of t, past or future, from the input value t and from the original 'state' of the system, that is, from the
original values of all of the state-variables, their values as of the modeler-ehosen 'initial' time denoted to.

State-variables should be 'holistic', 'overall' metrics of facets of the system being modeled. 1.e., they should
characterize the entire physical body of the system 'all at once', not differing in their values substantially -
within the utility of the model-- from spatial/synchronic point to point on or within that body. Othen-vise,
they belong in a "partial differential" model. Take your body, for instance. To model its physiological
dynamics, you might use "systemic" state-variables like temperature, T(t), blood pressure, pet), and heart
rate, H(t), which can be approximated as uniform throughout the soma, to partially characterize your body's
changing physiological state at various moments, t I lair density, \...hich varies widely over the body's surface,
and vanishes for much of its interior, would not make a good -total differential- state-metric. Your -tota1~

differential-, 'solved' lifetime body.model, a ·state vector valued- solution-function, would then be of the
form X ~ x(l) _ ( T(l), P(l), H(l) ).

The first-order "total~ or "ordinary~ integmdifferential equation-model states the 'slope-invarianf or, more
generally, the 'c!umge-invariant' of the function-values, x(t), of the unknown function or operation X; the
invariant "law" of its function-values' variations, the pattern of variation of the "state" of the system, x(t), as
the time t varies. Such equations are termed "nonlinear" if their expression of that change-"law" contains
terms of degree .. 1 in x(t), and/or in it.. differentials, and/or in its integrals, and/or in any products of
itself, its differentials, or its integrals with any such forms of itself or of other function-unknowns, if any.

Said differently, if the equation stating the change-rule of the values of the unknown operation, X, which is to

"be discovered from that equation, contains any 'self-reflexions' of those values, terms containing x(t) ,n __ 1,
or any terms containing 'flexions' with function-values of other operator-unknowns, with or without any
order of integral or differential operators as 'coefficient..', then the term is said to be -nonlinear". The equation
containing such (a) term(s) is also said to be a ~nonlinea'" differential, integral, or integrodifferential
equation.

The equation may be termed just ~djfferential" if it contains no integration operations, just "integral" if no
differentiation operations, or "integrodifferential" if il contains either or both.

If any equational oceurrence(s) of the 'unknown function-values variable' or "dependerll variable", x(t), is of the

"form x(t) , n - 1, i.e., 'simple presences' of those function-values, without self-action, and without interaction
with any other junction-unknown(s)/dependenf variable(s), then the integrodifferential equation is said to be
"linear".



State~Space Trajectories, Control-Space Paths. and Bifurcations. The 'dynamical algebra' of mtotalB [or
"ordinaryB] integrodifferential equations involves new operations, -diffcrentiationnand nintegration", involving
-limitsn of conceptually infinitary processes, which, as such, are foreign to classical algebra. It also entails
expressions involving "functions of time·, or 'operations on time', like x(t), not encountered in that 'statical'
algebra. But this 'dynamical algebra' does have, like 'statical algebra', an -analytical geometry"; not the
'statical' analytic geometry of Descartes, but a special, dynamical analytical geometry called nPhase Space- or
"State-Space".

Our hypothetical 'dynamical-algebraic' model, x(t) - ( T(t), P(t), H(t) ), corresponds to a 3-dimensional
'dynamical-geometric' model, formed by 'crossing' 3 mutually perpendicular numberlines, scales, or axes, one
assigned to T(t), one to P(t), and one to H(t), at their origins or O-p0ints. Any value of t, representing a
moment of time, an "exact date", corresponds to 3 coordinates, computed by applying the state-functions or

operations T, P, and H to that value of 1. These three values together define a single poinl in this conceptllally
constructed, non-physical, imaginary 3-dimensional space. That point is identified with "the state of the 2,ystem
S at time . ObViously, if. as the time-value, t, changes, the values of one or more of the Bstate-variables",
T(t), P(t), and H(t), also change, the position of this state-point will change as t changes. nConnecting the
dots- of the different state-points computed for different t values forms a track in this space, called the
"State-Space Trajectorym of system S. The totality of points representing possible combinations of T(t), P(t),
and H(t), whether lhe state-point of a given instance of S ever gets to them or not, is called the BState_SpaceB

of S. If the integrodifferential equation solved by x(t) - ( T(t), P(t), H(t) ) is linear, the State-Space
Trajectory will be rather simple. The solution-geometry of x(t) must be dominated by a single "fixed point",
or "equilibrium" point, essentially [0, 0, 0], the origin, surrounded by a field of "transient" trajectories that
leave it, and/or approach it, or neutrally orbil it. Any t _ 0 starting point, or 'birth stale', in the State-Space
will be/ar all time attracted to and/or repelled by the origin, or will neutrally orbit it, without attraction or
repulsion. If attracting, the solution-point is called an "attractorB; if repelling, a "repellor", if of mixed effect, a
·saddle-, if neutral, a Bcenter". The -dynamics" or linear systems \vith attractor solutions is more aptly
described as an 'anti-dynamics' -- a monotonic taxis toward a point of equilibrium, that is, a point of no
further change, of eternal non-change. Oosed form solutions have long been knovvn for general liJlear total
differential equa tions.

If the integrodiffercntial equation solved by x(t) - ( T(t), P(t), H(t) ) is nOJllinear, the repertoire of possible
State-Trajectories is vastly richer. The ultimate or "asymptotic", t ~ 00 solution-geometry can involve (1) two
or more fixed points, (2) various combinations of fixed points with attracting, repelling, mixed, or neutral
asymptotically periodic orbits of vast shape~variety, and/or various multiplicities of so-called "chaotic",
asymptotically aperiodic, "strange aUrador" orbits of even vaster shape-variety. The latter represent fractal,
never-repeating but ever self-similar, not "random" but deterministic patterns of state-flow, surrounded by
complex flow-fields. 'Non-pointal', that is, 'orbital' attractor solution-geometries describe various kinds of
sustained self-oscillations, regular or irregular, of the state-variables or measured aspects of the modeled
nonlinear systems. Especially the irregular "self·oscillator' orbits analogize to business meycles", climate
"cydes", and myriad other Kimperfect" or -never exactly repeating", 'fluctuatory' processes in nature. Orbital
attractors, orlJital repellors, and orbital saddles cannot arise ill li"ear dynamical systems. eutral orbits can arise in
linear differential systems, but only in cases of systems with pure-"imaginary" eigenvalues, A - ar + bi, a • O.

Oosed form solutions have been discovered only for special cases, usually "barely" nonlinear total differential
equations. However, those solved special cases have yielded great treasure, both theoretically and practically.

The states of a dynamical syslem will also be affected by "external conditions" and "accidents", not
determined by its "internal" dynamics. Th~ state of our hypothetical system, 5, for example n the
temperature, blood pressure, and heart-rate of your body -- will be partly determined by current air
temperature, oxygen concentration, and acoustical noise level, etc. in the physical space that surrounds it.
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Measurements of these conditions may appear in the intcgrodifferential equation of the system as ·constant
parameters· -- constant ·coefficients· of terms involving the state-variable-function-unknmvns; constant
terms, etc. n incorporated into the state-variable functions T(t), P(t), and H(t), or as time-varying ·forcing
functions· or "drivers" All such parameters are mapped to mutually perpendicular numberlines or axes in
what is usually conceived as a separate, second system-space, called the "Control Parameter-Space" of the
system. In engineert~d environments, such parameters can be "shifted" or adjusted by agents operating
external contruls, such as thermostats. The "Parameter-Space" of a dynamical systl:!m is U,US often also
termed its "Control-Space". Parameter "shifts" can, if they cross through certain "critical values" in the
Control-Space, cause sudden,. qualitative changes in the solution-geometry exhibited by the first space, that
is, metamorphoses in the system's State-Space Trajectory and attractor(s), its Trajectory "flow· or ector
field·. An Attractor Trajectory, for example, may suddenly become a Repellor, Saddle, or Neutral Trajectory.
Such deep breaks in behavior-pattern are traditionally termed ·Bifurcations·. They often involve the branching
of one solution-geometry into two new solution-geometries, starting from the critical point of the ·l7ifurcation
diagram· of the system-behavior, hence the term "bifurcations".

State-Space, Control-Space IParaml:!ter-Space], and State/Colltrol-Mrlaspace. In classical Dynamical Systems
Theory, a system's state-point and even its control-point may change location, but the state-space and the
control-space do not change. They are statical. not dynamical. Their structure docs not vary with time, state,
or parameter. Their diml:!.nsionalily is fixed. They form a static backdrop against which stateooehange and
control adjustment occur. Even if the system develops partial'seH-control', 50 that the state-point begins to
control the control-point; so that the control-point begins lo move in correlation with the movements of the
state-point, both spaces remain both separate and 'unmoved' per the classical conception and convention.
This convention restricts the scope and coherence of evolution-models. They tend to be limited to a single
epoch or stage of 'meta-evolution'. The models lend to end with misleading, counler-empirical predictions,
l:!.g., of asymptotic -- that is, infinitely-delayed -- approaches to final attraclors, or with "sillgularities",
apparently infinite values of statl:!~metrics, attained "at" finite values of the time parameter. The actual
dissipative systems soon abandon and bifurcate away from these, due to their 'essence-ial' dissipative
depletion of the resources fueling their old dynamiC, and the emergence of new dynamics, defining new
resources. Static state-space models tend, for example, to encompass but one phase of stellar burning, or
even one generation of stars, but not repeated 'phase transitions'; not repeated generational transitions, not
the cumulative enrichment of the interstellar medium that the latter entail, and its consequences for later
generation dynamics, e.g., 'planetogenesis'. They typically omit the ineluctable system self-subversion in the
Single epoch they cover. Next epoch and preceding epoch models disconnect. Models must be reconfigured at
every epochal transition. Successive models have trouble "passing the baton" across l:!pochal, self-bifurcation
bolmdaries, let alone merging into single, unitary models of natural history, covering entire successions of
such transitions. Rightly-formulated dynamical equations, and their solution-functions, should not be 'one
epoch models'. They should describe both sides of the dual self-consequential process of the meta-evolutionary
self-accumulation v..rithin each natural formation: both the self-growth, and the eventual self-bifurcation which
that self-growth entails.

'Ihe proposed 'meta-dynamics' merges state-space and control-space in a unified 'state/controlmetaspace'.
State-shifts driving parameter-shifts is par for the course. State-Space Trajectory and Control·Space Path
merge into a unified Course Of Development. The resulting unified metaspace is also itself a dynamical
object. Its axial contenl changes. Its dimensionality changes -- usually grows -- "as a function of timeB. Each
system-self-induced bifurcation builds new axes, new dimensions, new state-variables, into the "stale-space"
'side' of metaspace, converting former control axes into slale axes, and sprouting new control-axes out of the
origin. This self-expanding metaspace is an integral part of a meta-dynamical model. 'Change of [meta·jspace',
as well as mere change of place of the state/control point inside a fixed 'metastate' of that [meta-lspace,
mirrors predicted quanta-qualitative, epochal changes in this unitary, multi-epochaJ. meta-dynamical model.
Change of place models fulfillment of Blaws·. 'Change of space' models change of BlaWS·. Dynamics change.
DynamiCS change themselves, by sell-bifurcation. Change-of-space, change-of-BlawsB, challge-of metries also
imply ontology-change.
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This 'Meta-Dynamics' is a dynamics of dynamics, 'dynamics squared', the nonlinear, second degree of
dynamics. We claim that this 'Meta-Dynamics' is also Dialectics.

Sell-Bifurcation. A dialectical meta-system itseU, its 'essence', its ·law· of change, is expressed by its entire
state/control meta-space, the total -flow· of its possible courses of development within that space, that is, the
actions and defining mode of action of the entire family of meta-systems of which a given individual meta
system is an instance. TIus meta-system-action is alsu mediated through the control-path that the meta-system
itself induces for itself in its parameter-space or control-space, by which it acts back upon its own state-space
trajectory. The meta-system quanta-qualitatively changes itself, mediately, when the control parameter
variables that its own state-motion drives cross their critical values. One visualization of this "change of
lstalejcontrol meta-lspace" is as a kind of "jump" from one meta-space to an olher, scparate meta-space,
somehow located "elsewhere". TIlls is a 'convolute' paradigm of change at the level of the meta-space as a
totality. Here we will visualize this change differently. 'Evolutely'. Cumulatively. 'Ibe meta-space changes by
expanding [occasionally, old axes will, in effect, wither away as well, so mela-spaces can change by at least
partially contracting also]. A new axis, or several new axes, sprout from Q., the origin of the meta-space, each
perpendicular to any other newcomer-axes as well as to all previously-sprouted axes. lbe new axes
correspond to the new state-variables and new conlrol~parameters,new measurements or metrics/metrical
ontos needed to describe the meta-states of the mediately self-transformed meta-system going-forward, in
the meta-system's post-transformation epoch. The new axes or dimensions cover qualitative change(s) 
increment(s) of new qualities.. meta-system ontology-expansions -- gained in that self-transformation.

Thus, typically, all or most of the metrics or state/control-variables of the preceding meta-system meta-state
and of its old meta-space remain. The expansion of the meta-space is a qualitative as well as a quantitative
expansion, because the new axes of the added state/control-variables measure newly-emerged qualities or
attributes, tied to new metrical antos, of thc self-bifurcated meta-system. The meta-space expansion is thus a
quanto-qualitahve one. It is also an 'evolute' one. The meta-space grows cumulatively, accumulating ever more
new axes, metrics [qualilies, attributes, predicates, metrical ontos], or dimensions, as the self·bifurcations
sequence continues. But some of the old metrics or state/control-variables may "vanish", collapse back into the
origin, to intermittent or even steady .Q values, Signifying the extinction OT obsolescence of the system-qualities or
metrical ontos they measured. Traditional approaches also visualize the control-space, as located -elsewhere",
separate from the state-space, though as if exerting an 'action-at(from)-a-distance' upon it.

The proposed Meta-Dynamics visualizes the control-space as embedding -- engulfing, surrounding, and
permeating n the state-space. This view visualizes control-space as another set of orthogonal axes sharing the
same origin as the stale-space's state-variable axes. Ibis approach views the control-space as also a
dynamical entity; as changing. When the action of a dialectical meta-system, as recorded in its state-space
by its state-space trajectory, drives that system's parameter-space path to a critical, self-bifurcation threshold
value, and beyond, that old control-parameter axis ceases to exist as such. Instead, it transfers to the state
space, becomes a new state-variable axis of a new, thereby expanded, post-bifurcation state-space.
Concurrently, a new control-space is born. New control axes or dimensions, representing the new control
qualities or metrics, extend from Q., replacing the old cuntrol parameter-space, now extinct or accrued to the
state·space, with a new one, constituted of metrics measuring qualitatively different control attributes.

Stellar [meta-Jevolution exemplifies this meta-dynamic. Partial differential equations, not total differential
equations, are the usual language for stellar evolution models. However, our context is that of a hypothetical
finite dimensional state/control meta-space model, a total-differential model, of stellar [meta-jdynamics.
During the Hydrogen-burning phase uf a star's life-process, stellar core relative Hydrogen mass-concentration
is a key state-variable. Helium is a "waste product" or 'entropy' of the Hydrogen buminp, process. Relative
Helium concentration, at this stage, in the stellar core, is the key self-bifurcation control-parameter. The key
state-process, Hydrogen fusion, converts more and marc core Hydrogen to Helium. That state-process thus
also progressively shifts the value of the core Helium~density control-parameter higher, as it depletes more
Hydrogen, and accumulates more Helium, in the stellar core.
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When the Helium parameler crosses a critical threshold, the expansive force of the Hydrogen fire wanes in the
stellar core. Accelerated self-gravitational self-re-contraction thus ensues. This contraction compressively
heats the stellar core. Depending upon the star's initial conditions, the temperature threshold for Helium
ignition may thereby be breached.

Helium ignition may be modeled as a self-bifurcation, and as a melafinile conversion-singularity, of the star's
state-trajectory. The star's core We-process, hence its external appearance and outer behavior, transforms
quanto-qualitatively. A core-process founded on Hydrogen fusion transitions to a core-process founded on
Helium fusion. The former 'Iself-]pollutanf of the Hydrogen-burning star, Helium, becomes its new vital
resource. That former 'entropy' of the star becomes its new 'negentropy', or -free energy" resource. Relative
Helium mass-concentration, former control-variable, becomes new state-variable. Metrics of the relative
mass-concentrations of the "wastes" of Helium fusion become the new control·variables. Most of the star's
mass is still Hydrogen. Hydrogen fusion, continuing peripherally and intennittently, mainly outside the core,
continues to co-detennine the states and meta-states of the star. The metric of relative Hydrogen
concentration thus continues to function as a state variable. The state-space has expanded to incorporate a
former control-axis. A new control-space raxis / dimension I metric] has emerged.

The vantage of self-bifurcation, of dialectics or meta-dynamiCS, sees neither state-space nor control-space as
static. The state-space itself, as a totality, is a dynamical self-variable -- not only in its basin/attractor
contouring or flow structure, but even in its ftmdamentul geometry, its very dimensionality. Likewise control~

space. We see a unified or unitary and [self-meta-]evolving state/control metaspace, combining state-space
and control-space axes.

These meta-dynamical processes are not captured, not modeled, by standard integrodifferential equation
models of such self-reflexive, self-refluxive meta-systems. 'lhese standard equations generally track no
further than the boundaries between the sub-critical and critical values of control parameters, at best. The
meta-evolutionary drive by which such systems propel themselves across their critical thresholds in control
space and beyond is not rendered in them. Coupling of state-variables and control-variables is usually
omitted. Cumulative movement of control-point in response to the self-movement of the state-point is
neglected. It is usually tacitly assumed that control parameter settings can be reset only by forces eXlernal to
the system itself. The possibility of illternal control, self-determination, self·transfonnation is usually not
considered.

Yet it is the very way of things. Self-bifurcative metadynamism is ubiquitous in nature, including 'human
nature'.

Consider an 'on la-dynamic' cosmos-model which identifies the following: succession of onlos, plus their
various hybrids, as forming the prime gradient of cosmic meta-evolution: (1) sub-nuclear 'nonlinear waves',
"quantum fields" or "particles", (2) sub-atomic "particles" ['meta-sub-nuclear "particles" 'made of sub-nuclear
"particles"', 'meta-fields made of fields', or Imeta·waves made of waves']; (3) atoms ['meta-sub-atomic
"particlesQ 'made of sub-atomic "particles"]; (4) molecules [,meta-atoms made of atoms'}, (5) prokaryotic
'pre-cells' or 'proto-cells' ['meta-molecules made of molecules']; (6) eukaryotic cells ['meta-prokaryotes 'made
oj prokaryotes']; (7) "muJti-cellular organi.<;ms", i.e. plant and animal 'meta-biota' [[eukaryotic] 'meta-cells
made of [eukaryotic] cells']; (8) animal societies ['meta-organisms made of organisms l

], and; (9) human [or
humanoid] 'meta-societies' ['meta-animal-socleties made up of animal societies' via 'social endosymbiosis' or
'social symbiogenesis']. We omit from this onto-dynamical cosmos~model both the 'multi-ontic cumulum' of
'hybrid' micro-formations and the macro-cosmic and meso-cosmic 'vessels' of these micro-ontos, galaxies,
stars, ·solar" systems, intra--solar"-systemic planets, intra-planetary oceans, lith pheres, atmospheres, biospheres,
noospheres, etc., but only for the moment.
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Hvpothesis.• If we choose to begin our model of tI,e onto-dynamics of cosmopoiesis at that epoch in which
sub-atomic evolution, the emergence of electrons, protons, neutrons and their "anti-particles", is the menstem
of cosmic meta-evolution, then the ontological contents of the cosmos consist.. of both the sub-nuclear and the
sillratomic ontos, in addition to any unidentified/ unknown/unrecognized pre-sub-nuclear ontos.

Sub-nuclear processes continue a net conversion of sub-nuclear into sub-atomic "particles·, while still
reproducing some varieties of "free" sub-nuclear "particles" as well. Sub-atomic processes also, in the net,
expandedJy reproduce populations of sub-atomic "particles", which thus accumulate from both sources.
[Self-IOrganization of "malter"j"energy" beyond the sub-atomic level is not yet extant/manifest..

Sub-nuclear population density is, in this epoch, a state-variable of Lhis cosmos. The sub-atomics' density
metric functions as both state·variable and control-variable. Sub-atomics' interaction-density may rise in
certain loci as sub-atomic "particles" accumulate. When the value of the sub-atomic populations' interaction
density parameter crosses its critical threshold, 'self-bifurcation l' occurs: sub-atomic processes begin to
form atoms as well, sub-atoms 'of second degree'; 'meta-sub-atoms' made of sub-atoms.

The sub-atomic populations' interaction-density metric, formerly part control·parameter, now accrues wholly
to the thus expanded cosmological state/control meta-space. The new, unprecedented interaction-density
metric of atomic formations/populations becomes both meristemal state-variable and new control
parameter.

When, at various synchronic loci, the atomic populations' interaction·densily values cross their critical threshold,
'self-bifurcation 2' occurs. Atomic formations have become developed enough, populous enough, and dense
enough in their interactivity with one another to form molecules as well, atoms 'of second degree'; 'meta
atoms' made of atoms. The atomic interaction-density metric, formerly part conLrol·parameter, now passes
entirely to the thus further expanded cosmological ontology-metaspace. The interaction-density metric of the
new molecular formations/populations emerges as the new, dual state/control variable.

When, at various synchronic loci, lhe molecular populations' interaction-density values cross their critical
threshold, 'self-bifurcation 3' occurs. Molecular organizations of 'meta·atomic' matter-energy have densified
sufficiently to form prokaryotic pre-cells, molecules 'of 2nd degree'; 'meta~molecules' made of molecules. The
molecular interaction-density metric, formerly dual, state/control variable, now transfers entirely to the thus
further self-expanded universe.ontology metaspace. ·Ihe interaction-density parameter of the new prokaryotic
pre-cellular formations/populations emerges as new state/control variable.

When, al various synchronic loci, prokaryotic populations' interaction-densities exceed critical, 'self-bifurcation 4'
eventuates. "Ihe prokaryotic 'meta-molecular', 'pre.ceUular', 'proto-cellular', or "a-cellular" organizations have
inleraction~densifiedsufficiently to form eukaryotic cells, prokaryotes 'of second degree'; 'meta·prokaryotes'
made of prokaryotes. The prokaryotic interactivity-metric, formerly dual, state/control variable, now accretes
entirely to the thus further expanded universal-ontology metaspace. The interaction-density parameter of the
new eukaryotic cellular formations/populations emerges as the new state/control variable. When, at various
synchronic loci, eukaryotic populations' densities exceed critical, 'self-bifurcatioll 5' ensues: eukaryotic cellular
organisms achieve sufficient "mass-energy acLion-density" to form metazoa and metaphyta, burgeoning
multicellular plant and animal biomass, cells 'of second degree'; 'meta-cellular organizations' made of cells.
The cukaryotic-celluJar interactivity metric, formerly state/control variable, now devolves entirely to the thus
further expanded cosmo-ontological meta-space. The activity-density parameter of metabiotic biomass emerges
as the new state/control variable; its new axis sprouting out of the origin.

When various synchronic loci of metabiotic populatiorls' biomass actiVity-density values cross their critical
threshold, 'self-bifurcation 6' occurs. Multicellular self-organizations become ubiquitous enough to form
animal societies -- termite metropolises, ant colonies, bee hives, wasp nests, herds of herbivores, schools of
fish, flocks of birds, etc. There arise metazoa 'of second degree'; 'meta-meta-cellIJlar self-organi7.ations', or
'meta-multi-cellular organisms' made Of meta·cells, 'meta-meta-z.oa' made ofmeta·zoa. . • ..
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TIle pre-atomics + atomics cosmos, we hold, is a cosmos qualitatively different from the previous, pre-atomics
only onc. It exhibits quantitatively and qualitatively different possibilities, different dynamical "laws", and
different actualities, because of thc new ontos, thc new antic qualities ofactivity, which it has added to itself.

TIle pre-molecular + molecular cosmos is again a qualitatively unprecedented, qualitatively expanded one vis-a.-vis
its predecessor. It exhibits possibilities, probabilities, and actualities that differ in kind from those of preceding
stages of ontic evolution, because of the new antos, the new ontological qualities of action self-added, while it
continues to exhibit adjusted versions of the previous ontos' dynamics, cumulatively, or evolutely, not
convolutely. The pre-cellular + cellular cosmos is also precisely an «auJheben>} of the previous cosmos a
cumulative self-negation of that cosmos, which integrally, concurrently (1) innovates upon it, (2) "cancels" it,
(3) "elevates" it, and (4) "preserves" it. Likewise the, previous + metabiotic and previous + 'societic' universes.

The above is a verbal, narrative, phonogramic rendition, though eliding any mention of the hybrid ontic
formations, of an ontodynamic model of the self-activity and self-bifurcative self-development of the cosmos.
It models "cosmic meta-evolution", "cosmogenesis", or 'cosmological autocatalysis/autopoiesis' at the
ontological level. This model, summarized in the second section of this Prolegomena, is presented in full
regalia in the sequel, in an ideographic or "mathematical" form supplementary to the phonogramic, narrative
form given above, via the arithmetics/algehras of the dialectical metanumbers, in the sub-section of the
Applications section entitled "Taxollom;c Level One Application of Q alld .u. -- A Dialectical Model of the
Nature / {,Physis» r«Allfhebem. Stmctllre/Meta-Fractality' of the Physicnlllniverse]".

The Ontological Conversion 'Meta-Dvnamic'. Cosmic meta-evolution and its self-bifurcation meta-dynamic are
replete with depletion/acclIInulation meta-dynamics. No ontic formation is self-subsistent. Each subsists from,
and expands its population(s) via transformation(s) of, its externity, consisting of populations "belonging to"
previously-emerged onto(s), which it converts into its own kind. Each "accumulates" self by 'odis-uceumulating'
predecessor(s). Mediating atomic evolution, stars subsist by converting sub-atomic "particles", Hydrogen ions,
i.e., subatomic proton plasmas, protons naked of any nf'gatrons (electrons), and later naked Helium nuclei
and other multi-nucleonic nuclei, inlo "higher atomic species". Molecules accumulate as the self-conversion,
into chemically-bound structures, of the 'free atoms' accumulated by stars. Prokaryotic cells formed and
grew by conversion of 'free molecules' into themselves. Heterotrophic multicellular organi<;ms formed from
and ultimately feed off of 'free cells', 'cellular matter', matter organized up to the cellular level but nO further, as
well as multicellular matter. Animal societies formed from 'jree'/sodally-un-organized multicellular animals,
and feed from 'multicellular matter', plant and animal, by predation and by proto-domestication re.g., ants
'proto-domesticating' aphids1.

This pattern reveals the relativity of concepts like 'pollutant' and 'natural resource', and of meta-evolutionary
'material entropy' versus 'material negentropy'. Helium is a 'waste-product', a 'material entropy' rsubstance
unable to drive evolutionary process1relative to the process of Hydrogen fusion. But it becomes the primary
'natural resource', a 'potential free energy', or 'negentropy' source for Helium fusion. The most advanced
enduring products of stellar/atomic evolution -- the Thorium, Uranium, etc., produced in the cataclysmic
final death-moments of stellar supernovae -- are utter entropy-mass for any kind of star-sustaining fusion.
They are hypothesized also to be, through radioaclive decay heating and natural fission reaclor formation in
planetary interiors, key driving forces of planetary and lithospheric molecular and prokaryotic evolution -
outgassing and atmosphere/ocean/continent~fonnation;mantle convection and tectonodynamics; orogeny,
volcanism and seismicity, etc., on up to biopoiesis itself.

Oxygen released by Earth's early autotrophic cells was a waste product, and a toxic pollutant, for themselves
and for other "anaerobic" "autotrophic" ("plant") and heterotrophic ("animal") protocells and cells. But,
relative to the emergent, higher-productivity 'natural technology' of aerobic respiration -- supersession of the
previous, an-aerobic technology of fennentation -- Oxygen became a vital 'natural resource', a potent new
'material negentropy'. Accumulating atmospheric 02 also formed the ozone ultraviolet shield, aiding an
originally oceanic-only biosphere in enveloping developing continentalland surfaces. Carbon dioxide is often
labeled a "pollutant" by proponents of "global wa rming crisis" hypotheses.
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But C02 is actually a prime -- and currently depleted -- natural resource for the plant kingdom, the "primary
producers" supporting the entire [surface] biosphere [with certain sub~oceanic and perhaps other subterranean
exceptions].

The status of any natural formation, of any product of nature [induding of human-naturej, in terms of the
"resource" vs. "pollutant", "ash vs. fuel", "food vs. toxin", "waste vs. raw malerial", and 'material
energy/negentropy vs. entropy' epithets, docs not arise via some absolute, intrinsic characteristic of that
physical material. It is relative to the natural technology' in question. Planets and human bodies form from
the "wastes" and "poisons" of stellar evolution; that fact alone makes plain this relativity. Only [Rocke-}Nazis
and other genocidal and humanocidal maniacs hold that "people are pollution". Natural 'meta-evolution',
that is, the self-meta-evolution of nature; the dialectic of nature, through its continual innovation of new 'natural
technologies', regularly converts past pollutants into present resources, poisons into nutrients, waste-products
into fuels, 'material entropies' into 'free energies'. In human-social meta-evolution, mutations in praxis and
knowledge convert fonnerly unrecognized natural substances intu valued and vital means of life. Just consider the
history of petroleum. Human mastery of plasma technology, including development uf nuclear fusion power
reactors, makes "mere" water eclipse petroleum and uranium alike as resources for energizing biospherically
beneficent expanSions of human-social reproduction.

Cosmo-auto-poiesis and its 'inter-epochal meta-dynamic' of 'self-bifurc.ation' is driven by ontolobTical conversiun
'meta-dynamics'; self-accelerating depletion/accumulation processes. Even 'mono-epochal', 'intra-epochal',
'evolutionary' differential equation system-models n vis-a.-vis 'multi-epochal', 'meta-evolutionary' 'meta-system'
models -- are typically formable, if nonlinear, via denomillator-resident dynamical ["time-varying"], 'ontology
conversion-junctions'. These dynamical functions subtract a conversion-rate-times~time, "time-varying" term
from a time-invariant or "constant" parameter-value which measures the t _ 0 'fund' of an evolutionary
propulsion-/conversion-resource. At some finite t value, that cumulative subtraction yields a a quantifier in
the denominator, signifying tlle effectively complete conversion of that resource within a typical 'conversion
locus' or 'evolutionary engine' of a 'conversion formation' of the evolutionary epoch in question. This marks, by a
"singularity", the pure-quantitative infinity that results from purely-quantitative zero division, the 'epochal
boundary', the 'conversion crisis', and the 'meta-dynamical', 'self-bifurcation leap' into the next ontic epoch.

Suitable metrical-ontic 're-qualification' of such equation-models' via the aM:, arithmetic reveal the singularity's
apparently "meaningless" ractually infinitely erroneous] and apparently "quantitatively infinite" value to be
both tractably meaningful and qualitatively, ontologically 'metafinite'.

Self-Bifurcating Meta-Svstems and the Nonlinearity Barrier. We do not hold that tlle nonlinear equations
which encode the "laws" of nature, as those "laws" are currently conceived by scientific consensus, are
adequate descriptions of the nature-eventity, needing only to be solved as they stand.

Hvpothesis.• The Nonlinearity Barrier does arise, in part, from the mis-apprehension uf the hmctions
required to satisfy these equations, bul also from mal-formulations of the equations themselves.

The Fetishism of "The "Laws" Of Nature". Inadequacies and jncompletenesse.~ of the "law" equations, plus some
scientists' semi-conscious reifying, subject/object-inverting, pseudo-agent, pseudo-subjectivity-positing causation
externalizing discourse about "the laws that govern natural phenomena", further obstruct apprehension of actual
solutions. Nature is tlot legislated. Nature has no legislature. The "laws" and 'Law~equations' that humans
formulate to describe observed diachronic and synchronic self-Similarity patterns of natural phenomena obviously
do not somehow dictate the behaviors of natural processes. About such cases, it is more accurate to state
that 'phenomena govern "laws" , than that "natural"/aws" govern phenomena". The latter fonnulation may be
considered a mere ''figure of speech" by many of its users, but such ''figures'' subliminally influence human
thought-processes. Science happens when self-sentient subjects aptly fonnulate language-based descriptions
of nature's habitual behaviors. Bul these descriptions •• mental objects and symbolic, linguistic objects n are
obViously not the material causes of the phenomena and of the patterns that these idea-ubjects describe. The
equations which fonnulate these descriptions arc not prior, empowered agenls which "govern" actual
phenomena.
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Terran scientific idiom today is habihlally and consistently hypostatizing, reifying, and fetishistic, albeit
figuratively, in positing "laws" and "equations" as if exo·potent '[pseudo-Jsubjccts' which "govern" the
actualities external to the human mind, which are thereby conslructed as the passive/inert '{pseudo-]objects'
of the '[pseudo-]action' of "natural law". These semi-conscious habits of scientists' speech and writing
subconsciously infect their thinking as well, distracting their attention from the actual subjects and causes,
and especially from their self-renexive aspects. They deform the development of mathematical, ideogr-aphic
insight and language no lp_c;s than they deform discourse in natural language, and the creative processes of
the pre-<:.onsQ0U5 imagination, tending to block conceptual formation of'The Reflexivity Paradigm'.

The Fetishism of Abstract Time. The tme sOlution-functions should explain time as a result of
concrete/empirical self-duality, inter-/intra-activity, and self-/other-induced change, not the other way
around. Dynamicists write, speak. and, subconsciously, think of the states of systems as being -time-varied",
when, in actuality, time is the result of the self-variation [and other-induced variationJ of the ensemble of all
systems' states. Indeed, the actualities that dynamical systems model are 'time-varying', but in the sense of
'varying time', 'changing time' or 'contributing incrementally to' the ensemble 'time-in-general', as a result of their
inherent activity -- of the fact that they are activity •• rather than in the sense of their being "varied by time".
[self-induced and other-induced] change is the cause oj time. Time is not the cause of charzge. In the prevailing
conventions of the ideographic formulation of integrodifferential equations, the time parameter, 't', is
habitually afforded the role of ultimate independent variable, as if 'ultimate cause', with the states of systems
formulated as ultimate depe"dent variables, as if but the ultimate 'effects' of "time". These equations -- and,
more importantly, the semi-conscious thought-processes associated therewith, supported by the ideo
linguistic, ideo-grammatical syntax of the equations -- should exhibit 't' as ultimate dependent variable
instead. Abstract 'Time' is not the ultimate Subject of ature. 'Time' as perceived by self-sentient eventities
such as ourselves, is the ultimate object, result, or effect of the constantly [self-}changing nature of Nature.
Time is not the cause of the world's dynamism. The lUorld's inl,erent [meta-]dynamism is the cause of lime.
The concept of time expressed in statements such as "Time changes all things" is a reified, fetishistic, and
subject/object inverted one, like that of natural"law". The totality of concrete, self-/other-induced change
causes or creates the existence of "time". The abstraction 'Time' is not the cause of concrete changes. What
contemporary Terrans perceive and conceive as ·objective time" is simply 'co-change-in-general', a summary,
aggregate amalgam/abstraction of the concurrent manifold of concrete, specific, particular changes. The
formulation of solution-functions as expreSSiOns in which the t variable subliminally appears to be the
ultimate cause, the universal independent variable, however notationally convenient in many contexts, semi
consciously expresses and reinforces this subject/object inverted, cause/effect confused habit of thought.
That formulation subliminally, mentally erects the abstraction 'Time' as a process-external agent causing the
observed changes in the world as if from outside the world; a 'pseudo-subject' to the world-contents thus
constructed as the passive/inert 'pseudo-objects' of 'Time'.

It thereby distracts cognition from the real, intental, immanent subjects or agents which "compose" rthe
symphony of] the world; of its changes, of it as coherenl change; the actual evolutionary and 'meta-evolutionary'
selJ·causal mechanisms. It thus tends to block formation of 'l'he ReflexiVity Paradigm'. 'I1te Self-Bifurcation
Paradigm' can help in tile healing of these semi-conscious conceptual pathologies. It invokes state-trajectory
propelled shifts in the values of self-bifurcation control-parameters to model th~ causation of meta-change;
process-immanent self-variations, modeled by self-bifurcation control-parameters, which measure concrete
accumulation/depletion [conversion] processes. Such concrete ontological conversion-processes are the plural,
multi-dimensional ~substance(s)" of Lime, for which the generic, pure-quantitative, and single-dimensional 't'
variable, and the system-extemal, physical clock-processes which it encodes [e.g., planetary rotations and
revolutions], are but omissive proxies.
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The Fetishism of Abstract Quantitv. We trace the 'semantic collapse' brought on by O-division "singularities"
in especially the nonlinear integro-differentiaJ equation representation of dynamical systems to the use of
'unqualified zeros', 'purely quantitative zeros', in place of 'qualified zeros' or 'quanta-quaLifier zeros', i.e., 'existential',
'specific, 'determinate', 'concretized', 'contexhlulized', 'quanto-qualitalive' zeros, in 'denominator-resident' time
variable expressions whose range of variation encompasses, not any absolute, unqualified nullity of all extant
ontos or of all extant units of measure, but merely the origin or zero of a specific physical dimensional unit, e.g.,
at the point of effectively complete conversion of one onto-mass into another within a 'cunversion-locus' of a
given naturally-arising 'conversion-formation'. Psycho-Archaeological excavations reveal routs of this mis-use
of 'pure-quantitative zero' in an 'Elision of the Qualifiers' which began in Medieval Europe. It began most
explicitly in the aritlunetic/algebraic work of VieLa and Stcvin. That work was partly inspired by the ancient
Alexandrian proto-algebraic manuscripts believed to have been authored by DiophanLus, circa 250 CE. nus
'Elision Of Tile Qualifiers' manifests ideographically in their elision of Diophantus' Monad abbreviation-symbol,

o
H, and ideologically in their conception of arithmetic as a language of 'pure, unqualified quantifiers' -- their
mode of rejection of the classical Greek «aritllt1loi Monndikoi» conception. The susceptibility and proneness
of collective mathematical thought to this elision at this time, we hold, was conditioned by the growth of 'the
mondary experience'; of the 'equation' of qualitatively different commodities, in exchange, by means of a
common unit of inneasingly vanishing qualitative connotation, the unit of currency, e.g., £, $, etc. The
conceptual resolution of these difficulties resides, we hold, in the deliberate, explicit formulation of an
integrally 'quanto-qualitative' or 'qualo'!1uantitative' arithmetic/ algebra of ideographically 'qualified quantifiers', or,
equivalently, of 'quantified qualifiers'.•

"Transformation of Quantity into Qualitv". 'The Self-Bifurcation Paradigm' models the [revolutionary}
"tratlsformafion of quantitative change into qualitative change" via gradual, coupled ontological
accumulations/dis-accumulations, to critical 'onto-massl interaction-density, modeled by increasing or
decreasing quantities of corresponding self~bifurcationcontrol-parameter values, mirroring what successive
actual measurements of the waxing/[seU-]densifying or waning cumula of Lhose dynamical substances
would reveal. VVhen these increases or decreases exceed definite quantitative thresholds, relatively sudden
and CfUlllitative/ontological changes manifest. Modeled determinations of Utis quanto-qualitative change include:
(l) change/expansion of the state-space; (2) change to a new control parameter space; (3) emergence of one or mare
qualitatively new control-parameter dimensionsjmetrics, (4) emergence of one or more qualitatively new slate~

variable dimensiorls, including former control-parameter dimension(s) transferring-in to the new/expanded
state-space, and; (5) old attractors' dissolution or modification, plus new attractors' emergence, i.e.,
expanded "essence"-dynamics; formation of new, "1Jislorically-specijic", 'epoch-delimited' "emergent properties",
enlelechies, or "laws" of motion. In Summary, Ii. :J Ii. - Ii. - Ii. - t1 - ....

Summarv: Model of Conjectured Conceptual Meta-Evolution to Meta-Dynamics Using Rhetorical Meta-DynamiCS. The
following formulae, formed per the mles-system of the '.o:;yncopated rhetorical algebra' version of symbolic
dialectics, encode our model of an immanent critique or selFcrih'que of contemporary Nonlinear Dynamical
Systems Theory. This model foresees a mew-evolutionary emergence of 'Dialectical Meta-Systems Theory' or
'Dialectical Meta-Dynamics', as a 'metafinite conceptual SingUlarity' or 'conceptual self-bifurcation' of contemporary
Dynamics:

Dynamics£Dynamicsl :a Dynamics ·of' Dynamics ... Dynamics2
"'" DynamiCS + Ii.[Oynamics);

Dynamics - -Dynamics _ Dynamics + Ii.£Oynamics) :J Dialectical Meta-Dynamics;

Stalic State-Space w/State-Flow & Static Control-Space w/Extcrnally·lnduced Parameter-Shifts - Dynamic
State/Control 'Meta-Space' w / Vynamic State/Control-Flow via State-Flow-Induced Control-Parameter·Shifts.

A Breakthrough in the Ideography of Dialectical Negation [Ontological Self-Innovation]' In our usage,
any operation which adds determinate qualitaLive differences, which induces changes w.r.t. Lhe
qualities/attributes of an operation/eventity upon which it operates, or with which it interacts, which are
also changes w.r.t. its own qualities, is a determitlate negation operation. It is a dialecLical 'negator.
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It is this not necessarily in any moral or outcome-evaluative sense, but simply in the technical sense that it is
a cause of such changes. That is, we term such an operation a 'negator' or 'negation' even though typically lhe
ontic changes it induces may be deemed net-beneficial.

The contra-Boolean assertions!,2 " !;!.2.. !. + dX, and; "&2 t ~ imply the assertion that, for eventities,
'the negative of the negative', 'negator of negator', 'negator negating i15el/, 'self-applied negation', or 'negator
squared' docs not equal some prior ·positive·, but something quantitatively and qualitatively different.

legation of negation does not revert to mere 'posit-tion' or 'pose-ition'. This may not be obvious from a
surface reading of these inequations. We can alLain this insight from them, however, as follows. In the context
of dialectics, the negatory operation n often denoted '.... ' in ideographic (·symbolicM

) formal logic -- relative to

~ is ! itself. With respect to!" for !.t specific to!: .... = !.

That is,! itself is the detenninate negation operation for !; ! as a whole is the immanent negator for!:

• x2 and xx - .... x _ ........ _ _X•- '
The symbol for the dialectical negation operation should not he conceived as a symbol distinct from the symbol for the
dialectical fevlentity -- the concrete sub-totality or dialectical, meta-dynamical meta-system -- which is
operated upon by, which is the object of, the negation operation that this symbol denotes. Dialectical negation is
Ofrtological self-critique. Wi:! can thus rewrite our contra-Boolean law in a form with which formal logics
partially agree:

-'
..
- t ,....

The meaning of "negationM in this context is, of course, different from that appropriate to the context of
formal logic. Here, the dialectical negation operation COIU\otes discrete, quantized, ontological steps, self~bifurcation

steps, in self-iterative processes of self-becoming. 'Seli-becoming' here describes a non-teleological conception
of self-eonstrained, self-convergent progress toward a defining meta-dynamical mi:!ta-attractor, which better
manifests lhe 'true selves' or 'essences' of 'meta-systems' whose prior appearam.'i:!s or manifestations were in
even greater self-discord with, or alienation from, or at substantial meta state-distances away w.r.l., their
essences:

self-negation - self-change _ self-transformation _ change induced by self and change
constrained by self n i.e. by the "law" of self or that is self ('auto-nomy'), the self essence -- to
convergence upon a fuller/ more direct manifestation of that essence, and beyond;

- self-alienation, in lhe helical meta-trajectory where intermediate/mediating results of 1st negation
rebrlster loss of the original, primitive pre-vestige of the appearance of key talifications of essence; loss of
their pre-echo of that full essence, lost/ forfeited in gain ofanother such talification, but ultimately regained,
after 2nd negation/self-induced advance toward fuller manifestation of self or essence, and beyond;

- self~affiTmation, self-realization, or self-assertion in the sense of ultimate essence-assertion, of
the fuller positing or materialization or realization or actualization of essence, and beyond;

- self~transcendence, self-supersession, both in the sense of (a) successive negation of each partial,
incomplete. relatively true bu l lhus also relatively false, "half-way house· expression of essence along
the way to fuller actualization of essence, and eventually also in the sense of (b) what succeeds that
fuller appearance of essence. Essence-induced change of appearance; essence-governed change, driven
by the ·potential energyn, the tension created by the discrepancy between essence and appearance,
followed by essence-consistent essence-transcendence _ formation of a new, higher meta-dynamical essence.

The self-iteration of such self-negation is analogous to the jntenrally-stimulated taxis of a dynamical system
from its birth-state or "initial condition(s)" towards its attractor, by means of a transient trajectory.
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subatomic "particles" :

atoms =
molecules :

prokaryotic cells =
eukaryotic cells •

meta-biota =

animal societies =
human societies =

Dialectical Ideography seeks to model such patterns of change as a 'mela-dynamic'; lhe bifurcation sequence of
a 'self-bifurcating meta-system' which attains and then grows beyond a whole series of 'meta-attractors', or
dynamical BtawsU

• It docs so, because the consequence of its state-space action or umotionu within each
successive 'meta-state' of its metafinitely changing state-space and basin(s) of attraclion is the accumulation or
dis-accumulation of a meta-attractor-specific kind of material or 'onlo-mass' whose appropriate metrical
quantification is its self-bifurcation control-parameter for that meta-dynamical regime and state/control
'meta-state'. The critical value of each such successive self~bifurcation control-parameter marks the
boundary-of-dissolution of the 'law'-o!-molion, self-quality, or dynamical esscllcc expressed 'geometrically' by
the attractor of that basin, by its state/control 'meta-state' as a whote; by its coupled and co-evolving state·
space and control-space as sub-wholes of that whole. That critical self-bifurcation threshold value also marks
the birth ·placeu of a new, expanded, successor state-space and of its corresponding new control-space.

. ote that 'dialectical negation', per this sub-section, is 'ontological' negatioll, not "propositional" negation. As
asserted implicitly above, and as will be addressed explicitly latcr in the sequel, this ontological self-negation
can also be characterized in lerms of a 'metafractal', 'mcta·monad-izitlg' 'self-composition', 'self-re-entry', or
'self·inlernalization'. Additional'/zomeonymic' terms connoting this '"universal''' characteristic of dialectical
self-negat'iott, include 'se If- [in lvoilltion', 'self- info ld-ment', 'self-enfolding', 'self·enclosure', 'self-envelopmcrlt',
'self-surround-merl t', 'sclf-cttvir01l11Umt', 'self-conta inment', 'self-ingestion', 'selj.re-injeclion', 'self-incorporation',
'self-subsutnption', 'self-constitution', 'self-content-ification', & 'self-parl-ificalion lthe turning itself into, or
becoming-a-"mere"-partj of tI,e whole', viz.:

'meta·sub-/pre-nuc1ear "particles" , made up out ofsub/pre-nuclear "particles";
'meta-sub-otomic Bpartides" , made up oul oJsub-alomic "particles";
'meta-atoms' made up oul of atoms;
'meta-molecules' made up out of molecules;
'mela-prokaryotes' made up out of prokaryotes;
[melazoa & melaphyla] 'meta-eukaryotic meta--cellular organisms'; "meta-cells'
made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of'eukaryotic-cells';
'meta·metazoa' made up out of metazoa;
'meta-animal-societies' made up Ollt of animal-societies [proto-humans', dogs', horses',
pigs', chickens', and cattles' animal-societies, etc.] & of"'plant communities"', by way
of "'mutual domestication'" ["'social !:J-ymbiogenesis'" /'''social endosymbiosis"'].

The Relativity of Quantitative Difference and of Qualitative Difference. GOlliob Frege argues, in discussing
logical foundations for the concept of number [Thl.' Foundations GfArithmetic, Northwestl"rn U.I'Tess, (Evanston, fl.: 1968),
pp. 61·62, t:t passim.], that the correct numerosity to be predicated by any quantitative part of a logical
proposition is determined by the concept applied by that proposition, and, we would argue, by the
ontological partitioning of the universe of discourse implied by that conccpt. Thus, holding in hand a dollar
coin and a euro coin, one will speak of a single unit each of two different kinds when speaking within the
concepts "euro" and "dollar", but of two units of a single kind, when speaking within the concept "comB. An
apple and an orange number ~one" each if our ontology distinguishes apple from orange, but -two· if our
ontology dividcs "fruit" from all else, sans sub-diViding the 'onto' ~fruit". Thus, we hold, the number of a
proposition is relative to its concept. Quantification is ontology-relative. relative to the 'principle of partitio,,'
applied in positing the universe of discourse. 'Qualificatit:m', we hold, is likewise, and even more
fundamentally, relative to our ontological partitioning of the universe of discoursc. Each catcgory assigned
its own qk, and thus posited as differing uin 'on tic' kindu or 'qualitatively' from other such categories in a given
ontodynamic model will be one of the ·types~ existentially asserted in our -ontological commitments- for that
modeling purpose. Those commitments are made explicit via our perhaps multi-'Icvel' [n-'level1 partition-

operations, {~£}, for U, our chosen !!"iverse of discourse. Of course, our very designation of a universe of

discollrse as such is in itseU our primary act of partitioning, to which subsequent ontic partitioning within that
universe is secondary. There is wide latitude in the choice of at least locally.coherent paTtitioninp,s within
typical universes of discourse to fit different modeling objectives.
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Different ontic partitionings incur different patterns and costs of 'homeomorphic defect' relative to different
modeling purposes. At one extreme, the 8 extreme reductionist" is possible, e.g., for U - total known cosmos,
n _ 1, the partition treating sub-fpre-nuclear particles as "the ultimate atoms" and the only onto, other than
the space-Lime "backgroundll [lithe voidll

], and regarding all organizations of such as mere lIaggregations",
without onto-qualitative distinction. An opposite extreme would be to define the -logical individuals ll of the
universe, and assign each one its own qlt, treating each such individual as onlo·qualitatively unique.
Practical modeling efforL'i typically employ 'onto-partitionings' that fall between these extremes.

Thf! '.1uhi-'.leta-Ontic 'Cumulum': ·Mttn-f-rnclnl", 'EooIu/t" 'cum,Jllfwdy ElllnnglN' C1ulnu;~rof. DWn:fiod Timt.E~ct'-M"fttT{VlS-lConhtlUUll:l.lf

even just -! is -[-] or ![!J, a [self-]negation, a negation of negation, a negation "squared", then what
becomes, in this ideography of dialectics, of the classical dialectics concept of "the negatiotl of the negation",
which some might see as -[-!J? Should it mean !£![!J). or---, or !3; negation "cubed"? Or, something else?

The answer to this question falls out directly from the careful application of the fundamental principle of
dialectical negation just annunciated above, from the principle that dialectical negation n determinate
negation, immanent negation, internal negation, ontological negation n is self-negatiun.

The "algebra" n the "dialectical calculation" n which dis-closes this is a bit intricate, but the resulting insight is
fundamental to Dialectical Ideography, and to the structure of the dialectical [dis-]continuum or metafinite,
multi-dimensionaJlmulli-mela-ontiC/multi-meta-monadic cElmEllum that it encodes. This insight is further
expressed, by other narrative and pic to-symbolic means, in other parts of this exposition. Here we endeavor
to evoke it by algebra-like means.

Distinctly for dialectical negation, vis-a.-vis formal-logical, propositional negation, the result of second
negation does not equal that of no negation. Second negation does not simply return the 'negatand' to its state
prior to first negation. Second negation of first negation is not flatly circular, or cyclical. It is helical,
representing a further qualitahve advance beyond both the original state and the first-negated state:

--+ t +
or

-- ~

where' ~' is the Frege-descended, Russell/Whitehead, Principia Mathtmatica ideogram for Qssertion or affinnalivn14.

This abrogates the pattern, rule, or "law" of the idcography of [propositional] negation for formal logic, wherein:

-- ~ -
Secondly, and crucially, the 2nd negatOT in --! cannot equal Lhe 1st negator. The 2nd negation operation
must be an operation qualitatively different from the 1st negation operation. This follows immediately from
the principle of self-negation. The nmeta-state" -X, is already qualitatively different from the "meta-state" !.
lberefore, negating~!with the same negator ",rith which! is dialectically negated would fail to constitute a
self-negation of -!. It would be merely a flexion of -! by -, not a reflexion of -! by -! itself, Thus also, the
result of the -double negation" of! differs qualitatively from that of its -single negationn and also from that of
its -non- negationn

:

1, --! -
Above, we have already resolved the putative 8 unaryn application of one - operation in -!" into an iterated,
binary seU·application of that same - operation, as asserLed by the [in]equations:

• • -'
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Iterated application of dialectical negation operations entails qualitative distinctions among successive
negation signs once such signs appear in succession three times or more if it is to be consistent with the
principle of dialectical negation as self-negation expressed above.

A syntactic, notational rule which captrnes this semantic and conceptual principle is to regard the tilde, '.... ', in
the context of this Dialectical Ideography, as a "leftward horizontal ditto".

As such, that tilde '.... ' stands for, and is replaceable by, the whole of whatever ideogram or ideographic
symbol-string stands to its right. Thus, ........! _ -[....!J, and if ....! = !2, then .... [....!J = _£!.2] _ £!2]£!2] _ !4, not
!3, i.e. _ ....! = !4 = _4 .. _3 or !3. The meaning of '.... ', which denotes the ideographic 'subject
predicate' or 'subject-verb', depends upon symbolic context, upon what symbol(s) stand(s) to its right, as its
operand, argument, 'lpredicate-Jobject' or '[wrb-]object'.

The syntax of the conventional "ditto" meaning of the symbol '''' is that of a 'downward vertic.al replic.ation'
indicator:

x

"
-::> ['i~ l'<:J.u;valent to"]

x

x.

If we 'lcftward-horizontalize' that syntactic function/operation, and rotate its symbol by 90°, we have--

<:> ["is equivalent to"].~

i.e., -00 <:> "" "

That is, the 90°-rotated ditto-sign, '=', signifies or indicates to us that we are to copy or replicate the symbol
or symbol-string to the right of this' =' symbol, replacing this' =' symbol with that entire symbol or symbol
slring, juxtaposing Ulal symbol(-string) lo itself by substituting it itself, on its own left side, for the = Sign.

That procedure also describes the syntactical funelion of thi.s 'dialectical negator' symbol, '.... ', which enables it
to function semantically as the ideogram and 'idea-gram' for this idea of dialectical negation as 'evolute,
cumulative negation' in this dialectical ideography or 'idea-graphy', wherein juxtaposition of symhoI(-slring)s
denotes an 'ontological' or 'qualitative product -- qualitative multiplication or onlological'product-lion' n as
opposed to the 'pure-quantitative' multiplication or 'pure-quanlitative product-han' of ordinary arithmetic.

Applying lhi" syntactical role for the '.... ' symbol re-iteratively, starting with -00, and applying rules of
exponentiation familiar from ordinary arithmetic at the "superscript" or "exponenlial" level, and, in addition,
a l the 'su per-su perscripl' or 'meta-exponential' level, we obtain:

-~ ~~ xx x' "- - - - x

if'~'l
,

-~~ - ~~[~~J - xx[xxI - - x' .- ,

if4~"l
3

-~~[~~l - ~~[~~l[ ~~[~~l ] - XXXX[XXXX] - - x' .,

-~4~"l1 ~4~"l1[ ~4~"l1 ] if8~"l
4- - XXXXXXXX[XXXXXXXX] - - x' .- '

-~8~"l1 ~8~"l1[ ~8~"l1 ] if16~''I
,

- - xxxxx... [xxxxx...] - - x' .,

_~16~''I1 ~16~''II[ ~16~''Il ] if32~321
6- - XXXXX... [XXXXX...] - - x' .- ,

_~32~3211 ~32~3211[ ~32~3211 ] XXXXX... [XXXXX...] if64~"'l "- - - - ! ; ....
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Another way to see this principle of ontological self-change or self-negation is to employ a subscript notation,
with -j and -k denoting qualitatively different negation operations, whenever j I'll k, and here given!. !1:

--! -,[-,-,] -,[-,'] -,h]- ,
[-,']'

,
~

,
• -2-1-1 - - = -2-2 - -, - - -, -,

or

!2~'~1] !2~,'] ~,~,] !.l ~l'l' - !.3
1 3

--!, • !2X1!1 = - - - !.2!.2 - - ~ !.1 ,

wherein:

1 -2 t i.e., t 1 or, equivalently, X 1 1 X ' 1 4-, , -" ~1 !2 , !.3, -' , -' , !, .

The meanings of the strings of ideographic symbols above may seem obscure to you if you are unused to
notation-intensive reading and thinking, as also if you are used to ideographic notations which adhere to a
strict '''numeral t operation'" or "argument t function'" 'ideogrammar', or because of the level of abstraction
and lack of sensuous exemplification of that which is here denoted by the universal ontic variable !.
Therefore, let's clarify these meanings via natural language symbols, still highly abstract, but with
connotations familiar for those who've experienced previous accounts of dialectics. Consider the following
[dis-]continuum of qualitative differences:

pre-pre-thesis 1
< pre-thesis t thesis t post-thesis - synthesis t post.post-thesis. post-synthesis ...

or thesis t thesiso t thesis.. 1 t thesis..2 ...

Let's replace the ideogramic term !., with the phonogramic term 'thesis1', and replay the "double negation"
sequences above. Note how superScripts add, but subscripts follow a different rule:

--thesis, - thesi,,[thesis,[thesis,ll - thesis,[thesis,'] - thesis,[thesis,] = thesis,' -

thesis,4 = thesis3
1

Thus !./, 'the self-reflexion of thesis1', or 'thesis1 squared', is also 'synthesis1', and !1[!,1] expresses that
synthesiS as the full development of a prior antithesis, the antithesis of thesis, with itself.

That is, in!., - ~ =!.12, the symbols !.,2 _ !.1'[!,,1] denote the completion of the!, self-duality, its full-blown
selj-antitJzes is.

"v 'l '[1] 1"0 1 'rv 1/2] 3/2 '.5The route from !.,~, -!., -!, -!1 -!1 through !1 L!, - x, - X1 and on
through !.1'l!.199J'O~ _ !.1'99f'OO _ !.1,·99 to !.1'[!,1'] _ !.1 2 ,. !.2' is the course of the self-development of
that self-antithesis:

thesis] - thesis1[thesisJ - thesis l
2

- thesis? - synthesis1 - thesis?[thesis2] - thesis 3 

synthesis, .. " where the ideogram '-' denotes "directional metaftnite transition", the phrase "goes to", or
the verb"becomes".

Relativitv of the Dialectical Negation Operation. In summary, the meanmg of the dialectical negation
operation, denoted -, is not absolute and fixed, non-contexlually; the same wherever Lhe ideogram '.... '
appears. That meaning is relative to that which is being negated. The meaning/content of a determinate
negation operation is determined by its object; by that to which that operation is applied in the context of
each given formulaic occurrence of its ideogram. Dialectical negation signs are context-dependent or conlext
relative in. the sense of being 'operand-dependent', 'operand-determined', or 'operand-evaluated'. 111ey pair, as
'subject/object identicals'; 'junction/argument identicals'; 'operaHd/operator idcrlticals', plus as 'operation/rtumeral
identicals'.
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We can reconstruct preceding stages of a "dialectical [dis-]colltitllwm" by back-analyzing from the present
stage. Call that present stage 'thesis,'. Apply the notational principles thesis1 • synthesiso 
[thesiso]2, and 'square-root ofthesis1' or 'self-reflexive-source ofthesis1' - v[thesis1]. [thesis1]1f2
- thesiso. Use '! - ~' to signify that '~ arose from !', or 't!. is the offspring of !', or 't!. points back to! as its
saurce / origin'. Use 'a' to denote the modifier 'parlially-Jormcd'. Then you have:

... pre.thesis _ pre-thesis[pre-thesisJ _ pre·synthesis _ thesis- synthesis'12 =vlsynthesis].
or
... thesiso- thesiso[athesiso] = thesis1112[athesis11/2] - synthesiso = thesis1= synthesis1

1f2
.

You can, therefore, resolve any present-ation, call it thesis l , into its own reflexive history, via the follo\\ring
iterative, 'pyramidal' analysis. [This analysis becomes much more complex when interactions with other
eventities, not just the iterated self·interactions of the thesis eventity itself, are included]:

[[thesis,I'I'
lthesisolthesisoll'

[[thesis ,[thesis_,ll'[thesis ,[thesis ,Il']
[[rthesis 2rthesis J12nhesjs 2lthesis J]2][rthesis 2lthesis 2]]2rthesis 2fthesis ]]]:2]]

- [[thesis.,l'l'-
- [[thesis"')'I'-
- [[thesis ,1'1' -
- [lthesis J'I' - ...

The past is literally contained in, ·rolkd-up· into, and Q£cumuwted in and as, the 'cumulum' of the present moment.

For example, look at your own wrist. From your present vantage, it may be possible, at first, to imagine that,
were you to examine it under the unlimited magnifica non-power of an ideal 'fractal microscope', the substance

of your skin would telescope in the same way that, conceptually, the 3-dimensional "Real continuum·, R3,
regresses. But, upon further reflection, you would find that, in actuality, a progressively increasing
magnification would reveal a 'dis-continuum' of gukaryotic cells, !,.. and then, within each eukaryotic cell, a
dis-continuum of Rrokaryotic-remnant organelles, .Q., and then, within each organelle, a dis-eontinuum of
molecules, !!!.- and then, within each molecule, a dis-continuum of ,g,toms, !,. and then, within each atom, a
dis-continuum of §,ub-atomic "partic1es~, §, and then, within each sub-nuclear particle, a dis-continuum of
sub-nuclear "parlicles", !1 as summarized ideographically in the follOWing 'dyadic/ diactic decomposition',
wherein 'hybrid ontos' are omitted, and only the 'meristemal', floll-hybrid or 'self-hybrid' component of each
nesled s~le of the 'ontological meta-state' is shovvn explicitly --

IllJ + =

ll~[~] + =

[[[i!J[.I!l][[.I!l[J!lJl + =

[[[[.!!!l[.!!!l][[!!!][.!!!l]][lL!!!][.!!!l][[.!!!lLmJ]J] + ... =

[[[l~[!l~[!l][[!l~~~J1][[[~~l!l[!l][~[!l~~]J]J + =
11111 l>J l>J II l>J l>J 11l>J l>JJ 1I11111J 111l>J11I11l>J l>JJ 1111 l>JJ Il>J l>J1 JII 1111 l>J l>JI 1l>J l>J11l>J I>JI II>J I>JIJ III>J I>JJ II>J l>Jjll!J lOll II!J I!JJ JIIJ + ...

This descending synchronic meta-scaling recapitulates diachronic succession in reverse. In this sense, the
present conlent of "space" recapitulates the past content of "time". If physical·spatial size--changes or changes
of ·geometric" scale u of synchronic scope u are associated with transitions from thesisk to thesisk+1, then
the pattern notated above involves self·similar, dyadic structure at many qualitativp lmeta-]scales, that is, a
spatial 'meta·fractal' structure of self-duality or 'indivi-duality'. If 'temporal accelerations', changes of
duration-scale or diachronic scope, accompany transitions from thesisk to thesisk+1, then the pattern
notated above is also a temporal 'meta-fractar pattern.
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If ~ even "standing by itself" is a negator as we.ll as a "self-positor", then what is ~ a negation of, and what is
it, standing by itself, negating?

It is, of course, the potential futur~ negator of itself. BuL, when just emerged, or just asserted as the value,
measure, or description of the current meta-state of some meta-system, as the result of the immediately
preceding self-transformation of that meta-system, one might answer, somewhat metaphysically. that,
ultimately. ~ denotes a determinate negation of iL<i own non-existence, of .. 3! or 1J! or qo. Determinate,
finite manifestation of! negates its infinitesimal manifestation, or nml-manifestation. its [earlier] unmanifest
meta-state, absenting its absence, negating its abstract/ total negation as a non-cxistent.

More concretely, ! is the result or product of a prior negation, of the self-negation of its immediate
predecessor, of the self-operation of the "square-root" of !,.. the 'mela-state' denoted V! or !112. It, !,.
represenL<i a moment in a process of self-development, in a process of self-iteration, a succession of
delerminate self-negations, of self-re-positings; of self-re-posit-tionings; a chain of self-developing dyadic /
'diactic' / quadratic Sdf-cl1ltitheses or self-syntheses.

It,! • !1, denotes the outcome of the self-synthesis of !1I2, of the full development of the antithesis of ~"2
with itself, just as!,2 is the self-synthesis of! or !', the fruition of the intra-antithesis or self-confrontation of
!,'. Note again that superscripts of juxtaposed variables -- "exponents", or "powers" -- add in dialector
algebra, as in ordinary algebra:

X 118
X

118 _ X1/4. X 114
X

114 _ X112. X1/2
X

1/2 •
- - -'- - -'

X 118

_X118. X 1f4.- -'

t

_ !112

X 112. _x"2 _
- ' -

t

1[' - 1[' - 1[' - ~8_ ... ;

X'· -!' - X'· _!.2 - X'· _!.4 - X' ....-' -' - '

x'· x1x' - X'· 1[,!'- X'· !,4!,4 _ 1[8 ....-'-- - , - '

1[' t !2 1 X' 1 X'• •

This world of dialectics is, from one point of view, a world of self-haunted etttities. The systems modeled by
! are self-haunted systems. As eventities, what they do is what they manifestly are, and everything they do
nCotlles back to haunt them", the good, the bad, the indifferent! The "sentient" entities among them are self
haunted not just in an interior sense of rnental/emolional phenomena, but -- and in an inwardly/outwardly
coordinated way -- in an 'exterior' sense as well. Roth inwardly and outw'ardly they are surrounded, in part, by
the 'reflux cumulum', the cumulative product... and consequences, of their own past actions, and are forced to thus
confront their own past selves at every turn al least outwardly, even should they attempt to block, if self
sentient, the internal faces of lhose past selves from awareness inwardly. As we note further on, this
formulation hints at the common essence of the logical and set-theoretical paradoxes and of the problem of
nonlinearity. It also locates a nrational kernel" of those ancient observations, hcmded down to lhe
contemporary Nations of the Earth in virtually every human culhual tradition, under names like ·~GoldrnRuk",
"'The Law of All Action"', "The Law Of The Cause And Effect Of Action-, "'n", /.JIm o/n" Fdlllic R~-Ir.ctioll OfAction''', -The
Law Of Compensation", or "The Law Of Karma".

You may have noticed a pattern within the sequence of formulae above. That syntactic pattern images the
semantic 'meta-pattern' of what might be described, variously, as the -negation of the negation structure-, the
-cOtllprehensive self-reflexive structure-, the -nonlinear structure- or the 'karmic structure' of the 'time-cumulum'.
This 'cumulum' is a 'continuum' that embraces relative dis-continuum, or sudden, qualitative change, as a
phenomenon which rCb'Ularly results from the self-bifurcations of dialectical, 'meta-dynamical', 'meta-systems'.

This 'meta-pattern' can be formulated ideographically in terms of a 'dynamical reflexion' or of a temporalized
self-refleXive functioll involving two levels of superscn·ptiOll, which are used to signify two levels exponentiation.
We again invoke a single level of SUbscription as well, as employed earlier, via the identification!. !c. Note
well the rule or pattern in the subscript and silperscn·pt notational phenomena displayed below:
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Note the font size emphasis of the last three equations. They encode the pattern of the preceding
multitude of instances, They employ subscn'pt-Vllnables and superscript-van'ables, the latter involving a
super-superscript. The Greek phonogram 't, named fau, used as an ideogram, here denotes the self
bifurcation index or immanent time epoch-index for an ontology-level dialectical process or eventity,
whose meta-state as of 't' is denoted &. The second-to-last equations assert that each successor
formation in a sequence of self-formations arising immanently in a dialectical succes~ion-process is
the result of the seU-change, i.e., of the se1fduality, manifesting as seU.activity; the self-[re]f1exion, or
self-bifurcation, of its immediate predecessor-formation:

,- ~.

The last equation asserts that any 'meta-state-description' .- any description of the 'meta-state' of this
dialectical process as of'self-bifurcatian' number 't' -- can be computed from the zeroth 'meta-state-description'.
Description 0 denotes that which the modeler chose to define as that of the initial, original 'meta-state' of the
process. The "tth 'melastale description' is constructed from the Oth by a 2·to·the-'t'-fold pairwise sell-operation

"of that original 'mela-state-description': ~ - ;

Note that the designation of the zeroth or initial 'meta-state-description' is somewhat arbitrary. The zeroth
'meta-state' need not imply an absolute beginning. a 'meta-state' without antecedents. The zeroth 'meta-state'
is the successor of the minus-first 'meta-state', which is the successor of the minus-second 'meta-state', and
so on. Designation of the zeroth 'meta-state' is a model design, model·specification decision. Note also the
apparently deterministic computability of past and future 'metastate-descriptions' from the designated
initial 'metastate-description'. 1bis assumes that the eventity or dialectical self-formation being modeled is,
the totality -- a totally autonomous universe-unlo-iL<iclj, without extcmity, The solution ~ _ !o2 tracks only
~necessary change". By this, we mean essential ('essence-ial') change; change arising from the dynamical
essence of the sell-formation or self-becoming in question. It excludes aaccidental change", or even other
predictable. deterministic effects on 'meta-system' m., arising from other dialectical eventities external to that
essence. However, most self·formations of interest are sub-totalities, subject to [or better, object to] "acc:ident",
to other external, environmental vicissitudes, interactions with other meta-systems at their own and at other
'let1ets' and 'meta-fractal scales', that can scar, deflect, or even abort their 'essence-ial' development. Practical
dialectical sub-totality models cover external determinahon along with internal or selj-dclerminatiorl. They
must incorporate the consequences of direct fluxes, direct inputs from other sources, as of the re-fluxes of the
self source, the self·re·inputs of previous self-oulpuls. Such 'meta-system' 'meta-models' must map the
being-in-itself '" being-Jor-others momenl, as well as the being-for-self moment, of dialectical dynamics. Per
these formulae, the heing-for·seLf aspect of a dialectical self-formation is described by a self-iteratioll, by an
auto-iterative model, in contrast to conventional 'other-iterations' -- aUo-iterative or hetero-iterative models:

'Other-Iterations' or 'Allo-Iterations':

F t Xo: j .. k implies xJ

FXo X F'x,- ,-
Fx, • X, • F'x, _ F'(F'x,)

Fx, _ '" _ F'x, _ F' (F'(F'Xo))

In summary -

X, - F'""

I~ 82

'Self-Iterations' or 'Auto-Iterations':

!oo ... t !oo: j" k implies ~ t !ok
,

!o!o - !, - !o'!O1 - !/,
!1!' • !2 • X 2X 2 - x'_0 _0 -',
!2!.2 - !' - !04!04 - !02

In summary -

"~ - !o
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Application of these paired formulae to a recently emergent domain of compuler simulation modeling -- one
that has become a hallmark of "complexity theory" -- clarifies key aspects of their divergent meanings.

Suppose C denotes the slatus and configuration -- the total. multi-dimensional meta-state - of a,
population of "adaptive software agents" in a rule-based computer simulation modeling a ·complex
adaptive system" via their "artifiaallife world" or "virtual universe" "game". Suppose R denotes the totality
of the rules modeling the actual behavior of this complex adaptive system, formulated as a 'Rules-Operator',
wherein, for every value of 1:, R .. C , and where, indeed R t C. Then,. classically, we can describe each step, ,
in the simulation by the equation: C _ R(C) _ RC, and, if 1: .. denotes the maximum iteration

'<+1 '< "

count or stopping time-step index-value for the simulation, then the final. outcome meta-state of the
simulation can be expressed as:

C
'. - - R"C .,

What if we were to recast this model as a dialectical simulation model? Such a simulation might also be
termed an essential simulation, because, in it, the onto-dynamic constituents of the Rules, R , themselves also

~

evolving, meta-dynamically, would inhere in the natures/ definitions of the individual adaptive software
agents themselves, and in that of their totality, so that, for every value of 1:, R • C.

~ ~

The generic description for the ontO-dynamiCS of each step of the simulation would then become:

C
~., - -[£,l - CC

~
• C'

~ - [C
~

+ e.C 1--.. I

and the onto-dynamics of the final meta-state of the simulation could be expressed as:

C
'.

•
,'.C .

--0

These formulae describe a 'self-Ruled' or "auto-1Iom-ous" (seU+developing; autopoietic) "virtual universe6
,

R • C, as opposed to an 'other-Ruled' or "hetero-tlom~ous"universe, R t C , wherein a fixed set of Rules,
~ ~ ,
are superimposed upon that universe of adaptive agents, as if from outside of it. Here the adopted English
word element "nom" or "nomy" is from an ancient Greek word element, denoting "law", "custom", or "role".
Note that the "quadraticity' or 'self-squared-ness' of C - C rc ] is such that the onlies 'inside' the "Sclf-

--..:+1 ....... L.:.,;

Rule", ~U, and 'inside' the meta·state, ~], both change together -- "vary with 'tor -- and differ qualitatively,

at every epoch of their self-bifurcalion, from those of their preceding and succeeding epochs. Thus, in general,,
the form Xr = F Xo connotes otller-determinism, external determinism, control by an F such that F t x.",,
whereas the form ~ = !o2

co~otes internal determinism or self-determinism. Actual sub-totality systems
are essentially a mixture or combination of both of these moments of determination, 'auto' and 'allo'.
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Engels describes, in Anti-Duhring, various "negations" of a grain of barley and of a metamorphosing insect:

".... if ... a grain of l}Urley meets conditions which are normal for it, if it falls on suitable soil ... it
germinates; the grain as such ceases to exist, it is negated, and in its place appears the plant which
has arisen from it, the negation of the grain. But what is the normal life-process of this plant? It
grows, nowers, is fertilized, and finally once more produces grains of barley, and as soon as these
have ripened the stalk dies, is in its turn negated. As a result of this negation of the negation we
have once again the original grain of barley, but not as a single unit, but ten, twenty, or thirty-fold.
Species of grain change extremely slowly ... we get as a result of this negation of the negation not
only more seeds, but also qualitatively better seeds, and each fresh repetition of this process, each
repeated negation of the negation, increases this improvement ... But someone may object: the
negation that has taken place in this case is not a real negation: 1 negate a grain of barley also if I
grind it down, an insect if I crush it under foot ... I must not only negate, but also in tum sublate
the negation. I must therefore so construct the first negation that the second remains or becomes
possible ... If I grind a grain of barley, or crush an insect, it is true that I have carried out the first
part of the action, but t have made the second part impossible. Each class of things therefore has
its appropriate form of being negated in such a way that it gives rise to a development ....-15

We propose that the -appropriate form- of negation is 'intra-', internal, immanent or self negation, that is, the
subject-verb-object identical form of negation.. ote that Engels' images and interpretations here connote
'convolute' negation, in which! vanishes into its -!.~ rather than 'evoillte' negation, where, in -!, the ontic
qualit(y)(ies) of! (is)(are) 'conserved', reappearing with, 'added back to', dX, if with hybrid-onto, interarnon term
quality-adjustments of the past to the latest ontic cmergence in Ax, and perhaps in differing quantity in U~.

Via this quote from Engels, we have shifted context, from.! denoting an onto to !. denoting an individual
eventity -belonging to" or 'within' some onto or ontological category/population. We pass over here, and reserve
for latcr sections, our discussion of the many consequences of this shift.

Illustrating the above by using phonogramic symbol-strings -- phonetic nouns with emboldened and
underscored letters -- to translate the ideographic symbolism of the dialectical algebra, we write as follows:

!l!l - barley-grain[barley-grain] - [barley-grain12, given the assignment.! - barley-grain;

.!l!l - insect[insect] - -insect - [insect]2, given thc interpretation~- insect.

The above-posited form of negation-of-self, or change-of-self, denotes self as internal, primary subjecl -- here
the individual barley-grain or the insect -- acting as proto-subjective being-far-self, as 'self~beholding'being,
meaning also self-acting being. On the contrary, the actions of grindi.ng the barley grain or crushing the insect
under foot belong to a different primary subject, an 'external' subject, acting upon barley-grain or insect as its
object, in the sense of each being a relatively passive being-in-itsclf or being-far-another; as being~for -- that is,
as a being-beheld-by, and also as a being acted upon by -- in this case, the human subject who performs the
operation, of crushing or grinding, upon eventities which are, for that human subject, non-self, 'extemal'
others, pre-human objects and pre-human proto-subjects:

aXlX) - partial-not-barley-grain[barley-grainl, if! _ that individual barley-grain, and if;

...-x10 - some part [a] of the contemporaneous non-!, here, a determinate human subject, or:

aXlX) - dother£insectl_ specific-human-individual[insectt if! - that individual insect, and if;

ax - a portion [a] of X, that is, of the insect's synchronic complement, otherness, or 'ezlernily'

[external environment], here a determinate human individual.
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The Space of Dialectical Operations. The [self-]negator,!- is also an 'afjirmor, a positive assertion, a posit,
a pos-ition, a pose-ilion, a posed or posited value. Moreover, it denotes a spatial position, a directed line
segment that points to a determinate point, in the 'dialector space' which forms the "analytical geometry· of
!'S algebra. That space is a space of operators, a space of [higher or meta-]numbers grasped as operations. It is
a manifold, multi-axial, multi-dimensional space in which each point in effect denotes a determinatejullction
or operation; each axis interpretable as denoting a qualitatively distinct operation-al realm or kind or 'onto'.

This 'Space of Dialectical Operatiorls' is 'Imified': -domain-space·, -range-space-, and -function-space- are one.

This differs crucially from mathematical spaces as usually conceived -- as spaces of 'hetero-iterators'. In
such conceptions, the operator, the iterating operation or function, call it F, does not belong to the same space
as the state-descriptors, the Xj, which get iterated by F. The space of dialectical operators contains its own
iteralors in a double sense. One space contains both 'mathematical subject' and 'mathematical object', and both
'mathematical noun' ["number"], and 'mathematical verb' ["operation'']. We have FXj - XIXj because E-!J. The!j
play both roles, function and argument operator und operand, in self-iterative or dialectical systems. An
expreSSion of the form !oM, including its special, self-reflexive case !.W, represents a 'meta-number' as
operation, !U, operating upon itself us value, _W. The position in that space resulting from the completion
of the movement or trajeclory prescribed by the operation of some operator!. as applied to some previously
attained position or point Y. -- poinllpoint] = position[position] "" operator-as-11tovement applied to operator
as-value -- is thus itself a (re-)pos-ition(ing) "of' a pos-ition, a new 'move' or "movement" "on top of' [any)
previous ones, in other words, a negation "of' (a(ny» [previous] negation(s), a negator "of' a [series of]
negator(s), a negation of [at least] the most recent previous determinate negation itself, an operation of
negation applied to [another negator or to] itself. The previously-attained position, the argument of the
function, the operand of the operator, is the result of (a) previous movement(s) -- Le., of a previous de
position or dis-position or -position; a previous negation of (a) previous [sequence of] position(s). In the

case of!. = 'J.., the resultant position arises from the negatory operation! or y. operating upon/moving itself,
qua previously attained point, in accord with itself qua pattern of movement, i.e., as analytical choreographic
symbol. Thus we have a subtly -positional" notation for this algebraic ideography of operations: !U
denotes a different aspect of ! than does _W.

Such movements do not, in general, return to the point y.. That would be the case in cases of linear dynamical
systems, and of linear equilibria, modeled by fixed point operators, such as the two Boolean operators
denoted 1 and 0, for which indeed 0(0) _ 02

_ 01 .0 and 1(1) _ 12
_ 11

• 1. Such (de)flexion or deflection,
both hetero-flexion, !oM,!. ... 'J.., and auto-fleXion, self-deflection, self-dis-equilibrium, or self-re-flexion, !oW,
typically yields a '(sdj-)alienation' of y, a movement away from point'J.., to a new, different operating-position.

The ideogram!o denotes, simultaneously and inseparably, both a 'posit(or)' and a 'negator', a 'position' and a
'negation' (movement), a point, denoting an attainable location in a space of operations, a location attained by
(a) movement(s) induced by [previous] [re-Jflexion'i of (an)other operator(s), and an operation which, when
applied to that point, or to mosl any other point in that space, generates a move to another point, is a definite
movement or trajeetary, a dance with a distinctive choreography. That choreography ~distances-or alienates from
themselves the positions upon which it operates. That choreography, of !, propels positions in that space to
other p ilions, bu t in a spedfic, !-characteristic fashion, along a specific, !.-chaTaeterislic or !-essetlce·ial
trajectory.

Grasped 'geometrically', in terms of the movements in mathematical spaces that they induce, numbers in
general, operaLions in general, operators in general are 'chareographic', and their symbols might be termed
'choreograms'.
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Dialectical completeness requires that the repertoire of 'choreograms' include symbols for that form of motion
which is not-motion; for that kind of dance which is non-dance. That requirement is filled by the unity of the
'Real' numbers, namely +1, and its higher analogues. Over-familiarity with that kind of unity, and the
rectilinear choreographies of its positive multiples, renders many users of arithmetic unprepared for the vast
variety of choreographies encoded by other kinds of unity, such as +i - {-1; by other qualities of "quantity".

Consider then, for exemplification, the self-reflexion, or "self-multiplication", of the 'convolute' metanumber
+i' _ +{-1: +i(+i) = j2 = -1; i t -1. The operator i denotes the movement of 90 degree counter
clockwise circular rotation in the 2-dimensional plane-space spanned by the mutually-perpendicular

intersection, at their sole common point, the 0 point, of one "Real Number" axis or dimension and one

"Imaginary Number" dimension or i-axis. The point +i, as completion of previous movement or operation,
might result from the application of this +i movement to the +1 point, which, indeed, arrives at the +i point
itself, one unit above the 0 point. [It oUght also result from the application of the -i operation to the point

denoted -1].

The +1 point is located one unit to the right of the 0 point. 50 +i operating upon +1 produces a 1/4-circle
counter-clockwise move, starting from +1 and stopping at +i: +i(+1) - +i. [Likewise, -i(-1) - +i, a 1/4
circle clockwise movement]. Next, the application of the choreography denoled +i to the point thus also denoted
+i, i.e., the self-flexion: +i(+i) - +i(+i(+1)) - -1, thus moves another counter-clockwise 1/4-circle, from
point +i to point -1, located one wtit to the left of the 0 point. The unit operator +i is thus 'Contra-Boolean':

+i(+i) ;III! +i. So is the Real-Number operator 2, and other such numbers, except 0 and 1: 2(2) _ 22
;11l 2.

We call i a 'convolute operation' because i itself does not reappear in the result of 'producting' i with itself.

The self-refIexion j2 is not of the form i + 6,i. We ca113 an 'evoLute' operator, because 3(3) - 3 + 6 - 3 + 6,3.

However, in the case of such conventional arithmetic operators,.6.3 ... 6 ... t 3. That is, only a quantitative
change relative to 3, but not any qualitative change -- no change from a position on one Number-axis or
Number-dimension to a position on anotlter -- results from the operation of 3 upon itsclf. The ontic dialectors
or metanumber operators of Dialectical Ideography -- denoted {gk} or g -- exhibit a product or flexion which
is both evolute and qualitative. Self-operation of such metanumber "functions" or 'operations' produces a
change of metanumbcr-axis 01' of meta-number dimension, as with the self-operation of i, but the result is
'evolute' rather than 'convolute': SJ,£gnl - fIn + ~n. The self-operating SJ, re-emerges in its self-product,
together with a qualitatively different increment ~n, an increment that differs qualitatively, non
quantitatively, from gn.

The Meaning of Dialectical Contradiction: 'Onto-Dynamical' 'Self-DuaIity'/'Self-Momentum'. Wh~n a
metanumber or dialector, denoted!- is such that xx .. !- i.e., such tltat ~2 - ~ • A~ .. Q, tlten the foregoing
'inequations' provide an arithmetical metaphor for the self-incompatibility of any multi-ontic meta-population
or meta-dynamical meta-system' whose momentary 'meta-state' can be aptLy represented by a 'pure-antic'
'meta-number variable' or 'dialector variable' such as~. Such a meta-system, denoted!, is involved in a self
reflexive, self-refluxive, toroidal-vertex-like self-feedback dynamic. Mediately and later, it receives back a
reflux of its own past output as part of its new input. The "nonlinear defect" of!- the difference between!

and ~~, the change, or movement to a different metastate, y.. = ~2, which resulls from the self-operation of
the 'pure ontological' description of the meta-state denoted !- represents self-creative potential, the potential for
further meta-evolution; the "internal contradiction", "self-contradiction", or 'self-antithesis' of that meta-system
while "in" that ontology-state or meta-state,!.

The expression .6.x _ !2 - ! is a measure of that immanent potentiality or 'self-contradictiveness', and of the
gain which it generates, by self-flexiotl or re-flexion. Such a meta-system receives a reflux of its own past
actio", which reflux interacts with it, operates upon it, and affects it; in short, changes it qualitatively, 'otltically'.
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Ergo, entering [into] meta-state! contradicts -- is inconsistent with u remaining [in} meta-state~. The very
move into, and the being "in", that state-oj-activity, !; generates a self-bifurr.atirJrl seLf-force which drives the
meta-system onward, out of that state-of-activity, and into a qualitatively different one.

Dialectical contradiction is contental, internal, existential, ontoLogical, 'essence-ial', necessary/inescapable
contradiction [i.e., escapable only via 'transcendence', via synthesis u via 'meta-evolution'], not the formal,
propositional contradiction of formal logic. Any given meta-dynamical meta-system, being [in] a constant
condition of [self-Jactivity, is therefore [in] a continuing activity-condition of self-movement, of combined
auto-catalysis and 'auLo-dis-catalysis', of self-propelled, self-induced las well as other-induced] constant
change. 'Dialectical, (meta-)dynamical self-contradiction' names the self-relationship of an eventity that
cannot stay the same u in quantity, in quality, in 'meta-state' u not [just} because of causes external to its
essence, but because of causes internal to its essence, 'internal causes'; because of itself -- because of its very
essence or essential, self-defining activity. Such a meta-system is 'meta-dynamical' due to the way in which its
state-space attractor, its dynamical "law" combines with the 'meta-dynamical "law'" of its self-affected
control-space or parameter-space; due to the susceptibility of that special ["asymptotic"] trajectory or
path/ pattern of motion which is its state-space attractor to 'seIJ--bifurcation'.

Not "outside agitators", but 'inside agitators' are the core causes of 'meta-evolutionary' change for such
'dialectical', that is, for such self-consequential meta-systems.

Consider a meta-system, whose momentary onto-dynamic meta-state[-of-activity], whose momentary
output to, or action·upon, its environment, upon the rest of its universe [of discourseJ, is aptly measured,
purely ontologically, by a 'meta-value' !; denoting a metanumber-"vector", "list", "set" or 'sum' of ontically
interpreted metanumber qualifier values or components/constituents. Suppose this is a meta-system which
receives back, at some later moment, la mediated form of! that output, also still aptly measured by the on tic
quality-list, !; as its [re-Jinput. Such a meta-system is [in] a condition of non-equilibrium dynamism, or
dynamical self-contradiction if ~OO ;III! !. The meta-dynamiC, the lmeta-evolutionary] movement, the unified, state
trajeetory-plus-control-path course of deveLopment of that meta-system, is the meta-dynamical expression and
the outward manifestation of that condition of existential, essence-ial, contental, ontological, dialectical il1temal
contradictiol1.

Not any synchronic, statical, or external condition of tension or contrast or conflict, but only such diachronic,
meta-dynamical and, in fact, "time"-generatillg self-contradiction is what we mean by dialectical contradiction.

We denote this relationship, of dialectical se1f-contradictioll, by the ideogram '#', depicting a doubly
slashed, hence doubly-negated, equality sign16. It pertains whenever we consider the self-reflexive meta
dynamics of a 'toroidal-vortical' meta-system. By this, we mean a 'self-processor' which, at a certain moment,
receives itself, i.e., receives a reflux of its own self-essential, self-metering action, having previously applied
that action, no doubt with an intensity that "varies with distance", to its previous total universe, including to
itself as a determinate part thereof:

! as "operation" #
! as operator #
! as (pattem-of-)movement #
! as 'verb' #
! as active age1lt of change #
! as subject #
! as subject-verb- #

! as "number";
! as meta-state or 'status' / 'condition-of-being';
! as arrival-point, or as starting-point;
! as 'noun';
! as passive material being changed by an(other) active agent of change;
! as object;
! as -verb-object.

The formula ! # ! may be read off variously as '! contradicts !', or '! opposes !', or '! self-contradicts', or
'the self-antithesis of !', 'the antithesis {of]! versus !,', 'the antithesis of!, with itself, the 'self-duality of !,', or
the 'indivi-duality [indivisible-duality] of !', The "state-of-affairs" or of self-relationship denoted by ! # !
implies and is defined by the conditions --
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The relation denoted by.! # !. is synlaclir..o.lly a self-opposition. In it, the eventity/ meta-dynamical meta-system,
whose momentary 'meta-state' is denoted by !, is syntactically 'opposite [toJ itself', 'self-opposite', 'self-opposing'
-- 'self-op-posed', and semantically "other-ta-itself". In contrast, the self-product syntax !oW - XX - -! - '!/
.! + ax, has the subject/verb/object 'meta-state' ! self-juxtaposed as well as 'self-opposite'. The syntax
connotes an 'eventity' which exists in the form of "heing-Jor-itself', .!U, by way of being "'self-related'" as
"ofher-lo-ilsel!', 'self-other', that is, of being ''jor-another'', or 'object-fa-another', _00, that "other" being
'noneother' than itself as subject, !.I:!l Its 'subject-ive' aspect as 'agency-nf-change', 'movor', function, or
operator '!'U' is applied to or is "versus" its 'object~ive' aspect, its aspect as [previously-moved-to/already
attained] value, argument, or operand, '_W'.

The Boolean/ Aristotelian law of formal logic, x(x) = x2 =x1
"" x, asserts that, for formal-logical operators, X,

nonlinearity [the "square" or "self-quadratic" of x, the 2nd degree of x -- and, by induction, any higher finite
integer degree of x] makes no difference, no change, no /l., no AXi that nonlinearity is equivalent to linearity
[_ the first degree of x, X1

• X]; that nonlinearity reduces identically to linearity; that self-rf'flexion, denoted
X(X), is gainless; that, if x2 _ x + Ax then the gain, denoted Ax, is identically zero; Ax. O.

Dialectical fSelf-1Contradiction in the Context of Human[oidJ Group Dialoeue/Deliberation. The
achjevement of a [temporary/transient] consensus or 'new epoch basis' -- i.e., of a new, w1.developed /
infinitesimally manifest self-antithesis, !-c1+<3 ... !-c I -- in the context of group deliberations, may be signaled by
silence, by a Cf'ssation of dialogue, after the statement of a new summary thesis by one of the parties -- Le., a
thesis assertion that provokes no immediate objections [assuming a group-culture of honesty / 'speakability'
/ non~intimidation, etc.]. That summary thesis or 'syn-thesis' then becomes an 'agreement' or 'contract', an
inter-subjective 'con-scientia', or group world-view 'constitution-element' for the given group, for the duration
of the [under~]developmentof the self-antithesis of that new thesis, a development that will be driven, in
part, by the activity/praxis of that group or 'sub-society' of the given humanoid 'meta-society'.
Objections/anti-theses voiced along the way to that 'meta-stable' syn-thesis/'meta-equilibrium' need not be
'external contraries' or 'external contradictories' with respect to that group. They may be part of that group's
'internity'. They may reflect the group's own 'internal, self-contradiction' or 'intra-duality', with difff'rent group
members voicing differf'nt anti-thf'ses that reflect their differing 'localaey-biases' or "points-of-view" within the
group. ·111.e group 'self-dialogue' or 'intra-logue' process can tituS be modeled as u

• • • • [ G' + ~[ G' ]] 1, G'.

That is, the dialogic process works to expand the 'conceptual ontology' and 'fact ontology' of the group in it's
synthesizing of its 're-solutions' to its internal disagreements/controversies/ disputes. If the opinion-function
of each one of the group participant's is modeled as an 'onto-unto-itself', then we obtain a 'multi-logue'
model,

[!I. + ... + g,,]' - -[!I. + ... + g" ]'. [!I. + ... + g,,]2 • [[!I. + ... + g,,]' + ~[!I. + ... + g,,]' ],

in which the 'antos' added in each self-interaction!self-iteration of the group also signify 'ideo-ontological'
additions to the 'opinion-ontology' of each participant.
Meta-Dynamical Nonlinearity and Dialectical Process. The contra-Boolean law !,W = -!, t !- asserts
that -- for qualitative, ontie variables in qualitative [sel£-]multiplieation -- nonlinearity makes a difference,

and not [only} a quantitative difference, as in !,2 jill! !- such that!,2 ~ !- but, on the contrary, that

nonlinearity makes a qualitative differetlee:!,2 t!'. Reflexion upon this key contra-Boolean principle reveals
the way in which nonlinearity is the contemporary mathematical form of dialectic, unrecognized as such.
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Dynamical, temporalized nonlinearity as it appears in lhe models and the "natural law" formulations of
modem science is the mathematical marker, sign, and symptom of W1comprehended dialectical content in the
physical processes that those equations endeavor to describe. This apparently merely 'dynamical',
'evolutionary' nonlinearity is symptomatic of such 'uncomprehension' especially given its present association
\vith. as the cause of, the general unsolvability of such equations.

We hold that the nonlineariLy of -- the nonlinear terms in - the nonlinear partial differential equalion
formulations of today's known ·laws of nature" is an implicit, unconscious reflection of the 'dialectical-ness',
'dialecticality', or 'di-ality' [i.e., lhe 'self-dialog-ic' or 'self-duality'] of the processes of natural history lhat those
equations seek to describe. However, it is far from a perfect reflection of that self-reflexive, self-refluxive
quality of natural processes. We do not hold that the full measure of the self-reOuxivity of those processes is
mirrored in those equations, or in their nonlinear terms in particular.

These equations are generally not formulated so as lo encompass the self-imposed limits of those processes,
their self-bifurcation boundaries.

Therefore, these nonlinear equations typically leave out the self-transcendence, the «self-aufheben», and the
qualitatively new, emergent O1ltOS, Lo which the actual processes of self-bifurcation give rise.

The nonlinearity of dynamiCS and of dynamical systems theory does constitute a shadow of lhe self-reflexive,
dialectical meta-dynamic of self-bifurcating meta-systems. But it is in the meta-dynamics of self-bifurcation
proper lhat dialectical process is visible full blown. Conventional mathematical models genera1ly neglect that
order of phenomenology, the level where transitions between one epoch of a mela-evolutionary process and
its successor-epoch are observable.

These self-bifurrotion boundaries or 'conversion-crises' often manifest, in current equational idealizations of
the nonlinear "laws· of nature, as ·singularities~, i.e., as inji1lite pure-qua1ltitafivc values, obtained. for finite
values of the "time" parameter and the control-parameters. Whereas, in the empirical actuality of the natural
processes described, only metrically finite phenomena, if often neo-qualitative phenomena, manifest at the
moments corresponding to those critical finite time-parameter and control-parameter values, the standard
equations predict infinite values at those moments.

Such singularities are thus places of infinite }Iomeomorphic defect and of infinite empirical falsification for
lhe existing equational idealizations; points where the answers given by those equa lional models are
i1lfi"itely wroftg; junctures where the quantitative state descriptions generated by those equation-models are
infinitely mal-descriptive of empirical actuality, because the answers Utey give arc infinite, whereas the
reality they attempt to describe remains finite for all o( lheir state metrics. This is Tire Paradox of Singularity:
almost-all-times-accurate, almost-all-t 'mega-meaningful' models appear "absolutely meaningless" al isolated finite
values of t.

The ·[mela-]numbers", "higher mathematical objects", or "higher mathematical operations", {gk}, which form lhe
arithmetical basis of the algebra of these !S -- the symbolic system of this dialectical ideography -- thus differ

>
qualitatively from the classical, 50-called ·real~ numbers, wherein x n '{ X1 for all integers n I O:!i n < 00.

The material intemal'dialoglle', 'self-disputation', 'self-contruversion', or (proto-)dialectic within (1) each indivi
dual subject/verb/object or cvelltity, grasped as an intemalized 'population' of antic qualities in its own
right; and, synchronically, also within (2) each populatio1l of a given kind of eventity, as well as within (3) each
'self-diversified' 'multi-antic', 'meta-histogramic', 'meta-distributional' 'meta-poplllation' or 'population of
populations' cumulum of mulliludinous different kinds of eventities -- of each with[in] itself .- yields
"ontogeny and phylogeny"; ontogenic development and the emergence of new kinds of populations.
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This constitutes a phenomenological, empirical actuality that is, per the Rules-Systems of Dialectical
Ideography, to be measured, in Iquallto~qualitative'ideographical descriptions, or Imeta-models', by means of
new metrics, 'qualified' by new units[-of-measurement], tied to the emergent new ontos, new kinds of eventity,
new kinds of activity. Thus this material self-dialogue, continually underway at all 'meta-fractal' scales of
cosmological existentiation, yields change and cumulative multiplication of antic qualities, driving and
deriving universal meta-evolution itself.

Crux: Immanent derivation of this dialectical rule-based arithmetical language from, and its latency within,
classical arithmetic is treated in the sequel. Per this new arithmetic of dialectics, the progression of continuing
self-activity, self-reflexion, or self-bifurcation of (a.) an onto (an ontological eventity-category for a given
universe of discourse, de no ling, in effect, an en lire population of 'self-eVOLVing' and 'self-meta-evolving'
individuals so-categorized), of (b.) the dynamical ontology or "universe (of discourse)" as a whole, and of (c.)
an individual eventity or specimen/exemplar of a given "meta-dynamical meta-system", continually begets
new qualitative difference; expanded universes(-of-discourse) with expanded ontologies; emergence of new
ontic qualities of being/ doing, as modeled by and measured via successor metanumber varieties. That
progreSSion of iterated self-reflexion or self-operation is symbolized algebraically, or, better,formulaically, by
a se1f~escalating magnitude in the super-script, exponent, degree, power, or self-bifurcation index, or equivalently
in the sub-script, of the ideogram which represents the original or a previous meta-state-value in that
sequence of ideograms.

That ideograms-sequence ill turn. models the succession of meta-states of a self-changing ontology. That
metastates-succession may be employed to model (I.) the total cosmos, (II.) a sub-universe within that
totality, or (III.) an individual eventity or meta-dynamical system which instantiates some onto or sub-onto.
Such models aim at a meta-temporal summarization of an eventity's dynamical and 'meta-dynamical' essence,
an expression of its meta-"law" of self-and-other-induced motion, which univocally recon..<;tructs its past,
characterizes its present, and predicts its future, within the limits of contingency. For universe-models
mapping the total cosmic «physis» [including emergent humanoid '«anti-physes;;.'J, formulated in the
language of Dialectical Ideography, there is a continuing self-generating proliferation of new, first~level

ontological as well as sub-meta-system, sub~ontic qualities, new kinds of being/doing. This multiplication of
qualities maps arithmetically to generation of successor meta-number varieties; pictographically, analytic
geometrically, topologically, or topometrically, to a sprouting of new dimensions, new directions, perpendicular
to all previously protruded axes in this metanumber space interpreted as a unitary, state/control metaspace.
That self-expanding meta-spun~ models 'meta-growth'; self-meta-evolution' of this self-changing cosmological
ontology.

Hvpothesis • Dynamical nonlinearity is a mathf'maticaJ f'xprf'ssion of tlte dialectical quality, which is that of self-reflexiveness or
self·refluxivelless. Dynamical linearity is the mathematica JexpreSSion of an atomistic, 'Interaction-less', '[ ,elf-]com,ion-Iess', mechan istic,

reductionistic, anti-dynamical, degenerate asymptote of dialectics.•

The "laws' of nature uncovered by modern mathematico--science are typically expres.c.ed in the fonn of sytitenls of dynamical "{,,,Ii/lear partial
integrodifferential equations that have never yet been 'solved", that is, decoded of their total predictive implicationsjlmowledee-<ontent. Thf'Sf' never~
yet-solved nonlinear equalions~systeIllsinclude: (1) L"-IUilti<.JI~ <.Jf lillO.'I ph<.Jt<.J1IJ:cs; <.Jf the rumliru-'ar <.Jpti<.:s <.Jf ru!lm:nt dectr<.JIIUIgndic radi"ti<.JTt; (2) the
equations dC'SCribing gravitic dynamics, the dyn..wucs uf multiple IIUItually-gravitilting =d sclf-grilviruting bvdiL'S, in ...-ith..,r thdr Newtonian or tho:ir
Einsteinian forms; (3) the equations describing the electro-magneto dynamics of Qionized elemental-atomic gases or 'plasmas", which remain the
primary constituent, by mass, of the obsetvable C06ntOS [e.g., the Bolt7.mano-V1a~wEquation]; (4) th" "'I"ations describing Ihe gr.wilo-thenno llow
dynamics of 0leutral [£non-ionjzed] molecular gases and liquids, including the meteorological and climatologiciIl dynilIIucs of Eilrth'S ahru..>spherc and
ocean [tho: N"vier-Stukcs EqUil!iun:; form the core subsetl; (5) the equation:; describinl': chemical "reaction-kinetics", or the population- and physical
spatial. self-distribution-dynamics of "molecular species·, chemically-reacting atoms and molecules in .Qliquid phase or .i1ga.se0US phase media, especially
when reflexive-<atalytic and auto--catalytic effects are included; (6) the l'<luation~ dp-,,('.rimng the populationjdislribution ecologic-dyn.lmks of both
cellular and multi-<elluiar, p4mt, ,mimal, =d arnma!; soclety biota; (7) the equations of Ihe economic macro-jmeso-fmicro-dynamics of human
SOOdIL'S, C>pL'cially wru.'ll the expanded reproduction of labor-power as output or product of the "household· or "consumer" sector, plus productivity
obsolescence self-depredation or technological depreciation ['techno_depreciation'] of fixed capital and labor-skills ["human capital"], are included.
Apparent exceptions include the Faraday-Maxwell Equations describing self-propagation dynamk_~ of illmherellt elpctromagnetic radiation~jphotonic

populations, and the quantum-mechanical OeBmg!i<'---Schr<><-dingf'r F,quillions, describing probability distribution dynamics for the actions of sulhltomic
eventitie.~,modeled a.~ 'quanta", atomi51i(' "point-particles", or "Iin",ar waves" Issu",s raised by these seeming exceptions arc addressed in the sequel.
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• Development of a mathematics of dialectics thus holds the key to The Nonlinearity Breakthrough.. As a
source of insight into what 'a mathematics of dialectics' might usefully mean in relation to The Nonlinearity
Breakthrough, our next section seeks to reconstruct the historical 'dialectic of mathematics', in what we hold
to be the heartland of that subject, namely, that of the 'meta-evolution' of arithmetics .

• Conjecture: The Fundamental Theorem of Dialectical Ideography. Proof for this conjecrnre would
presuppose an axioms-system for Dialectical Ideography. Such requires, we hold, if we start from the
~ennelo-.Eraenkel [ZF] system, amendments to old, and additions of new, axioms, entailing 'ideo-ontological'
expansions, replacement of the Axiom of Choice, and of the 'Iransfinitary' Generalized [Canlor] Continuum
'axiom' with the 'meta-finitary' 'Generalized Cumulum' axiom, addressed in Part Ill. Also, such an augmented
ZF system, Of, alternatively, e.g., a Tapas approach, cam\Ot, per the 'Dialectical Axiomatics' of }f{ set forth
herein, be complete/final, per 'The Godelian Ideo-Meta-DYllamic'. lt will contain loci where its syntax 'exceeds'
its semantics; new "unsolvable" though well-formed equations, and their related "undecidable" propositions,
impending ever-jurther 'axiom-ic'/'ideo-ontologieal' accruals.

Furthermore, some sub-propositions below are not only 'contingent'/'corljunclural' 'species-strategic' but also,
'psycho-historieal', "meta-psychological" assertions, alien to the 'ahistorical'/'etemalistic' styles of Parmenidean /
early-Platonic mathematical traditions, and to the very content-limits of "mathematics" as they define it.
Deductive proofs related to these issues are concentrated in the Derivations section of the Post-Scripts.

§o. Definition of an 'Arithmetic'. A rule...>-system fOT perfOTming a species of mental operations, that uses only
"knOUJII values" [versus 'algebraic' variables/"unknowns"l, but values which may /lol be ordinary numbers.
These operations must be 'extemalized' or 'mapped', in writing, via an ideographic symbols-language. These
mental operations mayor may not be interpreted for any domain of 'concTete'/'external'/physical operations.

§1. The Intra-Duality of "Natural" Arithmetic. Any "first order" for1TWl description of the "Standard "Natural"

Numbers", N • {1, 2, 3,...}, inescapably describes "Non-§.talldard [n'Natural"'] Numbers", { NNS}, as well,

plus "Non-Standard Arithmetics", { N NS }, just as conceptually fundamental as the "Standard Arithmetic", N.

§2. The Q as "Non-Standard" Natural Numbers. The {Q} Dialectical Arithmetics are in { NNS }: {Q} C { N NS}.

§3. Two Modes of Mutabilitv. Change may be divided into two modes, 'evolution' vs. 'meta-evolution';
quarllitalive change within a fixed ontology vs. ontology change; rhange within epochs [intra-epochal

change] vs. epoch-boundary-formingltraversing, or inter-epochal change. The N and their extensions are
best fillo map or 'ordinalize' evolutionary change. The Q are fit to 'ordinalize' 'meta-evolutionary change'.

§4. Quantifiers and Qualifiers. The "Standard "Natural" Numbers" arc interpretable as "pure", unqualified
quafltifiers, without metrical specificity, and arc related to the "monads" of tlle ancient Greek/PIa tonic

«arithmoi mOlladikob, the arithmetic ojahstracl!idealized' counting uniL~. The { Q } varieties of the N NS
are interpretable as "pure", 'unquantifiable qualifiers', related to the Platonic «arithmoi eidetikoi,}, the
"dialectical" arithmetic of ideas/cate?,ories/ types/kinds. They can model mental operations involving
'on tic uni ts', "quali tative uni ts", "di mer/sions", or "me trical qualifiers", including "uni ts of continuous measure".

§5. Pervasion Implies Co-Pervasion. The N 'pervade' all of mathematics. Wherever N manifests, the NNS,

including the {Q}, are present too, noticed or not. Mathematico-ScientiIic insights based upon N have

long been cultivated. Mathematico-Scientific insights based upon the NNS are normally never noticed in
their full universality. Thus, many opportunities for accelerated Matllematico-Scientific conceptual

advancement inhere in the cultivation of the hitherto neglected NNS insights, including {.Q} insights,
throughout contemporary Mathematico-Science.
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That "non-standard" mathematics 'regularizes' the arithmetic of zero division via 0

§6. Quanta-Qualification, The Paradox ofSingularit!{r & The Nonlinearity Barrier. Syntheses of N & NNS,

including the { U } syntheses of N & { .a }, are both possible and conceptually advantageous. Another
such synthesis, the al! arithmetic of metrical qualifiers, concretizes the arithmetic and algebra of
"Dimensional Analysis", yielding a unified, comprehensively quanto-qualitati1le mathematics.

A
o
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dissolving 'The Singularity Paradox', the "curse of the divergences", the epidemic of unwanted infinities in
dynamical models. By this 'restoration of the metrical qualifiers', it leads to a 'metafinite', existential,
ontologiClll'semantification' of the 'self-bifurcation singularities' induced by additive-identity division. It may
thus hold seeds of 'The Nonlinearity Breakthrough'.

§7. Formal Operations and Dialectical Operations. N and its extensions paradigmatize the formal/monetary

operations [stJage of Phenomic, human-species cognitive development. Syntheses of N & NNS, beginning
with {u.} & a!!t can provide paradigms for a potentially emergent dialectical operations epoch of Terran
human cognitive and moral 'meta-evolution'. •
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